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Abstract 

This thesis presents a novel study on Second Generation High Temperature 

Superconductors, which covers their electromagnetic characteristics and AC loss 

analysis. 

Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography (LFEIT) is one of the most 

promising hybrid diagnostic scanners with burgeoning potential for biological 

imaging, particularly in the detection of cancer and internal haemorrhages. The author 

tried a novel combination of superconducting magnets together with the LFEIT 

system. The reason is that magnets are a key component for the LFEIT system, and 

superconducting magnets can generate a magnetic field with high intensity and 

homogeneity, which could significantly enhance the electrical signal induced from a 

sample, thus improving the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), particularly for full-body 

LFEIT. The author developed four magnet designs for the LEFIT system using the 

Finite Element Method (FEM) package, COMSOL Multiphysics, and found that a 

Superconducting Halbach Array magnet can achieve all the requirements (magnetic 

field properties, geometry, portability, etc.) for the LFEIT system. 

The optimization study of the superconducting Halbach Array magnet has been 

carried out on the FEM platform of COMSOL Multiphysics, with 2D models using 

H-formulation based on B-dependent critical current density and bulk approximation. 

Optimization focused on the location of the coils, as well as the geometry and number 

of coils on the premise of maintaining the total amount of superconducting material 

used in the design. The results showed that the Halbach Array configuration based 

superconducting magnet is able to generate a magnetic field with an intensity of over 

1 Tesla, with improved homogeneity to the ppm level using proper optimization 

methods. In order to efficiently predict the optimization performance, mathematical 

formulas were developed for these optimization parameters to determine the intensity 

and homogeneity of the magnetic field. 

The mathematical model for the LFEIT system was built based on the theory of 

the magneto-acousto-electric effect. Then the basic imaging of the electrical signal 

was developed using Matlab. The magnetic field properties of the magnet design were 
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imported into the LFEIT model. The LFEIT model simulated two samples located in 

three different magnetic fields with varying magnetic strength and homogeneity. 

Even if there are no actual alternating currents involved in the DC 

superconducting magnets mentioned above, they have power dissipation during 

normal operation (e.g. magnet ramping) and under different background fields. This 

problem generally goes under the category of “AC loss”. Therefore, the AC loss 

characteristics of HTS tapes and coils are still fundamentally important for HTS 

magnet designs, even if they are normally operating in DC conditions. This thesis 

starts with the AC loss study of HTS tapes. The investigation and comparison of AC 

losses on Surround Copper Stabilizer (SCS) Tape and Stabilizer-free (SF) Tape have 

been carried out, which includes AC loss measurement using the electrical method, as 

well as the real geometry and multi-layer HTS tape simulation using the 

2D H-formulation by COMSOL Multiphysics. Hysteresis AC losses in the 

superconducting layer, and eddy-current AC losses in the copper stabilizer, silver 

overlayer and substrate were concerned in this investigation. The measured AC losses 

were compared to the AC losses from the simulation, using 3 cases of different AC 

frequency: 10 Hz, 100 Hz, and 1000 Hz. The eddy-current AC losses of the copper 

stabilizer at a frequency of 1000 Hz were determined using both experiment and 

simulation. The frequency dependence of AC losses from Stabilizer-free Tape and 

Copper Stabilizer Tape were compared and analysed. 

A comprehensive AC loss study of a circular HTS coil has been fulfilled. The AC 

losses from a circular double pancake coil were measured using the electrical method. 

A 2D axisymmetric H-formulation model using FEM package COMSOL 

Multiphysics has been established, which was able to make consistency with the real 

circular coil used in the experiment. To model a circular HTS coil, a 2D axisymmetric 

model provided better accuracy than a general 2D model, and was also more efficient 

than a 3D model. Three scenarios were analysed: (1) AC transport current and DC 

magnetic field, (2) DC transport current and AC magnetic field, (3) AC transport 

current and AC magnetic field. The angular dependence analysis on the coil under the 

magnetic field with the different orientation angle  was carried out for all three 

scenarios. For scenario (3), the effect of the relative phase difference ∆ between the 

AC current and the AC field on the total AC loss of the coil was investigated. To 
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summarise, a current/field/angle/phase dependent AC loss (I, B, , ∆) study of 

circular HTS coil has been carried out, which could potentially benefit the future 

design and research of HTS AC systems. 

The AC losses of horizontally parallel HTS tapes have been investigated. The AC 

losses of the middle and end tape of three parallel tapes have been measured using the 

electrical method, and compared to those of an individual isolated tape. The effect of 

the interaction between tapes on AC losses has been analysed, and compared with 

finite element method (FEM) simulations using the 2D H-formulation implemented in 

COMSOL Multiphysics. The electromagnetic induction around the three parallel 

tapes was monitored using COMSOL simulation. The electromagnetic induction and 

AC losses generated by a conventional three turn coil were simulated as well, and 

then compared to the case of three parallel tapes with the same AC transport current. 

The analysis demonstrated that HTS parallel tapes could be potentially used in 

wireless power transfer systems, which could have lower total AC losses than 

conventional HTS coils. 

By using FEM simulations, cases of increasing number of parallel tapes was 

considered, and the normalised ratio between the total average AC losses per tape and 

the AC losses of an individual single tape have been calculated for different gap 

distances. A new parameter is proposed, Ns, a turning point the for number of tapes, to 

divide Stage 1 and Stage 2 for the AC loss study of horizontally parallel tapes. For 

Stage 1, N < Ns, the total average losses per tape increased with the increasing number 

of tapes. For Stage 2, N > Ns, the total average losses per tape started to decrease with 

the increasing number of tapes. The analysis demonstrates that horizontally parallel 

HTS tapes could be potentially used in superconducting devices like HTS 

transformers, which could retain or even reduce the total average AC losses per tape 

with large numbers of parallel tapes. 
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Chapter 1                     

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Since the last century, superconducting applications have been making contributions 

to our everyday lives, such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) which uses strong 

magnetic fields and radio waves to produce detailed images of the body interior [1]. In 

recent years, research on the electrical impedance of human tissues has become 

tremendously popular all over the world [2]. The technologies to image the electrical 

impedance of biological tissues can make great contributions to the early diagnosis of 

cancer and other pathologies such as stroke, which could potentially save hundreds, 

even thousands, of lives [3]. Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography (LFEIT) 

is a novel and promising configuration for diagnostic scanners. The working principle 

of LFEIT is to image the electrical signal generated by the magneto-acoustic effect 

from a biological sample [4]. LFEIT can achieve 3D high resolution imaging of tissue 

impedance based on an ultrasonically induced Lorentz force [3, 5-7].  

One of the most important superconducting applications is superconducting 

magnets [8]. A superconducting magnet is an electromagnet made from 

superconducting coils. Intense magnetic fields can be created when the coils are in the 

superconducting state, and they conduct a huge amount of electric current [8, 9]. The 

first successful superconducting magnet was built by George Yntema in 1954 

using niobium wire, and achieved a field of 0.71 T at 4.2 K [10]. In 2017 a 

superconducting magnet achieved the new world record of a 32 T magnetic field at 

the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, USA [11]. 
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For both MRI and LFEIT, magnets are the key component. The intensity and the 

uniformity of magnetic field directly affect the imaging quality of biological tissues [3, 

5]. Therefore, the combination of superconducting magnet with LFEIT system could 

be a sensible strategy. A superconducting magnet is able to produce a magnetic field 

with high intensity and uniformity, which could be significantly beneficial for the 

enhancement of electrical signal output and the robustness to noise, especially for 

large scale LFEIT systems.  

For Direct Current (DC) systems, theoretically, superconductors presents the 

electrically lossless attribute in most conditions [12]. The superconducting magnets 

are generally operating in the DC condition for MRI and LFEIT. Nevertheless, when 

high current superconducting coils and cables are used in magnet applications, they 

dissipate power because they are exposed to the varying magnetic field generated by 

the magnet itself, as well as to ambient factors such as the external AC signal 

disturbances. These kinds of power dissipation are mainly due to the magnetisation 

loss and dynamic loss from superconducting materials. Although no actual alternating 

currents are involved, these sorts of problems are generally classified under the 

category of “AC loss”, because the dynamics of power dissipation during a field ramp 

are substantially the same as the problems encountered in AC conditions. Field 

ramping and other transient changes of the transport current generate heat and 

challenge the cryogenic systems. A small AC magnetic field disturbance of 10 mT at 

kilo hertz level can affect the stability of a superconducting magnet [13]. Therefore, it 

is crucial to investigate the AC loss characteristics of HTS tapes and coils for the 

design of superconducting magnets, even if these magnets are normally operating in 

DC conditions. 

1.2 Thesis Novelties 

There are 7 main novelties which are located in 6 main chapters of this thesis. As the 

first author, I have written 7 scientific journal articles (6 fully published and 1 

accepted) based on these novelties below: 

(1) Design of a Superconducting Magnet for Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance 

Tomography [14]. 
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(2) Optimization Study on the Magnetic Field of Superconducting Halbach Array 

Magnet [15].  

(3) Design and Simulation of Superconducting Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance 

Tomography (LFEIT) [16]. 

(4) Investigation and comparison of AC losses on Stabilizer-free and Copper 

Stabilizer HTS tapes [17]. 

(5) Investigation of AC losses in horizontally parallel HTS tapes [18]. 

(6) AC losses in horizontally parallel HTS tapes for possible wireless power transfer 

applications [19].  

(7) Power dissipation in HTS coated conductor coils under the simultaneous action of 

AC and DC currents and fields [20]. 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1 introduces the motivation, novelties and outline of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 presents a literature review of superconductivity, the basics of AC loss 

and the historical development of LFEIT. The review of superconductivity covers the 

Meissner Effect, the London Theory, the Ginzburg-Landau Theory, Low Tc and High 

Tc Superconductors, Type I and Type II Superconductors, BCS Theory, and Flux 

Pinning. The basics of AC loss consist of the AC loss classifications as well as their 

origins, and AC loss measurement methods.  

Chapter 3 describes the numerical solutions and theoretical analysis of this design, 

and is in two parts. The first part covers the modelling and simulation of High Tc 

Superconductors, including the Critical State Model, the Bean Model, the Kim model, 

the E-J Constitutive Power Law, the General H-formulation, Two-dimension (2D) H-

formulation Models, and Three-dimension (3D) H-formulation Models. The second 

part is a theoretical analysis of LFEIT which includes acoustic field study and the 

magneto-acousto-electric technique.  

Chapter 4 demonstrates the four magnet designs for the LEFIT system, which are: 

(1) Halbach Array magnet design (perfect round shaped permanent magnets), (2) 

Halbach Array magnet design (square shaped permanent magnets), (3) 
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Superconducting Helmholtz Pair magnet design, and (4) Superconducting Halbach 

Array magnet design. The working principles and design specifications of these four 

magnets are described. The modelling and simulation of these magnets were based on 

COMSOL Multiphysics. The permanent magnets design used the “Magnetic field 

(mf)” AC/DC module while the superconducting magnets design used the Partial 

Differential Equation (PED) model. More detailed analysis on the magnitude and 

uniformity of the magnetic field for the Superconducting Halbach Array magnet 

design is also presented. Finally, the advantages and shortcomings of the four magnet 

designs are discussed. 

Chapter 5 illustrates the optimization study of the superconducting Halbach Array 

magnet carried out using FEM methods based on COMSOL Multiphysics, with 2D 

models using H-formulation based on B-dependent critical current density and bulk 

approximation. The optimization dedicates the location and geometry of HTS coils, 

and numbers of coils without changing the total amount of superconducting material 

used. Mathematical relations were developed for these optimization parameters 

involving the intensity and homogeneity of the magnetic field, for the purpose of 

predicting optimization performance and efficiency. 

Chapter 6 presents the design of the LFEIT system, which includes the design of 

the ultrasound module and magnetic module for LFITE system, and the electrical 

signal simulation based on the mathematical model of LFEIT. The mathematical 

model simulated two samples tested by this LFEIT system, where they were located 

in three magnetic fields with different magnetic strengths and uniformity. Then the 

comparison and discussion of their electrical signal outputs and basic signal imaging 

are presented. 

Chapter 7 clears the necessity of AC loss study for superconducting magnet 

designs, as well as their connections. It starts with the investigation of AC losses in 

Surround Copper Stabilizer (SCS) Tape and Stabilizer-free (SF) Tape, which includes 

AC loss measurement using the electrical method, and the real geometry and multi-

layer HTS tape modelling using H-formulation by COMSOL. Hysteresis AC losses in 

the superconducting layer, and eddy-current AC losses in the copper stabilizer, silver 

overlayer and substrate are the focus on this study. The measured AC losses were 

compared to the AC losses from the simulation, for three cases of different AC 
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frequency: 10 Hz, 100 Hz, and 1000 Hz. The eddy-current AC losses of copper 

stabilizer at a frequency of 1000 Hz were determined from both experiment and 

simulation. The frequency dependence of AC losses from Stabilizer-free Tape and 

Copper Stabilizer Tape are compared and analysed. 

Chapter 8 demonstrates a comprehensive AC loss study of a circular HTS coil. 

The AC losses from a circular double pancake coil were measured using the electrical 

method. A 2D axisymmetric H-formulation model using FEM package COMSOL 

Multiphysics has been established, which was able to make consistency with the real 

circular coil used in the experiment. Three scenarios are analysed: (1) AC transport 

current and DC magnetic field, (2) DC transport current and AC magnetic field, and 

(3) AC transport current and AC magnetic field. The angular dependence analysis of 

the coil under the magnetic field with the different orientation angle  has been 

performed for all three scenarios. In scenario (3), the effect of relative phase 

difference ∆ between the AC current and the AC field on the total AC loss of the 

coil is studied. In short, a current/field/angle/phase dependent AC loss (I, B, , ∆) 

study of circular HTS coil has been fulfilled, which could be helpful for future design 

and research of HTS AC systems. 

Chapter 9 presents the AC losses of horizontally parallel HTS tapes. A Three-tape 

configuration has been set up as an example. By using the electrical method, the AC 

losses of the middle and end tapes of three parallel tapes have been measured and 

compared to those of an individual isolated tape. The effect of the interaction between 

tapes on AC losses is analysed, and compared with simulations using the 2D 

H-formulation by COMSOL. The electromagnetic induction and AC losses generated 

by a conventional three turn coil was calculated, and then compared to the case of 

three parallel tapes with the same condition. The analysis reveals that HTS parallel 

tapes could be potentially applied into wireless power transfer (WPT) systems, which 

could suffer lower total AC losses than general HTS coils. The cases of increasing 

numbers of parallel tapes have been proposed, and the normalised ratio between the 

total average AC losses per tape and the AC losses of an individual single tape has 

been computed for different gap distances, by using FEM calculation. A new 

parameter has been proposed, Ns, a transition point for the number of tapes, to divide 

Stage 1 and Stage 2 for the AC loss study of horizontally parallel tapes. For Stage 1, 
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N < Ns, the total average losses per tape increased with the increasing number of tapes. 

For Stage 2, N > Ns, the total average losses per tape started to decrease with the 

increasing number of tapes. The results proved that horizontally parallel HTS tapes 

could be potentially utilised for superconducting devices such as HTS transformers, 

which could maintain or even reduce the total average AC losses per tape using huge 

numbers of parallel tapes. 

Chapter 10 summarises the conclusions of the work completed and makes 

suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2                         

Literature Review 

2.1 Review of Superconductivity 

Superconductivity was first discovered by Heike Kamerlingh-Onnes on 8th of April 

1911 [21]. At that time, he was studying the resistance of solid mercury at cryogenic 

temperatures using liquid helium as a refrigerant, and at 4.2 K he observed that its 

resistance abruptly disappeared [21, 22]. From then on, superconductivity has aroused 

great interest, providing solutions to many challenges. Huge progress has been made 

in current engineering applications such as superconducting motors, superconducting 

transmission lines, current limiters, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [10, 21]. 

 

2.1.1 Meissner Effect 

In 1933, 22 years after Kamerlingh-Onnes's discovery of superconductivity, the 

Meissner effect phenomenon was discovered by Walther Meissner and Robert 

Ochsenfeld [23]. The Meissner effect describes the phenomenon: Metal in the 

superconducting state never allows a magnetic flux density to exist in its interior [23]. 

The Meissner effect differs from the behaviour of a theoretical perfect conductor (σ = 

∞).  

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(element)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryogenic
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refrigerant
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Figure 2.1: (Red box) Magnetic behaviour - a perfect conductor. (Green box) 

Magnetic behaviour - a superconductor. 

Detailed comparisons between a perfect conductor and a superconductor are 

shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1 (Red box) presents the magnetic behaviour of a 

perfect conductor, while Figure 2.1 (Green box) demonstrates the magnetic behaviour 

of a superconductor: From (a)–(b) Specimen is resistanceless in the absence of a field; 

(c) Magnetic field is applied to the specimen; (d) Magnetic field is removed; (e)–(f) 

Specimen is resistanceless in an applied magnetic field; (g) Applied magnetic field is 

removed. It can be seen that when the sample is cooled before applying the magnetic 

field (zero field cooling), both a perfect conductor and a superconductor are able to 

expel the magnetic field from the inner geometry [9]. On the contrary, if the magnetic 

field is applied before cooling the specimen, for an ideal conductor the magnetic field 

remains within the geometry after it has been cooled down, whereas for a 

superconductor the magnetic field is still expelled from the inner geometry after the 

sample is cooled below its Tc. The expulsion of a magnetic field in a superconductor 

is due to the Meissner effect, while the magnetic expulsion in a perfect conductor is 

caused by Lenz’s law [9]. 

According to the phenomenon of the Meissner Effect that a magnetic field is 

expelled from the body of a superconductor, it can be deduced: 
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  00  MHB                                          (2.1) 

where B is the magnetic flux density, 0 is the permeability of free space, H is the 

magnetic field intensity, and M is the magnetisation. Equation (2.1) gives: 

MH                                                    (2.2) 

Therefore, the susceptibility: 

1
dH

dM
                                              (2.3) 

Assuming the ideal resistivity for a superconductor: 

0                                                       (2.4) 

The diamagnetism of a superconductor arises from the shielding current at its 

surface. This shielding current induces a magnetic field that has the same magnitude 

yet the opposite direction as the external field [9]. As a result, the sum of these two 

magnetic fields can be exactly cancelled. Therefore, expulsion of the total magnetic 

field can be seen and there is a zero magnetic field inside the superconductor [9]. 

2.1.2 The London Theory 

Since the surface current density induced by super electrons is not infinitely large, the 

magnetic field that leads to ideal diamagnetism of a superconductor must penetrate 

the superconductor into a finite depth [9, 24]. The penetration depth λ can be derived 

from basic electrodynamics characteristics, and in the following paragraphs the 

phenomenological London Theory is explained according to the penetration depth λ 

varying with the super current density ns [9, 24]. 

Superelectrons encounter zero resistance to their motion in a superconductor. This 

assumes that near the surface of the superconductor, a constant electric field E exists 

in the material, and the electrons accelerate steadily under the action of this electric 

field. 

Eqvms 


                                                    (2.5) 
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where ms is the mass of the free carrier, v is the carrier velocity and q is the carrier 

charge (superelectron or copper-pairs), and the time derivative is indicated by using 

the dot on the top (e.g. the accelerator 


v ) [24]. The super current density can then be 

expressed as: 

vqnJ s                                                      (2.6) 

where ns is the superelectrons per unit volume. In 1925, Haas Lorentz predicted the 

electrodynamic screening length λ to be [25]: 

qn

m

s

s

0

2

2


                                                     (2.7) 

Rearrange the (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7): 




 J
qn

Jm

q

vm
E

s

ss 2

02
                                   (2.8) 

where 


J  is the time derivative of the current density. For both sides of Equation (2.8), 

taking the curl: 



 JE 2

0                                          (2.9) 

Using Maxwell Equations: 



 BE                                                 (2.10) 

JB 0                                                (2.11) 

where 


B  is the time derivative of the magnetic flux density, Equation (2.9) can be 

rearranged: 

02 


BB                                          (2.12) 

As the second term: 
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 BB 2
                                         (2.13) 

Equation (2.12) can be converted: 



 BB 22                                                (2.14) 

The solution of Equation (2.14) must satisfy the condition of diamagnetism: 

( )

z

aB x B e 

 
   

                                            (2.15) 

where Ba is the external applied magnetic flux, Ba = 0 Ha.  

From Equation (2.15), the condition for a perfect conductor is B(x) = 0 when z >> 

λ. However, a superconductor is more than a perfect conductor [26]. H. London and F. 

London performed the time integration of Equation (2.15) then converted this 

equation with a static magnetic flux B, and set the additional unknown integration 

constant to be equal to zero. They discovered that [27, 28]: 

( )

z

aB x B e 

 
 
                                            (2.16) 

 

Figure 2.2: London penetration depth: the penetration of a magnetic field into a 

superconductor [27]. 
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Figure 2.2 shows how magnetic field penetrates into a superconductor according 

to the London Theory. Within a distance λ near the surface, the magnetic field decays 

exponentially, but the deep interior of the superconductor is free from any magnetic 

field [26, 27]. 

The London Theory uses a mathematical way to explain the Meissner Effect [9, 

27]. The solution to Equation (2.16) precisely describes the phenomenon of the 

Meissner Effect: when a superconductor is surrounded by an external static magnetic 

field, supercurrents arise spontaneously in the surface layer with a penetration depth 

of λ, creating an opposing field in the sample, which can exactly cancel the applied 

field inside [9, 27].  

2.1.3 The Ginzburg-Landau (GL) Theory 

In 1950, Ginzburg and Landau proposed the Ginzburg-Landau Theory, which is of 

paramount importance in the history of superconductivity. The Ginzburg-Landau 

Theory is a phenomenological explanation of superconductivity in terms of 

thermodynamics [28, 29]. The GL Theory describes the long coherence length for 

some superconductors, e.g. low temperature superconductors (LTS). It also explains 

the short coherence length for high temperature superconductors (HTS) [29-31]. 

The Ginzburg-Landau Theory starts from some simple assumptions, which 

explain superconductivity based on a complex order parameter ϕ, and it can be 

expressed in the form of the products which include a modulus |ϕ| and a phase factor θ: 

  ins exp                                             (2.17) 

Starting from the deduction of the Landau free energy density, both Ginzburg and 

Landau assumed that a superconductor's free energy density Fs can be expanded as a 

function with complex order parameters [29]: 

 
0

2
242

2
2

2

1

2 





B
eAi

m
FF ns                (2.18) 

In Equation (2.18), α and β are temperature dependent functions, A is the magnetic 

potential (vector), ħ is the Planck constant, and e and m are the charge and the mass of 

the particles described by ϕ. 
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The variations of the parameter ϕ and magnetic potential A which lead to the free 

energy must be at a minimum. The First Ginzburg-Landau equation uses the varying 

derivative of Fs with respect to ϕ: 

  02
2

1

2

22
 


 eAi

m
                      (2.19) 

Ginzburg-Landau Equation I describes the relationship between the superelectron 

density ϕ and the magnetic field. Similarly, to determine the expression for the current 

density, taking the derivative of Fs with respect to the magnetic potential A gives the 

Second Ginzburg-Landau Equation:  

   ..2* cceAi
m

e
J                                (2.20) 

The Ginzburg-Landau Equations are able to produce many useful results [31]. 

The most impactful contribution is their prediction of the existence of two 

characteristic lengths for a superconductor [26, 29]. The first one is the coherence 

length ξ, which explains the size of thermodynamic fluctuations during the 

superconducting (T < Tc) phase: 

 
 cTT

Tm





4

2
                                 (2.21) 

When T > Tc (normal phase), it is given by: 

 
 cTT

Tm





2

2
                                 (2.22) 

The second prediction is the penetration depth λ, given by: 

22

04 


e

m
                                                (2.23) 

As mentioned before, ϕ is the equilibrium quantity to the order parameter, which 

is in the absence of electromagnetic field. The penetration depth λ describes the depth 

to which an external magnetic field can penetrate into a superconductor [29, 30]. 
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2.1.4 Low Tc and High Tc Superconductors 

Since Kamerlingh-Onnes's first discovery of superconductor, a great amount of 

research work has been carried out to find more and more superconductors, and 

scientists are always searching for higher critical temperature (Tc) superconductors 

[32]. Thereafter, low Tc and high Tc superconductors were distinguished according to 

their critical temperatures [21, 32]. The earliest discovered superconducting materials 

were mostly metals and simple alloys. For pure metal, Niobium is the element has the 

highest critical temperature (9.3 K), which generally requires liquid helium (He) as 

the cryogen [21, 33]. However, some metallic compounds and alloys remain 

superconducting state up to much higher temperatures. The Tc of Lanthanum-barium-

copper oxide ceramic (LaBaCuO4) was measured at 30 K, which was used as the 

criterion to define high temperature superconductors (HTS). Since then, 

superconductors have been classified into 2 categories [22, 34]:  

 

Low Temperature Superconductor (LTS) High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) 

Tc is lower than 30 K Tc is higher than 30 K 

Table 2.1: Distinction between LTS and HTS [17, 29].  

 

In recent years, a great number of high temperature superconductors (HTS) based 

on copper oxide have been discovered, and are used for research and engineering 

applications, e.g. YBa2Cu3O7 ("YBCO" or "Y123") and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ("BSCCO" or 

"Bi2212"). YBCO’s critical temperature is 93 K, and BSCCO’s critical temperature is 

105 K at atmospheric pressure [26, 35]. The highest Tc known at atmospheric pressure 

is in the compound HgBa2Ca2Cu3O3, with the critical temperature of 135 K [36]. 
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Figure 2.3: Timeline for the discovery of superconducting materials and the 

development of critical temperature [37]. 

LaBa2CuO4-x was the first High Temperature Superconductor, discovered in 1986 

by Bednorz and Muller [38] who shared the 1987 Nobel Prize in physics. 

BSCCO was the first High Temperature Superconducting material used to 

produce HTS wires. In 1987, C. Chu et al. discovered the superconducting material 

YBCO, which has a Tc higher than the boiling point of liquid nitrogen (77 K) [26, 39]. 

The development of YBCO significantly improved the performance of High 

Temperature Superconductors, and its manufacturing technology has already been 

industrialised [40].  

In 2001, magnesium diboride was discovered by Nagamastsu [41]. MgB2 has a 

critical temperature up to 39 K, which is the highest Tc determined by a non copper-

oxide superconductor [41, 42]. The low cost and abundance of magnesium and boron 

has generated new interest in MgB2 for power applications [42]. In 2008, the 

phenomenon was found that a class of iron based materials also have superconducting 

characteristics. These new materials are a new category of superconducting materials 

[42, 43].  
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Figure 2.4 presents "magnetic field vs temperature curves" for five main 

commercial superconductors, and Table 2.2 shows the basic parameters for these 

superconductors.  

 

Figure 2.4: Magnetic field vs temperature curves for five main commercial 

superconductors [44]. 

 

 

Materials Tc 

(K) 

0Hc2  

(T) 

0Hc1  

(T) 

Coherence 

Length 

(nm) 

Penetration 

Depth (nm) 

Critical 

Current 

(A/m
-2

) 

NbTi 9 12 (4 K) 10.5 (4 K) 4 240 ~4×10
5
 

Nb3Sn 18 27 (4 K) 24 (4 K) 3 65 ~10
6
 

MgB2 39 15 (4 K) 8 (4 K) 6.5 140 ~10
6
 

YBCO 92 >100T (4 K) >5T (77 K) 1.5 150 ~10
7
 

Bi2223 108 >100T (4 K) >0.2T (77 K) 1.5 150 ~10
6
 

Table 2.2: Basic parameters for five common superconductors [21, 22, 26, 44]. 
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Figure 2.5: (a) Schematic and (b) Cross-section of First Generation (1G) HTS and 

Second Generation (2G) HTS wire [45]. 

2.1.5 First Generation (1G) and Second Generation (2G) HTSs 

BSCCO is also known as First Generation High Temperature Superconducting 

material (1G HTS) [46]. As shown in Figure 2.5 (a), 1G HTS uses the structure of 

multi-filamentary composite [45]. From Figure 2.5 (b), it can be seen that the cross-

section of 1G HTS filaments is in approximate elliptical shape. Generally, there are 

two types of BSCCO which are processed into wires (via the powder-in-tube process). 

They are: Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (BSCCO-2212) and Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10 (BSCCO-2223) [26, 

47]. 1G HTS has been the basis of earliest demonstrations of electrical power devices 

[45]. 

The coated conductor method is one of the most promising methods for producing 

YBCO superconducting tape, which involves deposition of YBCO on flexible metal 
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tapes coated by multiple buffering layers [48]. YBCO tapes are defined as the Second 

Generation High Temperature Superconducting material (2G HTS) [21, 26, 49].  As 

shown in Figure 2.5 (a), the biaxial texture of 2G HTS is the key to achieve high 

current-carrying capacity [45]. These years, YBCO 2G HTS tapes are manufactured 

by many companies all over the world, such as Superpower, American 

Superconductor, European Advanced Superconductors, Fujikura and Nexans 

Superconductors [26, 40, 48, 50, 51]. 

2.1.6 Type I and Type II Superconductors 

As described in the previous section, superconductors enter the Meissner State when 

an external magnetic field is applied. But the Meissner effect will breaks down when 

the external field increases beyond a certain value. Type I superconductors, they will 

return to a normal state, while Type II superconductors enter a mixed state [9, 52]. 

Therefore, Type I is defined as the superconductors that only have the 

superconducting state and the normal state. However, Type II superconductors have 

three states: the superconducting state, the mixed state and the normal state [9, 53]. 

Figure 2.6 presents the difference between Type I superconductors and Type II 

superconductors. 

 

Figure 2.6: Magnetization and internal field of type I and type II superconductors. 
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In Figure 2.6 (a), Type I superconductors part, Bc refers to the critical field. The 

superconductor abruptly reverts from the Meissner State to the normal state once the 

external applied field exceeds Bc, and the magnetic flux simultaneously penetrates the 

entire sample. The magnetization of the sample also drops to zero, thus the value of 

the internal magnetic field becomes equal to the external field [9, 54]. These Type I 

superconducting materials are mostly pure metals and metalloids [9]. 

Type II superconductors have two critical fields: Bc1 refers to the lower critical 

field, and Bc2 refers to the upper critical field [9, 55]. Once the external field exceeds 

the lower critical field, the magnetic field starts to partially penetrate the 

superconductor in the form of quantised flux. The mixed state is defined as the state 

involving partial penetration of magnetic field, where the magnetization of the 

superconductor decreases gradually with an increasing external magnetic field. The 

magnetisation reaches zero when the external applied field reaches the upper critical 

field Bc2. At critical field Bc2, the external field equals the internal field [9, 55]. 

The Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ can be calculated using the London 

penetration depth λ and coherence length ξ (shown in Figure 2.7) [9, 56]: 




                                                      (2.24) 

Type I Superconductors Type II Superconductors 

2

1
  

2

1
  

Table 2.3: Distinction between type I and type II superconductors [12, 49]. 

For type I and II superconductors, the difference in κ is quite dramatic. E.g. a type 

I superconductor like lead has κ = 0.48, while a copper based type II superconductor, 

such as YBCO, has κ = 95 [9, 57]. 
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Figure 2.7: Type I and Type II superconductors: relation between the penetration 

depth λ and coherence length ξ. 

The Ginsburg-Landau theory precisely describes the phenomenon of 

superconducting vortices during the mixed state. Generally, the size of these vortices 

is very small, and there are millions of vortices in a Type II bulk [9, 58]. 

2.1.7 BCS Theory 

The BCS theory was named after J. Bardeen, L. Cooper and R. Schrieffer, who were 

the first to put forward the microscopic theory of superconductivity describing the 

phenomenon at the quantum mechanical level [24, 28].  

According to BCS theory, super current is transported by a pair of electrons, 

known as Cooper pairs [24]. The Cooper pair is more stable than a single electron, 

and it is more insubordinate to vibrations within the material lattice [24]. The 

attraction to a Cooper pair’s partner maintains its stability, thus it experiences less 

resistance. As a result, Cooper pairs passing through the material lattice are less 

affected by thermal vibrations below the critical temperature [24, 59]. 
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The BCS theory reasonably explains the physical relations of the energy gap E at 

temperature T and with the critical temperature Tc, and the Meissner Effect as well 

[24, 59]. However, BCS theory only perfectly matches the physical phenomenon for 

low temperature superconductors, elements, and simple alloys. BCS theory cannot 

explain the physical phenomenon of high temperature superconductors [28]. 

2.1.8 Flux Pinning 

Most applications of type II superconductors rely on their mixed state, in which they 

can deliver high currents in strong magnetic fields [60]. These practical type II 

superconductors are called hard superconductors, which is different from the ideal 

type II superconductors. 

When an ideal type II superconducting sample is in the mixed state, this means 

some flux has already penetrated into the sample, which is oriented perpendicular to 

the plate [28, 61]. The electrical currents flowing cause a Lorentz force acting 

between the current and vortices:  

LF J B                                                   (2.25) 

As the currents are spatially fixed by the boundaries, Equation (2.25) means that 

the vortices must move perpendicular to the current direction and to the magnetic field 

[62]. The motion of vortices across the superconductor induces an electric field: 

E B v                                                   (2.26) 

That electric field is parallel to the current, thus the sample obtains electrical 

resistance. The motion of vortices generates heat dissipation, which is potentially 

owing to the losses from two fundamental factors [28]. The first loss is correlated with 

the appearance of electric fields which are generated by the moving vortices. These 

electric fields are able to accelerate the unpaired electrons, and transmit energy from 

the electric field to the lattice, and therefore generate heat [63]. The second loss is 

associated with the spatial variation for the Cooper pair density, which increases from 

zero in the centre of the vortices toward their outside [63]. 

In an ideal type II superconductor the vortices are able to move with no restriction, 

thus any arbitrary small currents will cause motion of the vortices and energy 

dissipation [63]. Therefore, for an ideal type II superconductor in the mixed state, the 
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transport current is equal to zero. In order to make practical use of type II 

superconductors, they must have the capability to carry large critical currents [64, 65]. 

Large critical currents induce large Lorentz forces, thus a strong pinning force is 

necessary to repel the Lorentz forces and prevent the movement of vortices [63]. Type 

II superconductors with a strong pinning force can be achieved by adding impurities 

and crystalline defects into the materials. These materials are defined as hard 

superconductors. 

Hard superconductors can carry large electrical currents because the magnetic 

fields are pinned in the volume of the superconducting material. Once a DC current 

(below the critical current) is flowing through in a hard superconductor, it 

demonstrates the lossless attribute [12]. Nevertheless, in the AC regime, vortices must 

move to follow the variation of the magnetic field. The pinning force characterises an 

obstacle, and superseding it is an irreversible process [12]. The accompanied power 

dissipation is a hysteresis loss for hard superconductors, and will be explained in the 

following sections. 

2.2 AC Loss of Superconductivity 

Alternating current (AC) losses are crucial problems for superconducting applications 

when they are operating under the action of AC currents and AC magnetic fields [18]. 

AC losses can generate thermal dissipation and negatively affect overall electric 

power efficiency [66, 67]. As shown in Figure 2.8, the practical superconductors, e.g. 

ReBCO-coated HTS tapes, consist of different materials in addition to the 

superconducting material, such as metals, magnetic materials, substrates, and buffers 

[12]. Some of these can significantly affect the total losses based on specific operating 

conditions. These loss contributions can be divided into four categories, which are 

listed below [12]: 
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the different loss contributions in practical HTSs. (1) 

Hysteresis loss in the superconducting parts; (2) eddy current loss in the normal metal 

parts; (3) coupling loss between filaments; and (4) ferromagnetic loss in the magnetic 

substrates. 

(1) Hysteresis loss: caused by the penetration and movement of the magnetic flux in 

the superconducting material. 

(2) Coupling loss: generated by the currents coupling two or more superconducting 

filaments via the normal metal regions which separate them. 

(3) Ferromagnetic loss: caused by the hysteresis cycles in magnetic material parts. 

(4) Eddy-current loss: arising from currents induced by a magnetic field and 

circulating in the normal metal parts. 

2.2.1 Hysteresis Loss 

Hysteresis loss is generally the most important loss in the study of superconductivity. 

Alternating transport currents and alternating magnetic fields cause hysteresis losses 

in Type-II superconductors. The physical mechanisms of hysteresis losses are 

described in this section.  

Figure 2.9 illustrates a sample of superconductor subjected to an external 

magnetic field. As shown in the form of flux lines, the magnetic field penetrates the 

superconductor [68]. The flux-line pattern and internal magnetic field change with the 
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changing magnetic field. According to Faraday’s law, the varying magnetic field 

inside the material induces an electric field, E: 

B
E

t


  


                                             (2.27) 

As shown in Figure 2.9 (a), the electric field in the material drives “screening 

currents”, and these “screening currents” are indicated by arrows. The direction of the 

currents is indicated by + and - signs in the cross-section of the sample [68]. On the 

basis of Ampere’s law, the screening currents determine the magnetic-field 

distribution in the superconductor: 

0B J                                            (2.28) 

The screening currents have power dissipation at a local power density can be 

calculated by E×J. The energy is supplied by the power source of the magnet and 

delivered by the external magnetic field. Energy is required for depinning of the 

vortices and the movement of the flux lines, which is a dissipative process [68]. 

Eventually, the energy is converted to heat and must be removed by the cryogenic 

system.  

 

Figure 2.9: Mechanisms for hysteresis losses: Cross-section of a superconductor 

subject to a varying external magnetic field. 

Figure 2.9 (b) presents the magnetic field B inside and around a superconductor, 

assuming that the superconductor is cooled down and then subjected to a swept 
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magnetic field with a constant changing rate. The magnetic intensity H created by the 

external magnet is assumed to be homogeneous. M is the magnetisation given by the 

screening currents. Therefore, the local magnetic field around the superconductor B is 

determined by μ0(H + M). The screening currents tend to shield the interior of the 

superconductor from the magnetic field variation [68]. M is oriented opposite to H in 

the centre of the superconductor, and the local magnetic field intensity is smaller than 

μ0H. The lines of M are closed curves from inside extending outside the sample. In 

the plane y = 0, the lines of M are oriented parallel to H as the symmetry, thus the 

magnetic field intensity is higher than μ0H outside the superconductor in the plane 

y = 0 [68]. Screening currents, magnetic fields and power dissipation occur only in the 

white region in Figure 2.9.  

Hereafter, the symbol B is used to stand for the external magnetic field far away 

from the superconductor. Therefore, M is zero, and therefore B is equal to μ0H. The 

screening currents provide the sample a magnetic moment m, which is computed from 

the screening current distribution. The AC loss of the superconducting sample can be 

calculated by the integration of either the product B×dm or m×dB over a single 

cycle of magnetic field. This method can also be used for the calculation of 

magnetisation loss due to the hysteresis of a ferromagnetic material sample [68].  

A transport current flowing through a superconductor generates a magnetic field 

around it, which is called the self-field. If, with an AC transport current, the AC self-

field also penetrates the superconductor during every cycle. Even if there is no 

external AC magnetic field, the variation of the AC self-field within the 

superconductor causes a hysteresis loss [69]. 

 

Figure 2.10: Coupling AC loss in composite conductor. 
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2.2.2 Coupling Loss 

An external AC magnetic field induces eddy current in a normal conductor. There is a 

different sort of eddy current induced in a superconductor consisting of separate 

filaments embedded into a normal material. Figure 2.10 presents the cross-section of a 

composite conductor with two filaments indicated in grey colour. If a magnetic field 

is oriented perpendicular to the plane, electrical fields are induced around the loop in 

the plane [12]. The electric fields then induce electric currents indicated by the arrows 

in the loop, as shown in Figure 2.10. Inside the superconducting filaments, the 

currents theoretically flow with zero resistance. Resistance only occurs at the joints of 

the composite where electrical currents flow across the normal conducting matrix. 

The cross currents shown in Figure 2.10 are called coupling currents since they couple 

the superconducting filaments together with normal materials into a single large 

system. This additional power dissipation is generated as the coupling currents flow, 

which is defined as the coupling current loss [68]. 

In order to decrease the coupling current AC loss, the coupling currents should be 

controlled below the critical current of the superconducting filaments. In order to 

reduce coupling loss, twisting the filaments and reducing the dimensions of the 

composite can be carried out [70].  

2.2.3 Ferromagnetic loss 

It is common that magnetic materials appear in superconducting systems because 

magnetic materials can be important components of superconducting devices, or a 

part of superconducting wires [12]. For example, some Second Generation 

superconducting tapes can be manufactured using substrates based on ferromagnetic 

materials such as alloys of Ni and W, and this causes additional losses which must be 

taken into consideration when estimating the total losses in the HTS tapes. The 

magnetic components affect the AC loss in superconducting systems in two ways [12]:  

(1) They adjust the magnetic profile inside the superconductor, such as the iron core 

in superconducting motors. 

(2) They contribute additional hysteretic losses to the system, in the magnetic 

substrates. 
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Therefore, the contribution of the magnetic components on the total AC losses in a 

superconducting system is important. 

2.2.4 Eddy-current Loss 

Eddy current losses are originated in terms of power dissipation by the resistive (Joule) 

effect. If a metal conductor is exposed to an alternating external magnetic field, there 

will be an eddy-current induced, and this eddy-current as well as corresponding 

material’s electrical resistance cause power dissipation [12].  

Some studies have proved that eddy-current losses are negligible at low operating 

frequencies, but they should be taken into consideration when working at high 

frequencies [17]. For example, considering a Copper Stabilized Tape with 50 m of 

copper stabilizer and self-field critical current of 260 A, used with a 60 Hz sinusoidal 

current with peak current of critical current, the corresponding eddy-current loss in the 

copper stabilizer can be estimated to be in the order of 5 mW/m [71]. If using the 

same conditions, the total hysteresis loss is 380 mW/m, which is about 32 times 

greater. Therefore, eddy-current losses are not significant at power frequencies. 

However, eddy-current losses should be taken into account if working at low 

operating temperature (such as 4.2 K), as the metal resistivities significantly decrease 

resulting in an increase in eddy-current losses [12].  

2.3 AC Loss Measurements 

Basically, there are three common methods for AC loss measurement of 

superconductors: the electric method, the magnetic method, and the calorimetric 

method. Their advantages and drawbacks are briefly demonstrated below. 

2.3.1 Electrical Method 

If an AC current source supplies the electric energy, and some of the energy is 

dissipated in the superconductor due to flux creep or self-field loss [68]. Their electric 

energy qtrans (in Joule) dissipated during each cycle is called the transport current loss. 

The electrical method can be used to measure the transport current loss by measuring 

the voltage in-phase with the current, which can be assumed as a resistive load [70]. A 

compensation coil is used to cancel the inductive signal, when the measuring 

superconductor has inductive quantity induce voltages which are not due to the 

transport current loss. Additionally, a strong alternating magnetic field can disturb the 
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electric measurement. This thesis focuses on the electrical method for AC loss 

measurement, and more details on the electrical method are presented in Chapter 7 to 

Chapter 9. 

2.3.2 Magnetic Method 

The AC magnetic source provides magnetic energy, and some of the energy is 

dissipated in the superconductor due to hysteresis or coupling current losses. The 

magnetic energy qmagn (in Joule) dissipated during each cycle is defined as the 

magnetisation loss [68]. The variation in the magnetic moment of the superconducting 

sample is determined by the voltages of pickup coils around the sample [72]. 

However, the small AC transport current detected by the magnetic method may affect 

the performance of a magnetic measurement, because it adds an extra magnetic 

moment to the sample which is not owing to the external magnetic field. 

2.3.3 Calorimetric Method 

The calorimetric method can be carried out either by measuring the temperature 

increment of the superconducting sample, or by detecting the amount of nitrogen that 

is evaporated from the cryostat [70]. The calorimetric method has the advantage that it 

cannot be affected by undesirable alternating currents or magnetic field disturbances, 

as mentioned above. However, less information can be acquired using the calorimetric 

method, because the magnetisation loss cannot be distinguished from the total losses. 

The calorimetric method can also be affected by thermal influences from the external 

environment due to Ohmic dissipation in the current leads, or heat leakage from the 

cryostat [68]. 

2.4 Analytical Techniques for AC Loss  

Compared to AC loss measurements, a theoretical estimation of AC loss is a much 

more efficient way to obtain a reliable reference for the approximate amount of AC 

loss in a superconductor. Analytical techniques also possess the advantage over AC 

loss measurement that they are not affect by ambient factors and experimental errors. 

There are two typical analytical solutions, “Norris” and “Brandts”, for estimating the 

hysteresis AC loss of a superconductor under the action of AC transport current and 

AC external magnetic field. Both are widely used in the superconductivity research 

community. 
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2.4.1 Norris Analytical Solutions 

Norris analytical solutions are general methods to estimate the hysteresis AC loss in a 

Type-II superconductor under the action of AC transport current [69]. There are two 

scenarios for which Norris analytical solutions are frequently used, Norris Ellipse and 

Norris Strips, as they are the most general geometries of superconducting tapes. 

For Type-II elliptical superconducting tapes, if the critical current is Ic, and the 

applied current is Ia, the Norris Ellipse analytical solution is: 

2
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For Type-II rectangle strip superconducting tapes, the Norris Strip analytical solution 

is: 
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2.4.2 Brandt Analytical Solutions 

Brandt analytical solutions are general approaches to calculate hysteresis AC losses 

for a Type-II superconducting strip subject to a perpendicular external magnetic field 

[73]. For a superconducting strip of width 2a and thickness d (2a>>d), with critical 

magnetic field Hc, exposed to a perpendicular magnetic field Ha, the magnetization 

loss is: 
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           (2.31) 

2.5 Historical Development of Lorentz Force Electrical 

Impedance Tomography 

Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography (LFEIT), also known as Hall Effect 

Imaging (HEI) or Magneto-Acousto-Electric Tomography (MAET), is one of the 

most promising hybrid methods with burgeoning potential for biological imaging, 

particularly in cancer detection [3-5, 74]. Simple ultrasonic imaging technology has 

difficulty in distinguishing between soft tissues as acoustic impedance varies by less 
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than 10% between muscle and blood. LFEIT shows the powerful capability to provide 

information about the pathological and physiological condition of tissue, because 

electrical impedance varies widely among soft tissue types and pathological states [2, 

3, 75, 76]. In addition, tissues under conditions of haemorrhage or ischemia exhibit 

huge difference in electrical properties because most body fluid and blood have fairly 

different permittivities and conductivities compared to other soft tissues [77, 78]. The 

detailed data of electrical resistivity of human tissues (at 20 to 200 KHz) as well as 

the acoustic properties of human tissues are given in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5, 

respectively [77, 79]. 

 

Human Tissue Electrical Resistivity (Ω·m) 

Blood 1.5 

Blood plasma 0.66 

Bone 166 

Cardiac muscle (Longitudinal) 1.60–5.65 

Cardiac muscle (Transverse) 4.25–51.81 

Fat 21–28 

Liver 3.6–5.5 

Lung (breath in) 7.27 

Lung (breath out) 23.63 

Skeletal muscle (Longitudinal) 1.25–1.5 

Skeletal muscle (Transverse) 18–23 

Table 2.4: Electrical resistivity of human tissues (at 20 to 200 KHz) [80]. 

 

Human 

Tissue 

Mass Density 

(g/m) 

Sound Speed in 

Tissue (m/s) 

Acoustic Characteristic 

Impedance 

Frequency 

(MHz) 

Blood 1.055 1570 1.655 1.0 

Bone 1.658 3860 5.571 1.0 

Fat 0.955 1476 1.410 1.0 

Liver 1.050 1570 1.648 1.0 

Muscle 1.074 1568 1.685 1.0 

Soft tissue 1.016 1500 1.525 1.0 

Table 2.5: The acoustic properties of human tissues [80]. 
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Figure 2.11: Experiment of Hall Effect imaging [4]. 

In the 1990s, Hall Effect Imaging (HEI) was developed by Wen et al. [4]. HEI 

uses the Lorentz Force based coupling mechanism with ultrasound to image the 

electrical properties of biological tissues. The Hall Effect explains the phenomenon of 

charge separation in a conductive object subjected to a magnetic field. Figure 2.11 

demonstrates an experiment of Hall Effect Imaging [4, 77]. HEI technology detects 

the Hall voltages using surface electrodes on the tested specimen, where these 

voltages are induced using ultrasound to cause localised mechanical vibrations in a 

conductive tissue specimen located in a static magnetic field. For biological tissue 

samples, the Hall voltages are induced by “the Lorentz force induced separation of 

conductive ions in intra- and extra-cellular space” [7, 77]. With the ultrasound packet 

propagating through the specimen, the conductivity data of the specimen along the 

ultrasound beam can be encoded in the time course of measuring the Hall voltages [4, 

7, 77]. HEI technology is able to realise high spatial resolution images with respect to 

the conductivity distribution within biological tissue specimens. The spatial imaging 

of HEI is very close to ultrasound imaging, as it is mainly determined by the 

bandwidth and central frequency of the ultrasound packets generated [4, 5, 7, 77]. 
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Figure 2.12: Schematic of Magneto-acoustic tomography with magnetic induction 

[74]. 

The method of Magneto-acoustic tomography with magnetic induction (MAT-MI) 

was proposed by Bin He et al. This breakthrough solved the shielding effect problem 

which existed in other hybrid bio-conductivity imaging techniques such as HEI (Xu 

and He 2005) [74]. Figure 2.12 presents the schematic of Magneto-acoustic 

tomography with magnetic induction. Unlike HEI, MAT-MI uses the Lorentz force to 

induce an eddy current to produce ultrasound vibrations which can be detected using 

ultrasound transducers (receiving mode) placed around the specimen. The recorded 

ultrasound signals are then used to reconstruct the conductivity distribution of the 

biological sample [74, 81]. 

 

Figure 2.13: Experimental design of Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography 

[5]. 
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In 2013, a small scaled experimental Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance 

Tomography (LFEIT) was developed by Grasland-Mongrain et al. [5]. As shown in 

Figure 2.13, this design collected electric current from electrodes placed around the 

specimens. Two specimens were chosen: a gelatin phantom and a beef sample, which 

were successively fixed into a 0.3 T magnetic field B0 and sonicated with an 

ultrasonic transducer emitting 500 kHz bursts [5, 82]. 
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Chapter 3                         

Numerical Modelling and 

Theoretical Analysis 

3.1 High Tc Superconductors (HTS) Model and Simulation 

Several models have been established for calculating the field distributions and 

current density and for High Temperature Superconductors (HTS), which are 

described in detail in the following sections. 

3.1.1 Critical State Model 

The critical state model was developed empirically based on the data from 

macroscopic superconductivity experiments. It offers a convenient approach to 

mathematically explain the superconductivity phenomena [83]. The critical state 

model, defined as the simplest and most widely used superconductivity model, 

assumes that the outer layer of the superconductivity material entirely enters the 

critical state when low magnetic fields or currents are applied, whilst the interior 

region is still in the virgin (normal) state [83, 84]. Using the critical state model is a 

straightforward method to understanding engineering applications of 

superconductivity. There are two critical state models commonly used, namely, the 

Bean model proposed by C. Bean [85], and the Kim model proposed by Y. Kim [86], 

which are briefly introduced in the following sections. 

3.1.2 The Bean Model 

The Bean Model is one of the simplest of the critical state models, in which two 

crucial assumptions are [85, 87]: 

(a) The critical current Jc is independent of the magnetic field. 
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(b) A critical current ±Jc flows wherever the superconducting material enters the 

critical state, while there is no current when the superconducting material is in its 

virgin (normal) state. 

The Bean's approximation predicts that shielding or trapped current is only able to 

be the values 0 or ±Jc. As shown in Figure 3.1, the Bean model can be illustrated by a 

superconducting slab with y-z plane of infinite length which is exposed to an applied 

magnetic field in the z direction. Induced currents will flow around the surface of the 

geometry when the slab is in the presence of an applied magnetic field in the z 

direction. Because the assumption is made that the superconductor is infinitely long in 

the y-z plane, the surface current in the x direction is negligible compared to the 

current in the y direction. Therefore, the currents are assumed to flow only in the y 

direction (two-way) [85, 87]. 

 

Figure 3.1: Superconducting slab with infinite length in the y-z plane which is in the 

presence of an applied magnetic field in the z direction. 
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When an applied magnetic field Ha increases monotonically, screening currents 

are induced at the surface of the slab and gradually penetrate into the slab interior. 

This produces a magnetic field in the opposite direction to the field applied. As shown 

in Figure 3.2 (a), the deep interior of the slab is shielded from the external field. The 

slope is the derivative with respect to the magnetic field inside the slab, and is equal to 

the critical current: 

x

H
J

y

c



                                                  (3.1) 

As shown in Figure 3.2 (b), at the moment Ha has increased to the penetration field Hp, 

the applied field fully penetrates the superconducting slab and a current density Jc 

flows in each half. When the applied field is greater than Hp, there is an upward 

shifting of the field magnitude in the slab because the density of the screening current 

cannot exceed Jc, and the field gap between the edge and centre of the slab retains the 

same value of Hp (Figure 3.2 (c)). Figure 3.2 (d) illustrates the process of the 

decreasing field, when currents of opposite sign are induced at the outer layer of the 

slab due to Lenz’s Law. The magnetic field and current density profiles are 

completely reversed when the applied field decreases by 2 × Hp of its peak value 

(Figure 3.2 (e)). As shown in Figure 3.2 (f), reversed current flows at the edges of the 

outer region of the slab if the applied magnetic field begins to increase again [26, 85, 

87]. 
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Figure 3.2: Magnetic field and current profiles for the superconducting slab presented 

in Figure 3.1. 

3.1.3 The Kim Model 

In 1962, Kim extended the Bean model by incorporating the temperature and 

magnetic field, both of which affect the critical current. In the Kim model, the critical 

current Jc of the superconducting material is no longer a constant at all the time, but 

becomes a variable [86, 88]: 
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B0 is a constant related to the superconducting material: 
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The temperature dependence α is defined as: 
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where d is a constant dependent on the physical micro structure of the superconductor. 

Detailed comparisons of the Bean model and the Kim model can be found in [86, 88]. 

3.1.4 E-J Power Law 

Maxwell’s equations are always valid, but the superconducting material properties 

should be modified properly to carry out a physical model. The critical state model 

has shown sufficient accuracy for use with Low Temperature Superconductors [89]. 

However, for High Temperature Superconducting materials the critical current density 

Jc is an ill-defined quantity. Based on experimental measurements, scientists have 

determined the E-J constitutive power law for Type II superconductors. Now the E-J 

power law has become the prevailing way to describe the electrical properties of Type 

II superconductors, defined as [89, 90]: 

n

cJ

J
EE 










 0                                                  (3.6) 

where E0 is set to be 10
-4

 Vm
-1

. Jc is the critical current density determined at the 

moment the electric field reaches E0. Based on experimental results from material 

properties and microstructures, n is a measured parameter used to fit the E-J power 

equation [91]. 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the relationship between E/E0 and J/J0 with different values 

of n. The pure ohmic case uses n = 1, and the critical state model corresponds to n = ∞. 

For Type II superconductors, the value of n usually lies in the range from 15 to 30. 

For NbTi, n is from 40–80. A typical value for YBCO is n = 21, which was selected 

for the modelling and design in this report [26]. 
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Figure 3.3: E-J power law with different n factors [26]. 

3.1.5 General H-formulation 

Maxwell’s equations are widely used for conventional electromagnetic problems to 

calculate the current and magnetic field distribution. Maxwell’s equations are still 

valid for solving superconducting problems, but additional equations for describing 

material properties are necessary. The H-formulation is one of the methods used to 

realise superconducting modelling, which is to calculate the solution of the induced 

current and magnetic field distribution under the framework of the E-J power law. 

This section uses Maxwell’s equations for a conventional electromagnetic problem, 

coupled with an E-J power law to extend this framework to a superconducting 

formulation [91, 92]. 

Ampere’s Law explains the relationship between current and field: 

JH                                                     (3.7) 

where H is the magnetic field and J is the current density. Faraday’s Law is written as: 

t

B
E




                                                 (3.8) 

By constitutive law: 
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HB r0                                                (3.9) 

where 0 is the vacuum permeability, and r is the relative permeability of the 

material. The electrical resistivity  of certain materials is used to obtain the 

relationship between electric field and current density: 

JE                                                    (3.10) 

The E-J power law has been derived before as: 
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cJ
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 0                                              (3.11) 

According to Equations (3.7) to (3.11), after adjustment: 

  00 



H

t

H
r                                 (3.12) 

Equation (3.12) is a single equation with a single known value of H, which is 

known as the general H-formulation. 
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3.1.6 Two-dimensional (2D) H-formulation Models 

As shown in Figure 3.4, a plane on the paper (x and y direction) is perpendicular to 

the space with infinite length in the z direction. A uniform magnetic field entirely in 

the y direction (Hy) is applied to a superconducting long rod (rectangular cross section) 

in the z direction [92]. 

 

Figure 3.4: Boundaries and subdomains of Two-dimensional (2D) H-formulation 

Models. The electric field Ez and the superconducting current density Jz are in the z-

direction, and the magnetic field Hx and Hy are in the x-y plane.  

The 2D Cartesian coordinates model comprises 2 variables, which are defined as 

H = [Hx, Hy]. As shown in Figure 3.4, in this 2D model the current, Jz in the 

superconductor flows only in the z direction [92]. The electric field Ez is also in the z 

direction. Thus, Ez = Jz, where  is the resistivity of the material. Ampere's Law for 

the 2D model can be expressed as: 
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                                              (3.13) 

Substituting H = [Hx, Hy], the Faraday's Law for this model can be written as: 
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Using the resistivity relationship Equation (3.10) and the E-J power law Equation 

(3.11) to substitute for electric field Ez, we obtain the two equations with two 

unknowns Hx and Hy. This equation is similar to Equation (3.12): 
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                  (3.15) 

Equation (3.15) involves two Partial Differential Equations (PDEs) and two 

dependent variables for superconducting materials. For other normal regions as well 

as air, the general ohmic relationship is used. All of this modelling can be carried out 

by FEM software such as COMSOL [26, 92]. 

3.1.7 Three-dimensional (3D) H-formulation Models 

Similar to 2D H-formulation models, 3D models have three dependent variables for 

the magnetic field: Hx, Hy, Hz, as well as 3D current density: Jx, Jy, Jz, and electric 

field: Ex, Ey, Ez. The 3D H-formulation model can simulate all the conventional 

geometries, and it is also able to study superconductors with irregular shapes. More 

importantly, 3D models become indispensable for exploring the complex 

superconducting problem where the current and magnetic fields are not perpendicular 

to each other [93, 94]. Ampere's Law for the 3D model can be written as: 
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Substituting H = [Hx, Hy, Hz] and E = [Ex, Ey, Ez], Faraday's Law for the 3D model 

can be expressed as: 
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Using the norm term for H, J and E: 

222

zyxnorm HHHH                                 (3.18) 

222

zyxnorm JJJJ                                     (3.19) 

222

zyxnorm EEEE                                    (3.20) 

The E-J power law for 3D model can be defined as: 
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According to Equations (3.16) to (3.21), the 3D-formulation equations could be 

determined with three dependent variables H = [Hx, Hy, Hz], which can also be 

simulated by FEM software, e.g. COMSOL [28]. 
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3.2 Theoretical Analysis of LFEIT 

3.2.1 Acoustic Field Study 

The most general physical parameters in ultrasound propagation analysis are: the 

ultrasound pressure p, the velocity of particle movement v and the mass density of the 

medium, . These three variables are dependent on Newton's 2nd Law, the Law of 

Mass Conservation, and the equations of State (pressure volume and temperature) [95, 

96].  

Starting from a small unit volume according to Newton's Law: 

dx
dt

dv
smadx

x

p
sF 



                                (3.22) 

where s is the surface area of the object, p is the ultrasound pressure,  is the mass 

density of the medium, and v is the velocity of particle movement. After 

simplification of Equation (3.22), we obtain: 
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Adding the time-varying term of v and allowing for small changes in the density : 
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Neglecting the small second and higher order terms, Equation (3.24) becomes: 
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According to the Law of Mass Conservation, in a certain volume 

the mass difference between fluids flowing in and out will equal the mass increment 

or decrease in this volume: 
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Combining Equation (2.25) and Equation (2.26): 

tt
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0                                               (3.27) 

Based on the equations of State (pressure volume and temperature), with the ideal 

sound speed in the fluid c0, the relationship between the sound pressure and mass 

density of medium is [94, 96]: 
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0cp                                                  (3.28) 

Rearranging Equations (3.25), (3.26), and (3.28), the ideal one-dimensional sound 

wave equation can be derived: 
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Converting Equations (3.25) and (3.27) to three-dimensional equations: 
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Combining Equations (3.28) and (3.31), and taking the derivative of Equation (3.30) 

with regard to t: 
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Substituting Equations (3.28) and (3.30) into Equation (3.32), the three-dimensional 

sound wave equation can be derived [7, 94]:  
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where the Laplace operator is: 
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Therefore, when the sound pressure has been determined, the formula for the 

particle movement velocity can be determined using Equations (3.30) and (3.33) [95]: 
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3.2.2 Magneto-Acousto-Electric Technique 

LFEIT is based on the measurement of electrical signals arising when an ultrasound 

wave propagates through a conductive medium, which is subjected to a magnetic field 

[3, 5]. Figure 3.5 shows the schematic of a LFEIT system. According to the ionic 

definition of electrical conductivity, the magnitude of this Lorentz current is 

proportional to the amount of charges the tissue releases [3, 74]. The conductivity of 

the medium at the focal point can then be determined. Although these Lorentz sources 

occur in the interior of the domain, their currents or their corresponding electric 

potentials can be sampled on electrodes positioned at the boundary. This data is then 

used in the context of an inverse problem to reconstruct the electrical conductivity 

distribution throughout the domain, or locally at a certain region of interest [3, 97]. 

Figure 3.6 presents the flow chart for the working principle of this Magneto-Acousto-

Electric technique. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of a LFEIT system [3]. 

According to the formula for Lorentz force: 

BqvF                                                  (3.36) 

where q is the charge of a particle moving with velocity v, and B is the magnetic flux 

density. This Lorentz force is also equivalent to the force caused by the induced 

electric field: 

qEF                                                     (3.37) 

 

Figure 3.6: Flow chart for the working principle of the Magneto-Acousto-Electric 

technique. 
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Meanwhile, the current density is related to the electrical conductivity and electric 

field by: 

EJ                                                    (3.38) 

Combining Equations (3.37) and (3.38), the equation for the transient current density 

is: 

0BvJ                                                (3.39) 

Assuming that the ultrasound wave propagates along the z direction, the ultrasound 

beam width is W and the ultrasound path is L, the voltage measurement can be 

described as [4, 95]: 

     dxtzvzRWBtV
L

h ,0                               (3.40) 

where  is a percentage constant representing the efficiency current collected by the 

electrodes, B0 is the static magnetic field, and R is the total impedance of the 

measured circuit. According to Equation (3.35), and taking the z direction term of the 

particle movement velocity: 
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The ultrasound momentum M can be expressed by using the time integration of 

ultrasound pressure with regard to time : 

     dzptzM
t

 
 ,,                                      (3.42) 

Therefore, Equation (3.40) can be transformed by substituting Equations (3.41) 

and (3.42) [4]: 
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It can be seen from Equation (3.43) that the magnitude of the voltage signal is 

proportional to the strength of the magnetic field and the ultrasound pressure. 
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Moreover, the voltage signal is nonzero only at the places where the gradient of 

electrical conductivity over mass density () is not zero. In other words, the 

electrical signal can be induced only at the interface between different regions within 

the specimen due to the Magneto-Acousto-Electric effects [4, 95]. 
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Chapter 4                              

Magnet Design for LFEIT 

4.1 introduction 

Since the last century, research on the electrical impedance of human tissues has 

become tremendously popular all over the world [75]. The technologies to image the 

electrical impedance of biological tissues can make great contribution to the early 

diagnosis of cancer and stroke [2]. Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography 

(LFEIT) is a novel and promising configuration for a diagnostic scanner which is able 

to achieve the 3D high resolution imaging of tissue impedance based on an 

ultrasonically induced Lorentz force [4].  

 

Figure 4.1: Configuration of superconducting Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance 

Tomography (LFEIT). 
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The working principle of LFEIT is to image the electrical signal generated by the 

magneto-acoustic effect from a biological sample [4]. As shown in Figure 4.1, a 

sample is located in a magnetic field (z direction) and an ultrasound wave (y direction) 

propagates through its conductive medium [5]. The ultrasound propagation causes the 

free ions and charges in the biological tissue to move within the magnetic field. This 

can generate magneto-acoustic waves to induce a Lorentz current flow within the 

tissue [98]. LFEIT has several advantages over conventional electrical impedance 

tomography and other medical imaging techniques, e.g. excellent bio-detection of soft 

tissues, high spatial resolution, portability for emergency diagnosis (could potentially 

be equipped into an ambulance), and relatively low manufacturing cost [4], [5]. 

In a LFEIT system, the magnet is a crucial component. The intensity of the 

magnetic field directly affects the imaging quality of biological tissues. We examine 

four magnet designs in Chapter 4, which are: (1) Halbach Array magnet design 

(perfect round shape permanent magnets), (2) Halbach Array magnet design (square 

shape permanent magnets), (3) Superconducting Helmholtz Pair magnet design and (4) 

Superconducting Halbach Array magnet design. For a small scale experimental 

LFEIT system, permanent magnets could be used to create an appropriate field [5]. 

However, for a large diagnostic LFEIT system like a whole body scanner which 

requires intensity greater than 1 Tesla, permanent magnets are not able to realize the 

portability for LFEIT systems due to their heavy weight and large geometry [99].  

In this thesis the author tried to use a superconducting magnet in the LFEIT 

system. A compact superconducting magnet can produce a homogenous magnetic 

field with high intensity, which could be significantly beneficial for the enhancement 

of electrical signal output and robustness to noise, especially for a large scale LFEIT 

system [93].  

As the most favourable structure used for MRI, a superconducting Helmholtz Pair 

magnet is capable of providing a magnetic field with the proper strength and 

extremely good homogeneity [100]. However, a Helmholtz Pair occupies a large 

space due to the specific arrangement for the locations of Helmholtz coils, namely 

that, the coils’ radius R is equal to the axial distance of the two coils D is required to 

create a uniform magnetic field. A Halbach Array is an effective arrangement of 

magnets that is able to generate a homogenous magnetic field [101], whose geometry 
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has the short depth in the y direction shown in Figure 4.1 (silver colour brim). A 

practical Halbach magnet was tested experimentally to generate a uniform field for a 

Lorentz-force hydrophone [102]. Therefore, a reasonable idea is to use 

superconducting coils to build an electromagnet, which is essentially equivalent to the 

Halbach Array based on permanent magnets. This concept of a superconducting 

Halbach Array magnet is presented in Section 4.3.  

To the best of our knowledge, there is no research into the design and simulation 

of superconducting magnets using the Halbach Array structure with High 

Temperature Superconducting (HTS) coils, especially for a LFEIT system. Section 

4.3 demonstrates the modelling of a superconducting Halbach Array magnet using the 

FEM software COMSOL Multiphysics. The target of this conceptual magnet design is 

to achieve an average magnetic strength greater than 1 Tesla to an acceptable 

inhomogeneity ((Bmax-Bmin)/Baverage) of less than 100 ppk (parts per thousand) within a 

60 cm diameter circular cross-section for a potential full-body LFEIT system. 

4.2 Permanent Magnet Design 

Permanent magnets perform an important role in our daily lives [103]. They serve as 

an essential component in many power applications, instrumentation and scientific 

research where magnetic fields are required, such as electric motors, particle 

accelerators, loudspeakers and computers, etc. [99]. A high intensity magnetic field is 

essentially to Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography, as it can greatly 

improve the output signal strength and the Sound to Noise Ratio (SNR) [3, 104]. 

There are two types of permanent magnet material which are widely used for the 

design of strong and uniform magnetic fields. First, Samarium-cobalt such as SmCo5, 

a member of rare earth materials, is a good candidate for manufacturing permanent 

magnets [105, 106]. The second general candidate is Neodymium-iron-boron 

(Nd2Fe14B), which has been extensively used since the 1980s [107]. Both of these two 

types have a remnant magnetic field of typically 1 - 1.42 T, and coercivity of 

700 - 1000 KA/m [103, 106, 107].  

In this report, a Neodymium-iron-boron magnet is used for modelling the design 

of a permanent magnet with the remanence 1.42 T. The “Magnetic Field (mf)” 

physics in COMSOL AC/DC package was used because the remnant flux density 
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function within “Ampere’s Law physics” in COMSOL is the most suitable tool for 

modelling permanent magnets.  

4.2.1 Halbach Array Design using Permanent Magnets (Perfect Round Shape) 

A Halbach Array is described as a special arrangement of permanent magnets which 

adds magnetic field in a specific main direction while cancelling the field in other 

directions to near zero [102, 108]. As shown in Figure 4.2, a typical eight-block 

Halbach Array is achieved using a special rotating pattern of magnetisation (blue 

arrows) where only the magnetic field in the y direction (red arrow) exists in the 

centre.  

 

Figure 4.2: Configuration of a typical eight-block Halbach Array. 

A 3D Halbach Array model was built using “Magnetic Field (mf)” physics model 

in COMSOL AC/DC module, according to the eight-block Halbach Array 

configuration shown in Figure 4.2. Each single magnet occupied one eighth of the 

entire ring. The specification of this Halbach Array design is presented in Table 4.1. 

Parameters Value 

Inner diameter 60 cm 

Outer diameter 160 cm 

Thickness 15 cm 

Remnant magnetic field for magnet 1.42 T 

Table 4.1: Specification for an eight-block Halbach Array design (idealized 

configuration). 
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Figure 4.3: 3D plot for the magnetic flux density of the Halbach Array design 

(idealized configuration). 

 

Figure 4.4: 2D plot for the magnetic flux density in the central circle of the Halbach 

Array design (idealized configuration).  

The Constitutive Relation of remnant flux density used in this design is: 
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rr BHB  0                                              (4.1) 

where Br is the remnant flux density of 1.42 T for this design.  

Figure 4.3 illustrates the 3D plot of magnetic flux density of the Halbach Array 

design. In the entire geometry, the maximum magnetic flux density is 2.26 T at the 

joint edges of magnets at the two sides along the x-axis, while the minimum flux 

density 0.03 T occurs at the top and bottom of the y-axis. Figure 4.4 presents the 

zoomed in part of the centre of the Halbach ring, which is also considered to be the 

most important area for this design. Figure 4.4 shows that the magnetic field is 

uniform for the most part of the ring, but there are still eight high-intensity spots (up 

to 1.91 T) between the interfaces of two magnets, and some relatively low fields 

appear besides these high-intensity field spots. Furthermore, the direction of magnetic 

flux inside the Halbach ring is almost in the +y direction (the red arrow in Figure 4.4). 

To be more accurate, a 1D plot for the magnetic flux density along the x-axis diameter 

of the Halbach ring is shown in Figure 4.5. There are very sharp increments and 

decrements of the flux density at the end of two sides (from x = -30 cm to x = -28 cm, 

and x = 28 cm to x = 30 cm). A highly uniform field is achieved from x = -20 cm to 

x = 20 cm with an inhomogeneity of less than 50 ppk.  

 

Figure 4.5: 1D plot for the magnetic flux density on the diameter along the x-axis of 

the Halbach ring. 
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4.2.2 Halbach Array Design using Permanent Magnets (Square Shape) 

There are a few inevitable issues to be considered for the real Halbach Array 

design, regarding the arrangement of perfectly round permanent magnets as stated in 

Section 4.1.1. First, extremely strong forces are generated between the tiny gaps of 

these round shape magnets, which will possibly bring about safety issues. Second, the 

manufacture of round shape magnets is highly laborious and costly. Therefore, a 

Halbach Array normally prefers an arrangement of permanent magnets with square or 

rectangle shape. Figure 4.6 demonstrates a typical eight-square permanent magnet 

Halbach Array showing the directions of magnetisation (blue arrows). A magnetic 

field in the y direction (red arrow) appears in the centre of the Halbach ring.  

 

Figure 4.6: Configuration of a typical eight-square permanent magnets Halbach Array. 

A 3D Halbach Array model was constructed using the “Magnetic Field (mf)” 

physics model in the COMSOL AC/DC module, on the basis of the configuration of 

the eight-square permanent magnets Halbach Array shown in Figure 4.6. Each single 

magnet has a square shape, and each two have a phase angle of 90 degrees. The 

specification for this Halbach Array design is presented in Table 4.2. 
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Parameters Value 

Inner diameter 60 cm 

Outer diameter 160 cm 

Thickness 15 cm 

Side length of square magnet 30 cm 

Distance from square magnet to centre 55 cm 

Remnant Magnetic Field for magnets 1.42 T 

Table 4.2: Specification for the typical eight-square permanent magnets Halbach 

Array.  

 

 

Figure 4.7: 3D plot for the magnetic flux density of the Halbach Array design (square 

shape). 
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Figure 4.8: 2D plot for the magnetic flux density in the central circle of the Halbach 

Array design (square shape).  

Figure 4.7 demonstrates the 3D plot of the magnetic flux density of the Halbach 

Array design with square shape magnets. The maximum magnetic flux density of 1.65 

T occurs at the sides of each square magnet, while the minimum flux density is close 

to zero at the area between each square magnet. Figure 4.8 shows the crucial part for 

this design – the magnified section at the Halbach ring centre. Compared to the 

magnetic field with perfect round shape magnets (Figure 4.4), the magnetic field is 

more uniform in the Halbach array with square magnets (Figure 4.8). There are 4 high 

intensity fields of 0.65 T, and some relatively lower fields appear around the sides of 

the circle. Similar to that shown in Figure 4.8, the direction of magnetic flux density 

inside this Halbach ring is almost in the +y direction (red arrow). Figure 4.9 shows a 

1D plot of the magnetic flux density along the x-axis diameter of the Halbach ring. In 

obvious contrast to Figure 4.5, there is no sharp increment and decrement of the flux 

density at the two sides. A highly uniform field is achieved in the most places along 

the diameter with an inhomogeneity of less than 100 ppk. However, the maximum 

magnetic intensity is less than 0.55 T in the centre of the Halbach ring. 
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Figure 4.9: 1D plot for the magnetic flux density along the x-axis diameter of the 

Halbach ring (square shape). 

4.3 Superconducting Helmholtz Pair Magnet Design 

For the small to medium scale development stages, a Halbach Array based on 

permanent magnets can possibly suffice. But for a larger system, a compact 

superconducting magnet will be needed to sustain the proper magnetic field. This 

section describes the design of a compact 2G High Temperature Superconducting 

(HTS) electromagnet using the Helmholtz Pair configuration. 

A Helmholtz Pair coil is a device to produce a highly uniform magnetic field in 

the centre region [100]. As shown in Figure 4.10, A Helmholtz pair comprises two 

identical circular coils (radius R) which are symmetrically placed along a common 

axis. The two circular coils are separated by a distance H, and both carry the same 

amount of current in the same direction. The simplest way to maximise the 

homogeneity of the magnetic field at the centre is to set distance H equal to R (H = R). 
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Figure 4.10: Configuration of a Helmholtz Pair. 

A 2D Helmholtz Pair model was built based on the structure of Helmholtz Pair 

shown in Figure 4.10, which used the Partial Differential Equation (PDE) of the 

COMSOL Mathematics Module. The 2D H-formulation model here uses a Cartesian 

coordinate model comprising 2 variables H = [Hx, Hy] as illustrated in Chapter 3. The 

B-dependent critical current model was also used for this design. Jc can be reduced in 

the parallel and perpendicular magnetic field [109]: 
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where J0 is the critical current in a zero magnetic field at 77 K. The parameters used 

in (4.2) are k = 0.186 and B0 = 0.426, as presented in literature [109]. The 

perpendicular component is significantly higher than the parallel component. 

For this design, coils wound from a coated conductor were represented by 

continuous area bulk approximation in order to improve the model convergence and 

simulation speed [109]. The transport current was injected into the HTS coils using 

the Pointwise constraint from the general PDE model, which was able to force the 

integration of the current density Js within the bulk approximation over the cross-
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section area A equal to the magnitude of the transport current Is in each tape 

multiplied by the number of turns N:  

       dAJNI ss
                                               (4.3) 

The modelled coils was equivalent to 4800 turns (4×1200 turns of a single layer 

pancake coils), of 12 mm wide YBCO coils for this design (SCS12050 SuperPower
®
 

[110], with critical 300 A at 77 K). The DC current was applied in to each tape using 

a ramp function with an increment of full current 150 A in the first 0.2 s, and then 

fixed at this value. The specification of the Helmholtz Pair design is shown in Table 

4.3. 

Parameters Value 

Inner diameter 60 cm 

Outer diameter 120 cm 

Height 70 cm 

R 50 cm 

H 50 cm 

0 4×10
-7

 

n (E-J Power Law factor) 21 

Jc0 10
8
 A/m

2
 

E0 10
-4

 V/m 

Iapp 150 A 

Table 4.3: Specification for the superconducting Helmholtz Pair magnet design.  
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Figure 4.11: 2D plot for the magnetic flux density of the Superconducting Helmholtz 

Pair magnet design.  

 

Figure 4.12: 1D plot for the magnetic flux density along the x-axis (x = -30 cm to 

x = 30 cm) of the Helmholtz Pair magnet.  
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Figure 4.11 demonstrates the 3D plot of the magnetic flux density of the 

Helmholtz Pair magnet. Fairly high magnetic flux density appears near the HTS coils 

cross section, where the highest flux density reaches approximately 4.25 T. The 

magnetic field distribution between the upper and lower HTS coils is nearly zero, 

caused by the cancellation of these two fields. The rectangular box in the middle of 

Figure 4.11 is the most important part for the Helmholtz Pair magnet, being where the 

most uniform field occurs. From the colour bar in Figure 4.11 it can be seen that the 

magnitude of the uniform field is approximately 1 T, and the red arrows reveal that 

the direction of the uniform field is almost in the +y direction. Figure 4.12 presents 

the 1D plot of the magnetic flux density along the x-axis (x = -30 to x = 30 cm) of the 

Helmholtz Pair magnet. There are only slightly increasing and decreasing trends of 

the flux density at the end of two sides, and in the remaining region the magnetic field 

is extremely uniform (inhomogeneity less than 50 ppk).  

 

 

4.4 Superconducting Halbach Array Magnet Design 

4.4.1 Modelling and Simulation 

As described in Section 4.1, a Halbach Array is a favourable arrangement of 

permanent magnets which can generate a proper uniform magnetic field. However, a 

permanent magnet based Halbach Array only can suffice for small to medium scale 

systems. Therefore, a reasonable idea was created that it could use superconducting 

coils to build an electromagnet which is essentially equivalent to the Halbach Array 

based on permanent magnets. This concept of a superconducting Halbach Array 

magnet is presented in Figure 4.13. This section describes the design of an YBCO 

based HTS magnet using the Halbach Array configuration. 
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Figure 4.13: (a) Configuration of a permanent magnet based Halbach Array magnet. 

(b) Configuration of an HTS coils based Halbach Array magnet. 

The superconducting Halbach Array magnet was constructed on the basis of a 

Halbach Array configuration with HTS coils. The modelling and simulation of this 

magnet was based on the partial differential equations in Section 3.1.6. The HTS 

material for this design was simulated using 12 mm wide YBCO tape manufactured 

by SuperPower
®

 [110], with a critical current of 300 A at 77 K. As shown in Figure 

4.13 (b), the superconducting Halbach Array magnet consisted of eight HTS coils 

which were placed in the Halbach ring. The distances from the centre of each coil to 

the centre of the Halbach ring were all identical, and this distance was defined as Dc. 

These eight coils also carried the same amount of current and each coil had a 90 

degree phase change to the next coil. The direction of magnetic field generated from 

each coil is shown in Figure 4.13 (b).  

The B-dependent critical current model in Equation (4.2) was used (k = 0.186 and 

B0 = 0.426). Each bulk approximation had a cross-section of 4.8 cm width and 5 cm 

thickness, which was used to represent 2000 turns (4×500 turns of a single layer 

circular coil) YBCO coils for this design. As shown in Figure 4.14, all the coils were 

merged into liquid nitrogen at 77 K. Air was set in the ring circle. A DC current of 

120 A was applied to each tape using a ramp function to achieve an increment of full 
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current in the first 0.2 s, and then fixed at this value. The specification of the 

superconducting Halbach Array design is shown in Table 4.4.  

 

Figure 4.14: Mesh for the superconducting Halbach Array design. 

Figure 4.14 presents the mesh for the superconducting Halbach Array design. It 

can be seen that the high density mesh was used in the superconducting regions. 

Extremely high density free triangular meshes were distributed in the centre circle of 

Halbach Array, which is the most important part in this design. The remaining meshes 

were relatively non-compact for the non-magnetic frame and other parts of the model. 

The air region outside the Halbach array was set as a square with each boundary 

length 10 times greater than the diameter of Halbach array, which was not shown in 

Figure 4.14 for the purpose of presenting more details of this design. 
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Parameters Value 

Inner diameter 60 cm 

Outer diameter 156 cm 

Height 15 cm 

HTS coil (rectangle) Width 15 cm, Length 30 cm 

Rc (coils centre to ring centre) 55 cm 

YBCO tape size Width 1.2 cm, Thickness: 0.01 cm 

Bulk approximation cross-section Width 4.8 cm, Length 5 cm 

0 4×10
-7

 

n (E-J Power Law factor) 21 

Jc0 10
8
 A/m

2
 

E0 10
-4

 V/m 

Iapp 120 A 

Table 4.4: Specification for the superconducting Halbach Array design. 

 

Figure 4.15: Magnetic flux density (with direction and contour plot) in 

superconducting Halbach ring centre cross-section. 

Figure 4.15 illustrates the centre of superconducting Halbach ring cross-section. It 

can be seen that the direction of magnetic flux inside the Halbach ring centre is almost 

in the +y direction (the red arrow in Figure 4.15). According to the contour plot in 

Figure 4.15 for the magnetic flux density of Halbach ring centre cross-section, the 
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flux density is around 1.0 T to 1.2 T in the most part of the ring, but there are still two 

high-intensity areas in the end of the radius along the x-axis, while some relatively 

low fields appear near the top and bottom of the y-axis. 

4.4.2 Optimization and Discussion  

Some optimization can be carried out for the purpose of further improving the 

electromagnetic performance of the superconducting Halbach array. In this section, 

the optimization for the coil locations (Dc, the distances from each HTS coil centre to 

the Halbach ring centre) and different numbers of HTS coils are presented according 

to the simulation data.  

A. Dc Optimization 

Figure 4.16 presents the relationship between the magnetic flux density on the 

diameter of Halbach ring centre along the x-axis and different values of Dc, while 

Figure 4.17 shows the relationship with the y-axis. It can be found that for the cases of 

Dc = 50 cm and Dc = 52.5 cm, the magnetic flux density sharply rises and falls at the 

end of two sides of diameter along the x-axis and y-axis, which is due to the HTS 

coils being placed too close to the Halbach ring centre. In contrast, there are only 

slightly decreasing and increasing trend of the flux density at the end of two sides 

when Dc is greater than 52.5 cm. However, the magnetic flux density in most middle 

region along y-axis is below 1 T in the circumstances of Dc = 57.5 and 60 cm, which 

is lower than the target required.  
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Figure 4.16: Relationship between the magnetic flux density on the diameter along the 

x-axis for different values of Dc (five cases: Dc = 50, 52.5, 55, 57.5, 60 cm). 

 

Figure 4.17: Relationship between the magnetic flux density on the diameter along the 

y-axis for different values of Dc (five cases: Dc = 50, 52.5, 55, 57.5, and 60 cm).  
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Figure 4.18: Halbach arrangement for: (a) 12 HTS coils, (b) 16 HTS coils, with the 

same values of Dc as in the 8 coil design. 

 

Figure 4.19: Relationship between the magnetic flux density on the diameter along the 

x-axis for different numbers of coils (three cases: 8, 12, and 16 coils). 

B. Optimization for Numbers of Coils 

Keeping the total amount of superconducting material constant, optimization on using 

different numbers of coils for the Halbach arrangement can be done by shrinking each 

coil’s size with increasing number of coils. Figure 4.18 reveals the Halbach 

arrangement for 12 coils (each coil has 60 degree phase change) and 16 coils (each 
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coil has 45 degree phase change), which remains the same Dc = 55 cm as the 8 coil 

design. Figure 4.19 demonstrates the relationship between the magnetic flux density 

on the diameter along the x-axis for different numbers of coils. It can be seen that the 

magnetic field is all above 1 T for all three cases, and it becomes more uniform when 

the number of coils increases from 8 to 16. To be more precise, Figure 4.20 shows the 

relationship between the surface inhomogeneity of the magnetic flux density in the 

Halbach ring centre cross-section and different numbers of coils. The magnetic 

homogeneity improved significantly with the increasing number of coils. With the 

case of 12 coils, the inhomogeneity is better than 100 ppk (parts per thousand) inside 

the circular region with a 44 cm diameter for the centre cross-section. For the case of 

16 coils, the inhomogeneity is below 100 ppk in the entire region of the Halbach ring 

centre cross-section (60 cm diameter circular region), which is broadly in the 

acceptable region since 100 ppk inhomogeneity is sufficient because LFEIT does not 

require a highly homogeneous magnetic field if the magnetic strength is around 1 T. 

Unlike MRI, LFEIT does not significantly rely on a highly homogenous magnetic 

field as LFEIT obtains the characteristic of ultrasound imaging which can realise 

accurate location of signals [4]. 

 

Figure 4.20: Relationship between the surface inhomogeneity of the magnetic flux 

density in the Halbach ring centre cross-section and different numbers of coils (three 

cases: 8, 12, and 16 coils). 
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4.5 Summary 

There are four magnet designs illustrated in Chapter 4, which are: (1) Halbach Array 

magnet design (perfect round shaped permanent magnets), (2) Halbach Array magnet 

design (square shaped permanent magnets), (3) Superconducting Helmholtz Pair 

magnet design and (4) Superconducting Halbach Array magnet design. Their 

advantages and shortcomings are discussed below. 

The Halbach Array magnet design with perfect round shape permanent magnets is 

able to build a good magnetic field which achieves the strength greater than 1 T and 

with good uniformity. However, safety issues should be taken into consideration as 

extremely strong forces were generated between the tiny gaps of these round shape 

magnets. Moreover, the manufacture of the magnets is highly laborious and costly.  

A Halbach Array magnet design with square shaped permanent magnets can 

overcome the manufacturing difficulties and reduce the mutual force generated by 

each magnet. The uniformity of the magnetic flux density achieved is higher than that 

from Halbach Array magnet design with perfect round shaped magnets. However, 

according to the simulation result, the biggest problem is that it cannot meet the 

requirement of magnetic field strength (smaller than 0.55 T). 

Furthermore, both permanent magnets based Halbach Arrays are not able to 

realise the portability for LFEIT device due to the extremely heavy weight of 

Neodymium-iron-boron permanent magnets. The magnetic controllability of 

permanent magnet based Halbach Array is also poorer than that of electromagnets. 

As the most favourable structure used for MRI, the superconducting Helmholtz 

Pair magnet design is capable of providing a magnetic field with the proper strength 

and extremely good uniformity, which has been shown in the simulation results. But 

Helmholtz Pair is larger due to the specific spatial arrangement for Helmholtz coils is 

required to create an uniform magnetic field, which could introduce difficulties 

regarding portability for a LFEIT system. Moreover, a large amount of 

superconducting material is needed to build the Helmholtz Pair magnet specifically 

for a LFEIT system. The main magnets for MRI require extremely high homogeneity, 

which also cannot achieve the low cost goal of the LFEIT system. 
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The Superconducting Halbach Array magnet design is able to overcome the 

disadvantages of huge size, high field homogeneity and high cost of the MRI magnet. 

It can generate an appropriate magnetic field within a 60 cm diameter cross-section 

with a thin geometry, which potentially enables the use of LFEIT for emergency 

diagnosis in an ambulance (such as a “Type B” ambulance). The consumption of 

superconducting material using in the superconducting Halbach Array magnet is 

approximately two-thirds of that of the superconducting Helmholtz Pair magnet, 

according to the data in this report. Analysis of the results showed that the magnetic 

properties such as magnitude, direction and homogeneity of the magnetic field were 

acceptable and the magnet works as expected. Without changing the total amount of 

superconducting material used, the optimization results show that magnetic 

homogeneity can be efficiently improved by increasing the number of coils for 

Halbach arrangement while shrinking the size of each coil. The optimized case of 16 

HTS coils with Dc = 55 cm can realize a magnetic flux density greater than 1 T with 

an acceptable magnetic inhomogeneity of less than 100 ppk over the entire 60 cm 

diameter region of Halbach ring centre cross-section.  
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Chapter 5                    

Optimization of the 

Superconducting Halbach Array 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 4, a compact superconducting magnet for use with Lorentz Force Electrical 

Impedance Tomography (LFEIT) has been proposed. High Temperature 

Superconductor (HTS) was used to design an electromagnet that performs 

equivalently to a permanent magnet based Halbach Array. The simulations of the 

superconducting Halbach Array were carried out using H-formulation based on B-

dependent critical current density and bulk approximation, with the FEM platform 

COMSOL Multiphysics. 

The superconducting Halbach Array is able to achieve an average magnetic flux 

density greater than 1 T and acceptable inhomogeneity within a 60 cm diameter 

circular cross-section for a potential full-body LFEIT system. The quality of the 

magnetic field, e.g. the strength and homogeneity, directly affect the imaging quality 

of biological tissues for a LFEIT system [5, 16]. In previous results, it has been 

deduced that the magnetic homogeneity can be improved by increasing the number of 

coils for the Halbach arrangement while shrinking each coil’s size, without changing 

the overall total amount of superconducting material used [14].  

To the best search of the literature, there is no research the on magnetic field 

optimization of superconducting magnets using the Halbach Array structure with HTS 

coils. This Chapter presents the further optimization of the coil locations and the 

number of coils, to obtain a better homogeneity of the magnetic field in the centre 

area of the superconducting Halbach Array, on the premise of maintaining the total 
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amount of superconducting material used. Furthermore, the mathematical expressions 

are derived for inhomogeneity estimation vs numbers (up to infinity) of HTS coils and 

distance to the Halbach ring centre. 

5.2 Modelling for Optimization 

Modelling of the superconducting Halbach was on the basis of the partial differential 

equations of 2D H-formulation described in Chapter 3. The 12 mm HTS tape with a 

critical current of 300 A at 77 K, SuperPower SCS12050, was used as the coil 

material. As shown in Figure 5.1 (a), (b) and (c), the superconducting Halbach Array 

magnet consisted of 8, 12 and 16 HTS coils, which followed the rule of 4N (N is the 

integer starting from 2) for the numbers of coils. Each coil carried the same amount of 

current. Each coil had a 360/2 N degree phase change to the next coil, for example: 90 

degrees for the 8-coil structure, 60 degrees for the 12-coil structure, and 45 degrees 

for the 16-coil structure. The ideal direction of the magnetic field generated from each 

coil is shown in Figure 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.1: Configuration of the superconducting Halbach Array: (a) 8-coil, (b) 

12-coil, (c) 16-coil, (d) increasing numbers of coils 4N (N is the integer starting from 

2). 
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The specification of the superconducting Halbach Array design is shown in Table 

5.1. An example of the mesh for a 20-coil superconducting Halbach Array is shown in 

Figure 5.2 (the hidden air region outside the Halbach array was more than 100 times 

bigger). 

 

Figure 5.2: Mesh for a 20-coil superconducting Halbach Array design. 

Parameters Value 

Inner diameter 60 cm 

Outer diameter 156 cm 

Dc (distance from coils center to ring center) 55 cm 

YBCO tape cross-section 12 mm × 0.1 mm 

Bulk approximation cross-section 48 mm × ratio of turns 

0 4π×10
-7

 H/m 

n (E-J Power Law factor) 21 

Jc0 2.5 × 10
8
 A/m

2 

E0 10
-4

 V/m 

Iapp 120 A 

N (number of coils) 4 × n (n is the integer starting from 2) 

Table 5.1 Specification for optimizing the superconducting Halbach Array magnet 
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As the critical current of the HTS tape has anisotropic characteristics, the B-

dependent critical current model was:  
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c
c                                     (5.1) 

where Jc0 is the critical current density in a self-field, at 77 K. In Equation (5.1), 

k = 0.186 and B0 = 0.426.  

Similar to the previous study, stacked coils with different layers of substrate and 

normal materials were represented by a continuous area bulk approximation [111, 

112], which can efficiently improve the simulation and model convergence [109, 113]. 

The Physics function Pointwise constraint from the general PDE model was used to 

inject the transport current into the HTS coils, which forced the multiplication of the 

transport current Is by the number of turns N equal to the integration of the current 

density Js within the bulk approximation over the cross-section area A: 

 dAJNI ss
                                                (5.2) 

Figure 5.2 shows that the coils were cooled by liquid nitrogen at 77 K. An overall 

DC current of 120 A for a single tape was applied using a ramp function to reach the 

peak current in the first 0.2 seconds, and then maintained at this DC value. Each bulk 

approximation had a cross-section of 48 mm width, which represents 4 vertical stack 

coils (4×12 mm). In the bulk approximation, thickness corresponded to the number of 

turns so that the greater the thickness, the more turns. 

5.3 Optimization and Discussion 

The optimization was performed on the basis of a constant length of superconductor. 

Increasing the number of coils for the Halbach arrangement was achieved by 

shrinking the size of each coil.  
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Figure 5.3: Magnetic flux density (with direction and contour plot) in superconducting 

Halbach ring center cross-section: (a) 8-coil, (b) 12-coil, (c) 16-coil, (d) 20-coil, (e) 

24-coil, (f) 28-coil. 

Figure 5.3 presents the most crucial part of this design, the 2D centre cross-

section of the superconducting Halbach with six cases: (a) 8-coil, (b) 12-coil, (c) 16-

coil, (d) 20-coil, (e) 24-coil, and (f) 28-coil structures. It can be seen that for all six 
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cases the direction of magnetic flux is almost in the +y direction (the red arrow in 

Figure 5.3), but the field direction is closer to the +y direction when the number of 

coils is increased from 8 to 28, which is more obvious at the two ends of the x-axis. 

According to the surface and contour plot in Figure 5.3, the flux density is relatively 

uniform for the most part of the ring, but there are still two high-intensity areas in the 

end of the radius along the x-axis. From the colour bars of Figure 5.3 (a) to (f), it can 

be seen that the difference between the maximum and minimum of the magnetic flux 

density (Bmax-Bmin) decreases steadily from 0.68 T to 0.07 T, which implies that the 

magnetic field in the cross-section becomes more homogeneous. 

 

Figure 5.4: Relationship between the magnetic flux density on the diameter along the 

x-axis for different numbers of coils (six cases: 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 28 coils). 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the relationship between the magnetic flux density on the 

diameter along the x-axis with different numbers of coils from 8 to 28 (six cases). It 

can be seen that in the end sides the 8-coil case has much higher magnetic flux density, 

and this decreases sharply when the number of coils increases. The middle parts of the 

curves have similar value in all six cases. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the relationship 

between the magnetic flux density on the diameter along the y-axis for six cases of 

different numbers of coils from 8 to 28. When increasing the number of coils, both the 

end and the middle part of the curves become flat, which can be clearly discovered 
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from the comparison of 8-coil case (black curve) and the 28-case (purple curve). 

Overall, the inhomogeneity in both the x-axis and y-axis have been effectively 

reduced by this optimization method.  

 

Figure 5.5: Relationship between the magnetic flux density on the diameter along the 

y-axis for different numbers of coils (six cases: 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 28 coils). 

 

Figure 5.6: Relationship between the surface (2D) inhomogeneity of the magnetic flux 

density in the cross-section of the centre of the Halbach ring for different numbers of 

coils (six cases: 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 28 coils). 
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Figure 5.6 shows the relationship between the surface (2D) inhomogeneity ((Bmax-

Bmin)/Baverage) of the magnetic flux density in the cross-section of the centre of the 

Halbach ring for the six cases. The vertical axis of Figure 5.6 is a log-scale. When the 

distance to Halbach ring centre is less than 10 cm, the 24-coil case and the 28-coil 

case have an inhomogeneity to the ppm (parts per million) level, which is less than 

10
-3

. For the case of 28 coils, the inhomogeneity is below 5×10
-2

 (50 ppk) in the entire 

region of the cross-section of the centre of the Halbach ring (60 cm diameter circular 

region). When the distance to the centre of the Halbach ring is larger than 10 cm, the 

inhomogeneity of the 28-coil case is approximately 1 order lower than the 

inhomogeneity of the 8-coil case. The magnetic homogeneity has improved 

significantly with the increasing number of coils, but still using the same total amount 

of superconducting material.  

In order to further optimize the magnetic homogeneity in the cross-section of the 

centre of the Halbach ring, the mathematical relationship between the inhomogeneity 

and increasing numbers of coils has been investigated. The equation fitting results for 

the relation between the inhomogeneity, distance to the centre of the Halbach ring and 

the number of coils are: 

 DogeneityhomIn                                 (5.3) 

  cnba  exp                                    (5.4) 

  gnfe  exp                                     (5.5) 

Equation (5.3) reveals that the inhomogeneity has a power law relationship with 

D (distance to the centre of the Halbach ring).  and  are the variables for the power 

law which relate to n (number of coils) in Equation (5.4) and (5.5). Both  and  have 

an exponential relationship with n, and adding a constant, where a = 1.408E-4, b = -

0.1556, c = 1.188E-05, e = 43.32, f = -0.5279, and g = 2.022. 

From Equation (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5), it can be deduced that although homogeneity 

can be improved by increasing the number of coils, the efficiency of homogeneity 

enhancement will be weakened when n (numbers of coils) increases to a high value. 

For example, for D = 60 cm, the inhomogeneity of the 32-coil case is approximately 
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one order smaller than the 8-coil case, but from the mathematical estimation the 

inhomogeneity of the 64-coil case is only about 10% smaller than the 32-coil case, 

and it is estimated that further increasing the number of coils becomes much less 

effective at reducing the inhomogeneity. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that a superconducting Halbach Array could 

potentially achieve a homogeneous magnetic field to the ppm level over a diameter 

less than 1/15 of its entire geometry (less than 10 cm distance to the centre of the 

Halbach ring), but it is difficult for a superconducting Halbach Array to realise the 

magnetic inhomogeneity to the ppm level over the entire region of the cross-section of 

the centre of the Halbach ring (60 cm diameter circular region) with this method. 

Another potential concern is that the returning field lines associated with the actual 

thin depth could further slightly affect the inhomogeneity in the actual 3D geometry. 

However, for a LFEIT system a compact superconducting Halbach Array is still 

usable, because 100 ppk inhomogeneity is sufficient. This is because LFEIT obtains 

the characteristic of ultrasound imaging to realise the accurate location of signals, and 

does not require a highly homogeneous magnetic field if the magnetic strength is 

around 1 T [14, 16]. A Halbach Array configuration based superconducting magnet 

could still be a feasible solution for generating a uniform magnetic field with 

relatively compact geometry. 

5.4 Summary 

The concept of a Halbach Array structure based superconducting magnet has been 

proposed to generate an appropriate homogeneous magnetic field. The simulation was 

executed on the FEM platform of COMSOL Multiphysics, which consists of 2D 

models of a superconducting Halbach Array magnet using H-formulation based on B-

dependent critical current density and bulk approximation. Optimization of the 

magnetic homogeneity was carried out to increase the number of coils for the Halbach 

arrangement while shrinking the size of each coil, but still maintaining the total 

amount of superconducting material. The mathematical relationship between the 

inhomogeneity and increasing numbers of coils derived using optimization results, 

which demonstrated that the magnetic homogeneity can be improved by increasing 

the number of coils, but the efficiency for homogeneity improvement will decrease 

when the number of coils increases to a high value. Overall, with this optimization 
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method, a Halbach Array configuration based superconducting magnet can potentially 

generate a uniform magnetic field greater than 1 T with inhomogeneity to the ppm 

level, which also has the advantage of relatively compact geometry. However, the 

fabrication difficulty and the optimization efficiency must be taken into consideration. 
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Chapter 6                               

LFEIT System Design 

6.1 Introduction 

Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography (LFEIT), also known as Hall Effect 

Imaging (HEI) or Magneto-Acousto-Electric Tomography (MAET), is one of the 

most promising hybrid portable devices with burgeoning potential for cancer and 

internal haemorrhage detection [5, 114, 115]. In contrast to the disadvantage of 

ultrasonic imaging technology in distinguishing between soft tissues because acoustic 

impedance varies by less than 10% among muscle and blood, LFEIT shows its 

powerful capability for providing information about the pathological and 

physiological condition of tissues because electrical impedance varies widely among 

soft tissue types and pathological states [116]. Other than carcinomas, tissues under 

haemorrhage or ischemia conditions can exhibit huge difference in electrical 

properties because most body fluids and blood have fairly different permittivities and 

conductivities compared to other soft tissues [78]. Figure 6.1 presents a schematic of a 

superconducting Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography (LFEIT) system. 

LFEIT is based on electrical signals which arise when an ultrasound wave propagates 

through a conductive medium subjected to a magnetic field [5]. The magnitude of the 

electrical signal is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field and the pressure 

of the ultrasound wave [5]. 

The historical development and review of LFEIT was presented in Chapter 2. As 

the magnetic field is crucial for generating the final electrical signal in LFEIT, the 

authors have tried a novel combination of superconducting magnets with a LFEIT 

system. The reason for this is that superconducting magnets can generate a magnetic 

field with high intensity and homogeneity [93], which could efficiently enhance the 
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electrical signal induced from the sample and thus improve the signal-to-noise ratio 

(SNR), particularly for a large scale full-body LFEIT. To the best of a literature 

search, currently there is no research on the design of LFEIT equipped with 

superconducting magnets. This chapter presents the simulation of a superconducting 

LFEIT system, which includes the modelling of a superconducting magnet using the 

FEM software COMSOL Multiphysics, coupled with the mathematical model of the 

magneto-acoustic effect from LFEIT. 

 

Figure 6.1: Schematic of superconducting Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance 

Tomography (LFEIT). 

6.2 Acoustic Module Design 

The acoustic module is one of the crucial parts for LFEIT. The acoustic module 

generates ultrasound waves causing localised mechanical vibrations in a conductive 

tissue located in a static magnetic field, from which Hall voltages are induced. 
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Figure 6.2: Simulation of an ultrasound pressure field in the y-z plane. 

Figure 6.2 demonstrates the simulation of an ultrasound pressure field based on 

the ultrasound Matlab package from FOCUS [117]. This acoustic module used an 

ultrasound phase array structure, consisting of 32 transducer elements, each 

generating a 1 MHz ultrasound signal. The focused region had 1 mm width and 10 cm 

length, and the focused ultrasound pressure was approximately 3 MPa. The location 

of the ultrasound focused point could be tuned by changing the phase delay of each 

transducer. The speed of the ultrasound was set as the average value 1500 m/s in 

human tissues. The attenuation coefficient was set as 8×10
-2

 dB/cm/MHz, which is 

close to the value for human muscle. 

6.2.1 Focusing Method of Ultrasound Phase Array 

An ultrasonic phased array has the advantage that it is able to realise software-control 

focusing and beam deflection, with the main approach of controlling the time delay of 

various signals [118].  
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Figure 6.3: Focusing of ultrasonic phased array. 

There are 2n transducers in the array in Figure 6.3. The distance between adjacent 

transducers is d, the distance between the axis centre to the focus point is F, and the 

deflection angle of the beam centre is θ. The triangle of OPB is shown in Figure 6.3, 

according to the trigonometric theorem:  

  sin2
222 nFdndFPB                               (6.1) 

The acoustic path difference between NO. n element to the centre array: 

PBFS                                                   (6.2) 

Assuming that the sound velocity is c and a constant which avoids the negative delay 

t0, it can be deduced that the delay value for the NO. n element is [118]:  
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According to Equation (6.1) to (6.3), the detailed time delay for the NO. n element is:  
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6.2.2 Ultrasound for LFEIT 

One of the biggest advantages of LFEIT is it does not significantly rely on a highly 

homogenous magnetic field. This situation is quite different to Magnetic Resonance 
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Imaging. MRI is very dependent on magnetic homogeneity, because the receiving RF 

signals cover the information of nuclei location whose signal magnitude is determined 

by the main magnetic field in the MRI. In other words, in MRI nonuniformity of the 

magnetic field could cause misallocation of the original signal for imaging. Thus the 

magnetic uniformity of MRI directly relates to the imaging quality, and poor magnet 

homogeneity can cause various problems including spatial distortion, blurring, 

shading, etc. A typical 3.0 T magnet for MRI usually guarantees an inhomogeneity of 

<1 ppm over a 40 cm DSV. However, LFEIT can use the focusing area of ultrasound 

to identify the location of the signal, and the focusing of ultrasound is able to confer 

Electrical Impedance Tomography with the characteristic of ultrasound imaging, 

whose spatial precision is close to the resolution of ultrasound imaging. 

The simulation result in the following sections will show that the quality of signal 

imaging was still acceptable when more than 10% inhomogeneity in the static 

magnetic field was applied to LFEIT system, as long as the magnitude of the magnetic 

flux density is larger than 1 T. The tolerance of a LFEIT system to magnetic field 

inhomogeneity is several orders high than that of MRI.  

6.3 Electrical Signal Simulation 

It has been described in Chapter 3 that the governing equation for the final output 

signal of LFEIT can be defined as: 
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 ,0                           (6.5) 

Assuming that the ultrasound wave propagates along the z direction, W is the 

ultrasound bean width, L is the ultrasound path,  is a percentage constant 

representing the efficiency current collected by the electrodes, B0 is the static 

magnetic field, and R is the total impedance of the measurement circuit. The 

ultrasound momentum M can be expressed using the time integration of ultrasound 

pressure p with regard to time : 

     dzptzM
t

 
 ,,                                         (6.6) 
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Equations (6.5) and (6.6) reveal that the magnitude of the final output signal is 

proportional to the strength of the magnetic field and the ultrasound pressure. More 

importantly, the output signal is nonzero only at the interface where the gradient of 

electrical conductivity over mass density () is not zero. The mathematical Matlab 

model of a LFEIT system was built based on governing Equations (6.5) and (6.6). 

For this model, it was assumed on the basis of the literature [4, 119, 120] that the 

gradient of electrical conductivity over mass density at the interface between two 

materials is in a second-order form: 

    2
/ bzca

z





                                    (6.7) 

Therefore, the ideal output (absolute value) detected from the sample should be 

also in a second-order form with an absolute uniform magnetic field of 1 T and zero 

noise, as shown in Figure 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4: Ideal output signal (absolute value) detected from a sample with absolute 

uniform magnetic field 1 T and zero noise. 

The sample shown in Figure 6.4 was simulated as a human tissue immersed into 

oil. This sample had a round shape cross-section whose diameter was 8 cm, and is 

located in an absolutely uniform magnetic field 1 T with zero noise. The gradient of 
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electrical conductivity over mass density at the interface () was set as: a = 0.03, 

b = 6 and c = 36 for Equation (6.7). It can be seen from Figure 6.4 that the absolute 

value of the output signal matches the overshot of a second-order form. The output 

signal level is to the 1 V order, and the peak quantity is around 2.5 V according to 

the simulation.  

The output signal will be distorted if the magnetic field in the testing area has 30% 

inhomogeneity, as shown in Figure 6.5. Based on the literature [115], the noise signal 

level for LFEIT or HEI experiment is around 1 V for a 1 MHz input ultrasound 

signal. Thus, a white Gaussian noise with rms value 1.5 V was added into the entire 

testing region of this model, as shown in Figure 6.6. 

 

 

Figure 6.5: Output signal (absolute value) detected from a sample located in a 

magnetic field with 30% inhomogeneity. 
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Figure 6.6: Output signal detected from a sample located in a 30% inhomogeneity 

magnetic field with noise condition. 

6.4 Imaging of Electrical Signal and Comparison 

After obtaining the electrical signal distribution for the cross-section of the biological 

sample, the fundamental method for imaging can be used to determine the location 

and external shape of the biological sample, as an electrical signal can only be 

induced at the different interfaces within the sample due to the physical principle of 

LFEIT. The basic imaging method with the “imshow” command of MATLAB was 

used to map the electrical signals. There were two biological samples used for 

simulation, and both were assumed to be fully immersed into oil. The first sample had 

the gradient of electrical conductivity over mass density () of Equation (6.7) with 

coefficients a = 0.03, b = 5 and c = 25, and the second sample had the () of 

Equation (6.7) with coefficients a = 0.1, b = 2 and c = 4. Similarly, the entire testing 

region was simulated with a white Gaussian noise whose rms value was 1.5 V, and 

the source of ultrasound was assumed to be unchanged. The magnetic field properties 

from different magnet designs were imported into the LFEIT model. Figure 6.7–

Figure 6.9 present the simulation for these two samples tested by the LFEIT system, 

with different magnetic field strengths and uniformities. 
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Fig. 9 illustrates voltage output and the electrical signal imaging from the samples  

 

                             (a)                                                       (b)                                                  (c)                  

Figure 6.7: (a) voltage output (absolute value) without noise, (b) with noise, (c) electrical signal 

imaging: from the sample located in the 0.5 T magnetic field with 30% inhomogeneity. 

    

                             (a)                                                       (b)                                                  (c)                  

Figure 6.8: (a) voltage output (absolute value) without noise, (b) with noise, (c) electrical signal 

imaging: from the sample located in the 0.5 T magnetic field with 10% inhomogeneity. 

   

                             (a)                                                       (b)                                                  (c)                  

Figure 6.9: (a) voltage output (absolute value) without noise, (b) with noise, (c) electrical signal 

imaging: from the sample located in the 1 T magnetic field with 30% inhomogeneity. 
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Figure 6.7 illustrates the voltage output and the electrical signal imaging from the 

samples located in the 0.5 T magnetic field with 30% inhomogeneity (using the 8-coil 

magnet with 60 A current, and using the field area near the edge of the circular region 

d=50 cm). It can be discovered from Figure 6.7 (a) that both of the voltage outputs 

(absolute value) were distorted due to the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field. Figure 

6.7 (b) presents output signals which were almost submerged by the noise because the 

magnitude of the voltage outputs declined after distortion, and the output signals from 

the second sample were almost below 1.5 V. The average SNR was only 3.6 dB. The 

image reconstruction of the electrical signal is faint and it is very difficult to find the 

edge and location of the second sample. 

In contrast with Figure 6.7, Figure 6.8 presents a magnetic field with higher 

uniformity (10% inhomogeneity) which was applied to the LFEIT system, but the 

strength of magnetic field still remained the same (using the 12-coil magnet with 60 A 

current, and using the field area near the edge of the circular region d=50 cm). 

Compared to Figure 6.7 (a), it can be found that both of the voltage outputs (absolute 

value) had less distortion due to the better uniformity of the magnetic field. As shown 

in Figure 6.8 (b), although the average SNR improved to 5.6 dB, most output signals 

from the second sample were still missing after adding the noise. The quality of 

electrical signal imaging from Figure 6.7 is slightly better than that of Figure 6.8, and 

the boundary of the second sample can be hazily seen in Fig. 10 (c). 

Figure 6.9 demonstrates the simulation of output signals and the electrical signal 

imaging where the sample was tested in the 1 T magnetic field with 30% 

inhomogeneity (using the 8-coil magnet with 120 A current, and using the field area 

near the edge of the circular region d=50 cm). The strength of the magnetic field was 

doubled compared to the previous two simulations. It can be seen from Figure 6.9 (b) 

that most voltage outputs from both the samples were greater than the average noise 

level (average SNR 11.8 dB), although voltage outputs were distorted by 30% 

inhomogeneity of the applied magnetic field. As a result, the imaging of the electrical 

signals from Figure 6.9 (c) is much clearer than that from Figure 6.7 (c) and Figure 

6.8 (c), and the edge and shape of both samples can be discovered. 
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6.5 Summary 

A mathematical model for the LFEIT system was constructed, based on the magneto-

acoustic effect together with the magnetic properties from the modelling of the 

superconducting Halbach Array from previous chapters. Two samples located in three 

different magnetic fields were simulated by the LFEIT model. According to the 

simulation results, both the uniformity and the strength of the magnetic field affected 

the electrical signal from the LFEIT system. By contrast, increasing the magnetic 

intensity is more efficient, particularly if the bio-induced electrical signal is lower 

than or comparable to the noise level. The performance of signal imaging is still 

acceptable when more than 10% inhomogeneity of magnetic flux density (around 1 T) 

is applied to the LFEIT system. The combination of a superconducting magnet with 

the LFEIT system is a reasonable approach because superconducting magnets are able 

to produce magnetic field with high intensity and good homogeneity, which could 

potentially enhance the SNR of the LFEIT system and the quality of biological 

imaging.  

The tolerance to magnetic field inhomogeneity for the LFEIT system is several 

orders high than that of MRI, due to LFEIT sharing the characteristic of ultrasound 

imaging [5]. The design above simulated and imaged the electrical signals generated 

by LFEIT, which could be used to find the approximate location and the boundary 

shape of a certain tissue. Nevertheless, for detailed imaging of impedance distribution, 

future work is required to be carried out. 
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Chapter 7            

Investigation of AC Losses on 

Stabilizer-free and Copper 

Stabilizer HTS Tapes 

7.1 Introduction 

For Direct Current (DC) systems, in principle superconductors should demonstrate 

electrically lossless features in most conditions [12]. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 presented the 

design of superconducting magnets for a LFEIT system. Most of the time, these 

superconducting magnets are operating in DC conditions. However, when high 

current superconducting coils and cables are used in magnet applications (e.g. MRIs 

and LFEITs), they experience power dissipation as they are subjected to the varying 

magnetic field during the transient operations. Although no actual alternating currents 

have been involved, this problem generally goes under the classification of “AC loss”, 

because the dissipation dynamics take place during a field ramp, which are 

substantially the same as the problems encountered in AC conditions. Furthermore, 

the DC superconducting magnets for both MRIs and LFEITs suffer various ranges of 

external AC signal disturbances during their operation. A small AC magnetic field 

disturbance of 10 mT over 100 kHz can affect the stability of a superconducting 

magnet. Therefore, it is important to investigate the AC loss attribute of HTS tapes 

and coils for superconducting magnets, even though these magnets are usually 

operated in DC conditions. 
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For Alternating Current (AC) systems, superconductors always suffer AC losses 

in the presence of AC currents and AC magnetic fields. AC loss is an inevitable and 

crucial issue in AC superconducting systems, particularly in large AC systems such as 

AC power transmission systems and large-scale superconducting motors for wind 

turbines and potential aircraft [12, 18]. AC losses could decrease the overall 

efficiency and create massive problems for cryogenic systems [12, 18].  

Second Generation (2G) High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) tapes are the 

basic elements for HTS coils and various superconducting power applications [16]. 

There are two typical types of manufacturing process for 2G HTS tapes: Surround 

Copper Stabilizer (SCS) Tape and Stabilizer-free (SF) Tape [110]. SCS tapes are 

widely used in high-voltage applications, as the copper stabilizers protect the 

conductor by bypassing the overcurrents [110]. SF Tapes do not use copper stabilizer, 

but do have a silver overlayer [110]. SF Tape also has thicker Hastelloy substrates, 

which are non-magnetic and have high resistivity. Generally, SF Tapes are suitable 

for power grid protection devices like Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCL) 

[110]. Therefore, investigation into AC losses of SCS Tapes and SF Tapes is 

necessary for research into high-voltage applications and grid protection devices.  

The AC loss features of SCS Tape and SF Tapes are different from those 

researches of tapes with magnetic substrate [121, 122]. Non-magnetic Hastelloy 

substrates with high resistivity lead to both lower ferromagnetic AC losses and lower 

eddy current AC losses [123]. 

 

Figure 7.1: Cross-section of (a) Surround Copper Stabilizer (SCS) Tape, 

(b) Stabilizer-free (SF) Tape. 
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Some previous work has been done on Superconducting SFCL experiments and 

conceptual designs which use the tapes with a non-magnetic substrate [123, 124]. 

However, according to the best literature search, there has been no research into the 

comparison of AC losses from SCS Tape and SF Tape with systematic analysis over 

the wide range of frequency dependence. This Chapter presents the measurement of a 

single SCS Tape and an SF Tape using the electrical method, comparing with both 

real geometry and multi-layer HTS tape simulation using the FEM package of 

COMSOL Multiphysics. The frequency dependence (up to kHz) of AC losses on SCS 

Tape and SF Tape are then analysed according to the experimental and simulation 

results. 

7.2 Experiment Set-up 

Figure 7.2 to Figure 7.6 show the main components for AC loss measurement using 

the electrical method. 

 

Figure 7.2: Function Generator (digimess® FG100). 

 

Figure 7.3: Power Amplifier (Carlsbro Powerline Pro 1200). 
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Figure 7.4: Lock-in Amplifier (Signal Recovery 7265). 

 

Figure 7.5: Step-down Transformer. 
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Figure 7.6: Compensation coil (fabricated by two co-axis coils). 

 

Figure 7.7: Experimental schematic of AC loss measurement using the electrical 

method. 

Figure 7.7 illustrates the schematic of the electrical method to measure the AC 

losses of an SF Tape (SuperPower SF12100, 12 mm wide) or an SCS Tape 

(SuperPower SCS12050, 12 mm wide). Their critical currents Ic were measured to 

both be approximately 300 A with self-fields. 

The Function Generator (digimess® FG100) created the identical AC small signal 

for both the reference input of the Lock-in Amplifier (Signal Recovery 7265) and the 
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Power Amplifier (Carlsbro Powerline Pro 1200). Then, the Power Amplifier 

generated an AC current in the primary circuit. By using a step-down transformer, the 

AC current in the secondary circuit was increased 16 times higher than the primary 

circuit. In the secondary side, the HTS tape was immersed into liquid nitrogen at 77 K, 

with the measuring technique of “8” glyph potential leads which could effectively 

reduce the measurement noise [125]. The length between two soldering points for 

voltage measuring leads was 90 mm.  

Both the AC currents in the primary side and secondary side were monitored by a 

high accuracy Data Acquisition Card linked to NI SignalExpress. Currents were 

calculated using the voltage across the shunt resistors divided by the resistances. The 

compensation coil was fabricated by two co-axis coils (1st coil in the high current side, 

and 2nd coil in the measuring signal side). The secondary side of the compensation 

coil was made from flexible litz wire (LI14, 0.04 mm
2
), in order to reduce the 

eddy-current losses from the compensation system. Obtaining the resistive voltage 

component (in-phase voltage component) is a key step for AC loss measurement of 

HTS tapes. Actually, there were two possible methods to get the in-phase voltage 

component. (a) Extracting a resistive voltage component from the shunt resistor in the 

circuit as the reference signal, and then using the lock-in amplifier to pick up the in-

phase voltage component from the superconducting tape; (b) Using the function 

generator signal as both the source for AC system and the reference signal for lock-in 

amplifier, and then using the adjustable compensation coil to compensate the 

inductive voltage quantity (to get the minimum voltage) in the measuring signal side, 

which enables the lock-in Amplifier to extract the voltage in-phase with the current of 

HTS tape. Both method (a) and (b) were tested, which gave the same results. Method 

(b) was used to carry out all the measurement. The transport AC loss can be 

calculated as [18]: 

f

IV
Q rmsrms

lossac


_                                          (7.1) 

where Vrms is the pure resistive voltage across two soldering points of the HTS tape, 

Irms is the AC transport current going through HTS tape, and f is the frequency of the 

AC current. 
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7.3 Simulation Method 

For computing the losses of HTS tape under AC current and AC magnetic field, the 

H-formulation is one of the most suitable methods for computing the hysteresis, 

ferromagnetic and eddy-current losses at different layers of the HTS tape [12]. Similar 

to the modelling of a superconducting magnet in Chapters 4–6, AC loss calculation 

uses the H-formulation which combines Maxwell Ampere’s Law, Faraday’s Law, the 

Constitutive Law, Ohm’s Law and the E-J power Law, as described in Section 3.1. 

The 2D H-formulation model using a Cartesian coordinate model by 2 variables H = 

[Hx, Hy], was solved by COMSOL Multiphysics.  

Parameters Value 

Tape width 12 mm 

Superconducting layer thickness  1 m 

Upper copper stabilizer thickness (SCS12050 only) 20 m 

Lower copper stabilizer thickness (SCS12050 only) 20 m 

Upper silver overlayer thickness 2 m 

Lower silver overlayer thickness 1.8 m 

Substrate thickness (SF12050) 50 m 

Substrate thickness (SF12100) 100 m 

Silver resistivity (77 K) 2.7 ×10
-9

 Ω·m 

Copper resistivity (77 K) 3.0 ×10
-9

 Ω·m 

Substrate resistivity (77 K) 1.25 ×10
-6

 Ω·m 

Critical current Ic (Self-field) 300 A 

0 4π×10
-7

 H/m 

n (E-J Power Law factor) 30 

Jc0 2.5 ×10
10

 A/m
2 

E0 10
-4

 V/m 

Table 7.1 Parameters for the simulation of SuperPower SCS12050 and SF12100 Tape 
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Figure 7.8: Example for the 2D cross-section of Stabilizer-free Tape (near to the left 

edge) with a superconducting layer, silver overlayers, and substrate. 

The simulation models were based on the real geometry of SuperPower 

SCS12050 and SuperPower SF12100 for the COMSOL simulation. SCS12050 has a 

1 m superconducting layer, 20 m copper stabilizers (upper and lower layer), a 2 m 

upper silver overlayer, a 1.8 m lower silver overlayer, and a 50 m substrate layer. 

SF12100 has thicker substrate at 100 m, but without copper stabilizers. Figure 7.8 

shows an example for the 2D cross-section of SF12100 tape (near to the left edge). 

The critical current density in the self-field was set to be 2.5 × 10
10

 A/m
2
, which 

was also equivalent to the measured critical current of 300 A at 77 K. Some relevant 

parameters are in Table 7.1, e.g. the resistivity of copper is 3.0 ×10
-9

 Ω·m at 77 K, the 

resistivity of silver is 2.7 ×10
-9

 Ω·m at 77 K [126], and the resistivity of the substrate 

is 1.25 ×10
-6

 Ω·m [110].  

The B-dependent critical current model was used for the COMSOL simulation, 

because Jc can be varied in the presence of parallel and perpendicular magnetic fields 

[14]: 
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c                                    (7.2) 

where k = 0.186 and B0 = 0.426 were used in (7.2), and J0 is the critical current in a 

self-field at 77 K. 
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Pointwise or Global constraints from the general PDE Physics enabled transport 

current were applied to the HTS tape [14]. The integration of current density J over 

the superconducting domain Ω was equal to the magnitude of the transport current It:  

 


dIt J                                               (7.3) 

As the substrates of SuperPower SCS12050 and SF12100 are non-magnetic, the 

ferromagnetic AC losses of the substrate were ignored. Therefore, for the simulation, 

the hysteresis losses in the superconducting layer and the eddy-current losses in the 

copper stabilizer, silver overlayer and substrate are the main factors of total AC losses. 

The AC loss of the domain was calculated by integrating the power density (EJ) over 

the domain and time [18]: 

dtd
T

Q

T

T

  
50

2

.

JE                                 (7.4) 

where T is the period of the cycle and Ω is the domain of interest. 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

7.4.1 Simulation of Eddy-current AC Losses in Different Layers of SCS Tape 

Figure 7.9 presents the simulation of the total eddy-current losses in copper stabilizer 

(2 layers), silver overlayer (2 layers) and substrate (1 layer) of SCS12050 Tape, with 

respect to the frequency of the transport current (300 A peak, 100% of Ic) 

which increased from 10 Hz to 1000 Hz. It can be discovered that the eddy-current 

AC losses of copper stabilizer substrate were approximately 10 times higher than 

those of the silver overlayer, and over 2 orders of magnitude higher than the eddy-

current AC losses from the substrate. The simulation result matched the typical 

eddy-current equation [12]:  

 ihI
twf

P ceddy

2
22

04




                                        (7.5) 

where  is the resistivity of layer material, t and w and are the thickness and width, 

and h(i) is a function with normalized operation current.  
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Figure 7.9: Simulation of the total eddy-current AC losses from copper stabilizer (2 

layers), silver overlayer (2 layers), and substrate (1 layer) of SCS12050 Tape, with the 

frequency of transport current f increasing from 10, 100 to 1000 Hz, at a peak current 

of 300 A (100% of Ic). 

The simulation results were consistent with Equation (7.5) that the eddy-current losses 

are inversely proportional to the resistivity of the different layers, and proportional to 

the second power of the frequency. The resistivities of copper and silver are 

comparable when they are at 77 K, and the total thickness of the copper stabilizer is 

10 times greater than the thickness of the silver overlayer. This was the reason why 

the copper stabilizer had one order higher eddy current losses than the silver overlayer, 

and the eddy-current losses from the copper stabilizer dominated the total 

eddy-current losses of the SCS Tape. 

7.4.2 Comparison of SF Tape and SCS Tape with Various Frequencies of 

Transport Current  

Figure 7.10-12 shows the comparison of experimental AC losses from SCS Tape and 

SF Tape, as well as the simulation of hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting 

layer, overall eddy-current AC losses in all the layers, and the total losses 

(superconductor hysteresis losses added to eddy-current losses) from the simulation. 

Norris’s analytical solutions for both the Strip and Ellipse cases are also shown in 
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Figure 7.10–12. The frequency of the transport current changed from 10, 100 to 

1000 Hz. For all three cases, hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer from 

simulation agreed well with Norris’s Strip characteristic, which were frequency 

independent. 

In the 10 Hz case (Figure 7.10), for both the SCS Tape and SF Tape, the 

simulation results demonstrated that the total eddy-current AC losses were always far 

lower than the hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer. Therefore, the total 

losses curve clearly indicates that the hysteresis AC losses dominated. The 

experimental results were between the Norris’s curves for Strip and Ellipse, and 

agreed with the total losses curve of the simulation. The measured AC loss data points 

of SCS Tape and SF Tape were well matched.  

 

Figure 7.10: Measured AC losses in SCS Tape and SF Tape, COMSOL simulation of 

hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer, overall eddy-current AC losses, 

and total losses of the SCS Tape and SF Tape, with reference to Norris’s analytical 

solutions (Strip and Ellipse), at a transport current frequency of 10 Hz. 
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Figure 7.11: Measured AC losses in SCS Tape and SF Tape, COMSOL simulation of 

hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer, overall eddy-current AC losses, 

and total losses of the SCS Tape and SF Tape, with reference to Norris’s analytical 

solutions (Strip and Ellipse), at a transport current frequency of 100 Hz. 

 

Figure 7.12: Measured AC losses in SCS Tape and SF Tape, COMSOL simulation of 

hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer, overall eddy-current AC losses, 

and total losses of the SCS Tape and SF Tape, with reference to Norris’s analytical 

solutions (Strip and Ellipse), at a transport current frequency of 1000 Hz. 
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For the 100 Hz case (Figure 7.11), the eddy-current AC losses were similar to the 

10 Hz case. The simulation showed that the total eddy-current AC losses were still 

much lower than the hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer for both the 

SCS Tape and SF Tape cases. The experimental results were consistent with the total 

loss curves from the simulation with the 100 Hz case. The loss measurements of the 

SCS Tape were in good agreement with the loss measurements of the SF Tape.  

For the 1000 Hz case (Figure 7.12), the simulation results showed that the eddy-

current AC losses of copper stabilizer increased and started to affect the total losses of 

the SCS Tape, which could be observed in the simulation in that the curve for the total 

losses of the SCS Tape was slightly above the hysteresis losses of the 

superconducting layer, and became more obvious with a higher transport current. 

However, the eddy-current AC losses of the silver overlayer at 1000 Hz were still 

much smaller than the hysteresis losses of the superconducting layers, which were 

much less significant. The measured AC losses data points of the SCS Tape were also 

slightly higher than the measured losses of the SF Tape at a transport current of 1000 

Hz, which implies that the eddy-current AC losses of the copper stabilizer slightly 

affected the total AC losses of the SCS Tape. 

 

Figure 7.13: Comparison between measurement and simulation: eddy-current AC 

losses in the copper stabilizer in the SCS Tape, with reference to Norris’s analytical 

solutions (Strip and Ellipse), at a transport current frequency of 1000 Hz. 
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Figure 7.14: Simulation of hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer, overall 

eddy-current AC losses, and total losses of the SCS Tape and SF Tape, with reference 

to Norris’s analytical solutions (Strip and Ellipse), at a transport current frequency of 

10000 Hz. 

7.4.3 Eddy-current AC Loss Measurement and Simulation with Frequency at the 

kilohertz Level  

The eddy-current AC losses of the copper stabilizer could be calculated using the 

difference in value between the total losses of the SCS Tape and the total losses of the 

SF Tape, because the only difference between the SCS Tape and the SF Tape was the 

outer layers of copper stabilizer. This method was valid both for the measurement and 

simulation. Figure 7.13 illustrates the eddy-current AC losses in the copper stabilizer 

of SCS12050 Tape determined by the above method, with the AC transport current at 

1000 Hz. It reveals that the eddy-current AC losses in the copper stabilizer started to 

approach Norris’s Strip in Joule per cycle value with a frequency of 1000 Hz. From 

Figure 7.13, it can be seen that the measurement results matched the simulation results 

with the same magnitude of transport current.  

Due to the limitation of measurement devices, the AC loss measurement with a 

transport current frequency above 1000 Hz was difficult to achieve, but the estimation 

of total AC losses from the SF Tape and the SCS Tape could still be carried out using 

simulation. Figure 7.14 presents the simulation of the SF Tape and the SCS Tape with 

the AC transport current at 10000 Hz. It can be seen that the eddy-current AC losses 
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of the silver overlayer at 10000 Hz also slightly affected the total AC losses of the SF 

Tape. Furthermore, the eddy-current AC losses of the copper stabilizer at 10000 Hz 

were greater than the hysteresis AC losses in the superconducting layer. From Figure 

7.14, it can be estimated that the eddy-current AC losses of the copper stabilizer 

occupied a great amount of the total losses of the SCS Tape at a frequency of 10000 

Hz. 

7.5 Summary 

The investigation and comparison of AC losses on the SCS Tape and SF Tape have 

been carried out, which includes AC loss measurement using the electrical method, as 

well as the real geometry and multi-layer HTS tape simulation using the 

2D H-formulation by COMSOL Multiphysics. Hysteresis AC losses in the 

superconducting layer and eddy-current AC losses in the copper stabilizer, the silver 

overlayer and the substrate have been analysed, because the ferromagnetic AC losses 

of the substrate were ignored due to the substrates of Superpower SCS12050 and 

SF12100 being non-magnetic. The results showed that hysteresis AC losses in the 

superconducting layer are frequency independent. The eddy-current AC losses (in 

Watts) were proportional to the second power of the frequency. The experimental and 

simulation results revealed that the eddy-current AC losses had almost no effect on 

the total AC losses for both the SCS Tape and the SF Tape with transport current 

frequencies of 10 Hz and 100 Hz. However, for a transport current frequency of 

1000 Hz, the experiment and simulation showed that eddy-current AC losses started 

to affect the total losses for the SCS Tape, but that the SF Tape still obtained 

negligible eddy-current AC losses when the transport current frequency reached 

1000 Hz. The eddy-current AC losses in the copper stabilizer were determined using 

the difference in value between the total losses of the SCS Tape and the total losses of 

the SF Tape, which was valid for both the measurement and simulation, and the 

results showed that the measurement matched the simulation. The estimation of AC 

losses with a frequency of 10000 Hz was also carried out using COMSOL simulation. 

It could be deduced that the eddy-current AC losses in the copper stabilizer should 

also be taken into consideration for high frequency applications over the kilohertz 

level. 
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Chapter 8                         

Study on Power Dissipation in 

HTS Coils 

8.1 Introduction 

High Temperature Superconductor (HTS) based cables and coils possess the 

advantage of carrying high electrical current density [44, 127]. HTS coils are used for 

superconducting power applications, such as superconducting fault current limiters 

[128, 129] and superconducting transformers [18, 130], as they are able to conduct a 

higher current but with much less loss than normal metal conductors when they are 

operating in the superconducting state. HTS coils can greatly increase the magnetic 

flux density in superconducting electrical machines and magnets, which leads to the 

improvement of overall efficiency and reduction in weight and size [14, 16], for 

example, the superconducting magnet for LFEIT in Chapters 4–6. However, when 

HTS coils are operating with alternating current (AC), or in the presence of a time 

varying magnetic field, they still sustain AC losses [12].  

The circular HTS coil is one of the most common topologies used in many 

superconducting applications, such as superconducting transformers, magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) [131], and LFEIT systems as mentioned in Chapters 4–6. 

There are several advantages to circular HTS coils. A circular HTS coil is able to 

generate a uniform magnetic field in the centre region. The round topology of a 

circular HTS coil offers better mechanical torsion when closely packed.  

In the literature, there is some work on the AC loss measurement and simulation 

of HTS coils. Amemiya et al. have presented the AC loss from HTS tapes under 
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external DC/AC magnetic fields [132]. Ciszek et al. analysed the angular dependence 

of AC transport losses in HTS tape on external DC magnetic fields [133]. Chiba et al. 

did research on the angular dependence of the AC loss from HTS stacks [134]. 

Nguyen et al. carried out AC loss measurement with a phase difference between the 

current and the applied magnetic field [135]. However, to the best of our knowledge, 

there is no systematic study on AC loss from HTS coils which covers all these aspects 

mentioned above: current, field, angle, and phase difference, as shown in Figure 8.1 

analysed by both experiment and simulation. This chapter presents a comprehensive 

study on the AC losses in a circular HTS coil, as well as some novel results and 

analysis. In order to validate some of the results, the experiment was set up to measure 

the AC loss from a 2 × 18 circular double pancake coil using the electrical method. A 

2D axisymmetric H-formulation model was also built using the FEM package in 

COMSOL Multiphysics, which was used as the primary tool for this investigation.  

As shown in Figure 8.1, there are several scenarios that can cause AC losses in an 

HTS coil: (1) AC transport current and DC magnetic field, (2) DC transport current 

and AC magnetic field, and (3) AC transport current and AC magnetic field. 

Furthermore, the HTS coil under the magnetic field with different orientation angle  

has been studied for each case. For the scenario of AC transport current and AC 

magnetic field, the relative phase difference between the AC current and AC field has 

been analysed. To summarise, a current/field/angle/phase dependent AC loss (I, B, , 

∆) study of a circular HTS coil was carried out by both experiment and simulation.  

 

Figure 8.1: Factors affecting AC loss in an HTS coil: current, field, angle, and phase 

difference. 
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For scenario (1), both the experiment and simulation have been carried out, and 

very good agreement was seen in terms of AC loss magnitude, tendency, and angular 

dependence. Therefore, it is convincing that the coil model is capable of producing 

convincing results for scenarios (2) and (3). Another factor is the increasing 

complexity of the measurement for the following scenarios. Particularly for scenario 

(3), both the transport current loss and magnetisation loss require to be measured 

using separate experimental methods, and if along with the phase difference between 

the AC current and AC field, the measurement complexity will even further increase 

and affect the measurement accuracy. Therefore, it is necessary to establish a 

powerful numerical model for the coil which can efficiently calculate the AC loss 

under various complex conditions. 

8.2 Experiment Set-up 

8.2.1 Fabrication of the Circular HTS Coil 

Parameters Value 

Tape width 6 mm 

Superconducting layer thickness  1 m 

Tape total thickness 100 m 

KAPTON tape thickness  100 m 

Coil inner diameter 5 cm 

Coil total length 6.3 m 

Turn number 2 × 18 

Tape Self-field Ic at 77 K 115 A 

Coil Self-field Ic at 77 K 72 A 

Table 8.1: Parameters for the circular HTS coil made by SuperPower SCS6050 (2012). 

The circular HTS coil used in this experiment was fabricated from 6 mm wide 

SuperPower SCS6050 tape (manufactured around 2012). The critical current Ic of a 

single tape in its self-field was measured to be approximately 115 A. The total length 

of the tape for winding the coil was 6.3 m, whose surface was insulated by low 

temperature KAPTON tapes. As shown in Figure 8.2 (a), the configuration of the coil 

was a double circular pancake, with 2 × 18 turns. The critical current Ic of the coil in 
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its self-field was measured to be approximately 72 A. More details of the circular 

HTS coil are in Table 8.1. 

 

 

Figure 8.2: (a) Experimental schematic of AC loss measurements using the electrical 

method, (b) Coil holder, (c) Electrometric magnet for field dependence analysis. 
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8.2.2 AC Loss Measurement 

Figure 8.2(a) presents the schematic for the measurement of the AC losses in a 

circular HTS coil using the electrical method. The function generator (digimess® 

FG100) produced time-varying sinusoidal signals as the reference input of the lock-in 

amplifier (Signal Recovery 7265), and this AC signal was also amplified by a power 

source (Carlsbro Powerline Pro 1200) in the primary circuit side. In the secondary 

circuit, the AC current was raised 16 times by using a step-down transformer. As 

shown in Figure 8.2(b), the HTS coil was fixed by a coil holder, and immersed into a 

liquid nitrogen environment at 77 K. The HTS coil was located in the presence of 

uniform magnetic field generated by the iron magnet (shown in Figure 8.2(c)). The 

AC current magnitude in the secondary side was obtained using the voltage across the 

shunt resistor divided by the resistance, and monitored by a high accuracy data 

acquisition card linked to the PC with the software NI SignalExpress.  

The adjustable compensation coil was to compensate for the inductive component 

from the HTS coils. The lock-in amplifier was used to extract the voltage in-phase 

with the current. The transport AC loss can be calculated as [18]: 

f

VI
Q rmsrms

lossac


_                                            (8.1) 

where Irms is the AC transport current flowing through the HTS tape, Vrms is the 

in-phase voltage with current Irms, and f is the frequency of the AC current. 

8.3 Simulation Method 

8.3.1 2D Axisymmetric H-formulation 

The 2D axisymmetric H-formulation has been used as the suitable FEM method for 

modelling the circular HTS coil. An example of the double circular pancake coil using 

2D axisymmetric H-formulation is presented in Figure 8.3: (a) 3D and (b) 2D 

magnetic flux density of a circular double pancake coil with AC current of 60 A (peak 

point); (c) normalised current density ratio (J/Jc) of a circular double pancake coil 

with an AC current of 60 A (peak point) where the cross-sections of the tape have 

been zoomed 100 times for better visualisation.  
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Figure 8.3: (a) 3D and (b) 2D magnetic flux density of a circular double pancake coil 

with AC current of 60 A (peak point); (c) normalised current density ratio (J/Jc) of a 

circular double pancake coil with AC current of 60 A (peak point), where the cross-

sections of tape have been zoomed for 100 times for better visualisation.  
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Parameters Value 

Tape width 6 mm 

Superconducting layer thickness  1 m 

0 4π×10
-7

 H/m 

n (E-J Power Law factor) 25 

Jc0  2.1 ×10
10

 A/m
2 

E0 10
-4

 V/m 

Bc 35 mT 

k 0.25 

b 0.6 

f 50 Hz 

Table 8.2: Parameters for the modelling of a circular HTS coil. 

A 2D axisymmetric model of the coil matches the experimental situation only in 

the case of self-field or when the external magnetic field is applied parallel to the axis 

of the coil (axis z in Figure 8.3 (a),  = 90 degree in Figure 8.1). In the other situations 

with external magnetic field, the axial symmetry is broken and a 3D model would be 

necessary. However, a full 3D model of the coil is computationally too demanding. 

For this reason, we kept the simplifying assumption of a 2D axisymmetric model, 

because with the exception  = 90 degree, for which the 2D axisymmetric model is 

appropriate. It implies that there is always a magnetic field component perpendicular 

to the tape for the whole length of the coil. This represents a kind of worst case 

scenario and provides a reasonable upper limit for the losses. As presented in Chapter 

3, the general H-formulation consists of Ohm’s Law, Ampere’s Law, Faraday’s Law, 

the Constitutive Law, and the E-J power Law. The general form of partial differential 

equation (PDE) for variables H to be computed by COMSOL Multiphysics is:  

 
  00 
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For a 2D axisymmetric H-formulation, the cylindrical coordinates (r, , z) were used, 

and the governing equations should be modified as: 
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8.3.2 AC Loss Calculation 

In the FEM model, the real dimension of the SuperPower SCS6050 tape was used, 

with a superconducting layer 1 m thick. The geometry of modelling a 2 × 18 turns 

double circular pancake coil was exactly same as the real experimental coil described 

above, in order to achieve better consistency. The E-J Power Law factor n used for 

modelling was 25. This is a moderate value when a single tape is in the presence of 

DC magnetic field between 0–500 mT, and according to measurements, the n 

variation of the SCS6050 tape is not significant within this field range. The most 

relevant simulation parameters are listed in Table 8.2. For the modelling of HTS coil 

by COMSOL, an anisotropic B-dependent critical current model was implanted [136]: 
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where Jc0 = 2.1 × 10
10

 A/m
2
, k = 0.25, Bc = 0.3, and b = 0.6. The critical current of 

tape and coil were calculated with the same H-formulation model using a slow current 

ramp. The calculated critical current of the single tape in self-field was 114.5 A, and 

the critical current of the double pancake coil was 71.6 A. These two critical current 

values are very close to the experimental results (single tape Ic = 115 A, and coil Ic = 

72 A) mentioned above, which proves a good consistency between modelling and 

experiment. 

There were no ferromagnetic losses as the SuperPower SCS6050 tape uses a 

non-magnetic substrate. The simulations were carried out using a relatively low power 

frequency AC current at 50 Hz, and the small amount of eddy-current AC losses in 

the metal layers and the substrate were ignored. 
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In the model, the transport current was injected into the HTS tapes using the 

Global constraint from general PDE Physics. The value of the transport current It was 

calculated by the integration of the current density J on the superconducting domain 

Ω:  

 


dI t J                                                  (8.6) 

The AC loss of the domain was calculated using the power density (E·J) 

integration [137]: 

0.5
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    E J                                               (8.7) 

where T is the period of cycle and Ω is the domain of interest. The AC loss per unit 

length can be obtained by dividing the value calculated from (8.7) by the coil’s length. 

8.4 Results: AC Transport Current and External DC 

Magnetic Field  

8.4.1 Basic Frequency Dependence Test of AC Loss for the HTS Tape and Coil  

To start with the simplest situation, AC loss measurement and simulation of a single 

tape, the AC loss measurement was carried out using frequencies of 50 Hz, 100 Hz, 

and 200 Hz, and a transport current from 20 A to 100 A. The FEM simulation of a 

single tape was also performed with an AC transport current from 20 A to 100 A at 50 

Hz. In Figure 8.4, the measurement results show that the AC losses of a single tape 

were frequency independent within the range of 50 Hz to 200 Hz. As shown in Figure 

8.4, both the AC losses from the experiment and simulation were within the range of 

the Norris strip and Norris ellipse, and the experimental results agreed well with the 

simulation results. 

Similarly, the AC losses of the circular double pancake HTS coil were measured 

with frequencies of 50 Hz, 100 Hz and 200 Hz, and a transport current from 20 A to 

70 A. The FEM calculation of that coil tape was also performed using the same AC 

transport current at 50 Hz. As presented in Figure 8.5, the AC losses of the coil were 

frequency independent within the range of 50 Hz to 200 Hz, similar to the single tape. 

For both the tape and coil, the experimental results were consistent with the 
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simulation results. It can be seen from Figure 8.5 that the AC losses from the coil 

were approximately 2 orders of magnitude higher than the AC losses from the single 

tape. This is due to the magnetic interaction between tapes, as previously reported 

[138]. 

 

Figure 8.4: AC loss measurement and simulation of a single tape, with reference to 

the Norris strip and Norris ellipse. 

 

Figure 8.5: Comparison of HTS coil and single tape: AC loss measurement and 

simulation. 
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Figure 8.6: (a) AC loss measurement and (b) AC loss simulation of an HTS coil using 

a 3D plot, with the relationship of the AC transport current amplitude and the DC 

external magnetic field with different orientation angles,  to the HTS tape surface of 

the coil. 
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8.4.2 AC Loss and Its Angular Dependency Analysis with AC Transport Current 

and External DC Magnetic Field  

As shown in Figure 8.6, the overall AC loss measurement situation of the HTS coil 

can be described using a 3D plot, as it depends on both the amplitude of the AC 

transport current and the external DC magnetic field with different orientation angles, 

 to the HTS tape surface of the coil. The AC transport current was increased from 

20 A to 60 A, and the DC external magnetic field was increased from 100 to 300 mT. 

The angle  refers to the external magnetic field with different orientation to the HTS 

tape surface of the coil (e.g. as shown in Figure 8.1,  changing from -90 degree to 

+90 degree means that the magnetic field orientation to the HTS tape surface of the 

coil changes from parallel to perpendicular, then to parallel again). Figure 8.6 shows 

that the biggest losses occurred when the angle  was 0
o
, for all the amplitudes of 

external DC magnetic field (100 mT, 200 mT and 300 mT). For lower transport 

currents, the difference in AC loss between each external DC magnetic field was 

larger, while for higher transport currents the loss difference of each DC external 

magnetic field became smaller.  

 

Figure 8.7: AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, with AC transport 

current and DC external magnetic field perpendicular to the HTS tape surface of coil. 
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Figure 8.7 presents the AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, 

with AC transport current and DC external magnetic field perpendicular to the HTS 

tape surface of the coil. From Figure 8.7, it can be seen from both the experiment and 

the simulation that the difference in AC loss with each set of external DC fields 

became smaller when the transport current increased, e.g. from the experiment the 

loss ratio of Q_300mT/Q_0mT was 5.1 with 20 A AC transport current, which decreased 

to 1.2 when the AC transport current increased to 60 A. this phenomenon is similar to 

that reported in [132]. Overall, the same trend was observed in both experiment and 

simulation. 

Figure 8.8 illustrates the AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, 

with increasing AC transport current and angular dependence of the external DC 

magnetic field 100 of mT, while Figure 8.9 presents the same content with an external 

DC magnetic field of 300 mT for comparison. For both the 100 mT and 300 mT cases, 

the angular dependence with a smaller AC transport current was more obvious than 

the angular dependence with a larger AC transport current, e.g. from the experiment 

with a 300 mT DC field, the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 7.0 with an AC transport 

current of 20 A, while the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 1.29 with an AC transport 

current of 60 A. This is due to the fact that, when a relatively large transport AC 

current flows in the coil, the external DC field is less influential on the reduction of 

the critical current. In both Figures 8.8–9, the agreement between the experiment and 

the simulation is good (average error 3.2%). However, there was a slight discrepancy 

between experiment and simulation (low transport current in Figure 8.8, and high 

current in Figure 8.9), which is probably due to local effects (e.g. uniformity of Jc 

near the edges, alignment of the tapes) that are not considered by the model. 
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Figure 8.8: AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, with increasing AC 

transport current and angular dependence of the external DC magnetic field of 

100 mT. 

 

Figure 8.9: AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, with increasing AC 

transport current and angular dependence of the external DC magnetic field of 

300 mT. 
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Figure 8.10: AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, with the same AC 

transport current of 30 A, and angular dependence of the external DC magnetic field 

increasing from 100 mT, 200 mT to 300 mT. 

 

Figure 8.11: AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, with the same AC 

transport current of 60 A and angular dependence of the external DC magnetic field 

increasing from 100 mT, 200 mT to 300 mT. 
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Figure 8.10 shows the AC loss measurement and simulation of the HTS coil, with 

the same AC transport current of 30 A and angular dependence of the external DC 

magnetic field increasing from 100 mT, 200 mT to 300 mT, while Figure 8.11 

presents the same content with an AC transport current of 60 A for comparison. As 

shown in Figure 8.10, for a transport current of 30 A, the AC loss was more angular 

dependent with a stronger external DC magnetic field, e.g. from the experiment, the 

loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 1.8 with an external DC field of 100 mT, whilst 

Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 3.5 with an external DC field of 300 mT. By contrast, as shown in 

Figure 8.11, for a higher transport current of 60 A, the AC loss was no longer angular 

dependent with stronger intensity of external DC magnetic field, e.g. the loss ratio of 

Q_0deg/Q_90deg with an external DC field of 100 mT was very close to Q_0deg/Q_90deg 

with an external DC field of 300 mT. From Figure 8.10 and Figure 8.11 one can note 

that the simulation results gradually exceeded the experimental results with the 

increasing background magnetic field. A possible reason for this could be that 

Equation (8.5) does not represent well the tape’s behaviour at high fields. Despite this, 

the model is able to reproduce the general tendencies of the experiments. 

8.5 Results: DC Transport Current and External AC 

Magnetic Field 

The capability of the FEM coil model was verified in Section 8.4. It achieved good 

agreement with experimental results in terms of AC loss magnitude, tendency, and 

angular dependence. It is credible that the FEM model is able to produce convincing 

results for the following conditions: the simultaneous presence of DC transport 

current and AC magnetic field in Section 8.5, and of AC transport current and AC 

magnetic field later in Section 8.6.  

8.5.1 Basic Test of AC Loss for an HTS Tape and Coil with a DC Transport 

Current and External AC Magnetic Field 

A single SCS6050 tape was simulated in the presence of an AC magnetic field to test 

the basic consistency. The AC loss of a single SCS6050 tape was calculated under an 

AC magnetic field with three different frequencies: 50 Hz, 100 Hz, and 200 Hz. As 

shown in Figure 8.12, the AC loss of the single tape was frequency independent, and 

the loss trend well matched the Brandt curve. 
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Figure 8.12: AC loss simulation of the single tape in the presence of an external AC 

magnetic field with frequencies of 50 Hz, 100 Hz and 200 Hz, with reference to the 

Brandt curve. 

 

Figure 8.13: AC loss simulation of the coil with different DC transport currents (0 A, 

20 A, and 40 A) and an increasing external AC magnetic field, with reference to the 

AC loss from a single tape. 
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As presented in Figure 8.13, the AC loss simulation of the coil with different DC 

transport currents (0 A, 20 A, and 40 A) and an increasing external AC magnetic field 

was carried out, with reference to the AC loss from a single tape in the presence of the 

same external AC magnetic field. Figure 8.13 shows that, in the coil, the average AC 

loss per tape was lower than the AC loss of the single tape, and even the AC loss per 

cross-section (2 × 18 tapes) was still lower than the AC loss of the single tape with an 

external AC magnetic field below 200 mT. This is because of the shielding effect 

from each turn of the HTS coil. However, this effect became weaker with an 

increasing external AC magnetic field. The increasing rate of loss in the coil was 

faster than the increasing rate of loss in the single tape, and the average coil AC loss 

per tape had the trend to surpass the AC loss of the single tape. 

In principle, in the presence of the same AC magnetic field, the magnetisation 

loss of a superconducting tape with an increasing DC transport current should not 

change (if the tape is not fully penetrated). However, it should be considered that the 

DC transport current within the HTS coil generated the self-field which could 

decrease the critical current of the coil, thus increasing the AC loss of the coil. That 

phenomenon occurred in Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14, and it can be observed that the 

difference of coil AC loss between the DC transport currents of 20 A and 40 A was 

greater than that of the difference between the DC transport currents of 0 A and 20 A, 

which could be because the critical current reduction between DC currents of 20 A 

and 40 A is more significant than between DC currents between 0 A and 20 A. 

8.5.2 AC Loss and Its Angular Dependency Analysis with DC Transport Current 

and External AC Magnetic Field 

Figure 8.14 shows the AC loss simulation of the coil with a DC transport current (0 A, 

20 A, and 40 A) and the angular dependence of the external AC magnetic field at 

100 mT and 500 mT. The angular dependency with a lower DC transport current was 

stronger than that with a higher transport current. For example, from the simulation 

with a 100 mT AC field, the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 342.5 with an DC 

transport current of 0 A, whilst the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 26.4 with an DC 

transport current of 40 A. From the comparison of the two cases of AC fields of 

100 mT and 500 mT, it can be seen that the angular dependence was more apparent 
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with the larger external AC field, e.g. from the simulation with a 20 A DC transport 

current, the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 136.6 with an AC magnetic field 100 mT, 

while the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 3245.7 with an AC magnetic field of 500 mT.  

 

Figure 8.14: AC loss simulation of the coil with a DC transport current (0 A, 20 A, 

and 40 A) and the angular dependence of the external AC magnetic field at 100 mT 

and 500 mT. 

 

Figure 8.15: AC loss simulation of the coil with two sets of the same DC transport 

current (30 A and 60 A) and the angular dependence of increasing the external AC 

magnetic field (100 mT, 200 mT, and 300 mT). 
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These two phenomena above are similar to Scenario (1): AC transport current & 

DC external magnetic field. However, the effect of increasing the DC transport 

current with a given (fixed) AC external field is different from increasing the AC 

transport current with a given (fixed) DC external field. This is because the AC loss 

was substantially caused by two different sources, the AC transport current and the 

AC external magnetic field, which have different magnetic field penetration patterns. 

Figure 8.15 depicts the AC loss of the coil for two sets of DC transport currents 

(30 and 60 A) and the angular dependence of increasing the external AC magnetic 

field (100 mT, 200 mT, and 300 mT). For the same DC transport current, the angular 

dependence was more evident with an increasing external AC magnetic field. The 

angular dependence did not change too much between the two sets of transport 

currents, 30 A and 60 A, which can be seen from the fact that the loss curves of the 

30 A and 60 A transport currents were almost parallel. This phenomenon is different 

from scenario (1), where the angular dependence with a higher transport current was 

much smaller than that with a lower transport current.   

8.6 Results: AC Transport Current and External AC 

Magnetic Field 

In this section, the coil AC loss was calculated under the action of an AC transport 

current and an external AC magnetic field, and its angular dependency was compared 

to the experimental and simulation results under the action of an AC transport current 

and an external DC magnetic field. The effect of phase difference was investigated: 

∆ between the AC transport current and the external AC magnetic field on the total 

AC loss of the coil. 

8.6.1 AC Losses in an HTS Coil with an AC Transport Current and an External 

AC Magnetic Field Perpendicular to the HTS Tape Surface of the Coil 

Figure 8.16 presents the AC loss simulation of an HTS coil with AC transport current 

and an external AC magnetic field perpendicular to the HTS tape surface of the coil. 

The AC loss increasing rate of 0 A transport current started with a steep slope, but the 

rate decreased with the increasing external AC magnetic field. By contrast, the other 

three AC loss curves for the AC transport currents 20 A, 40 A and 60 A, started with 

mild slopes but later gradually increased with the increasing external AC magnetic 
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field. Eventually, these four loss curves for AC transport currents 0 A, 20 A, 40 A and 

60 A moved closer when the external AC magnetic field approached a high value. 

This tendency is consistent with the work in literature [132].  

 

Figure 8.16: AC loss simulation of the HTS coil, with an AC transport current and an 

external AC magnetic field perpendicular to the HTS tape surface of the coil. 

 

Figure 8.17: AC loss simulation of the coil, with AC transport currents (20 A, 40 A, 

and 60 A) and the angular dependence of the external AC magnetic field (100 mT and 

500 mT). 
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8.6.2 AC Loss and Its Angular Dependency Analysis with an AC Transport 

Current and an External AC Magnetic Field 

Figure 8.17 illustrates the AC loss simulation of the coil, with AC transport currents 

(20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) and the angular dependence of the external AC magnetic 

fields of 100 mT and 500 mT. The angular dependency with a lower AC transport 

current was more apparent than that with a higher DC transport current. For example, 

from the simulation with a 500 mT AC field, the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 59.4 

with an AC transport current of 20 A, whilst the loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 2.3 

with an AC transport current of 60 A. By comparing the two cases of external AC 

fields, 100 mT and 500 mT, it can be noted that the angular dependence was stronger 

with a greater external AC field. By calculation with a 20 A AC transport current, the 

loss ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 4.5 with an AC magnetic field of 100 mT, and the loss 

ratio of Q_0deg/Q_90deg was 59.4 with an AC magnetic field of 500 mT. To summarise, 

these two phenomena above occurred in all the three scenarios: (1) AC It & DC Bext, 

(2) DC It & AC Bext, and (3) AC It & AC Bext. However, for scenarios (1) and (3), the 

AC loss with a higher transport current had much less angular dependence than the 

AC loss with a lower transport current, which differs from scenario (2) where the 

angular dependence is still obvious with a higher transport current. 

It is helpful to compare scenario (3) with scenario (1), as both of them used an AC 

transport current but under different external fields (AC and DC, respectively). 

Figure 8.18 depicts the AC loss simulation of the coil with an AC transport current 

(20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) and the angular dependence of an external AC magnetic field 

of 100 mT, and its comparison to the AC loss experiment and simulation of the coil 

with an AC transport current (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) but an external DC magnetic 

field of 100 mT. It can be noted for all the three AC transport current cases, that the 

AC loss difference between the external AC and DC magnetic fields at 100 mT was 

quite small when the field orientation angle,  was -90 degree or 90 degree. For an 

AC transport current of 20 A, the difference became larger when angle  was 0 

degrees, but the difference was not significant for higher AC transport currents, e.g. 

the difference was only 15% for a 60 A transport current. 
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Figure 8.18: AC loss simulation of the coil with AC transport currents (20 A, 40 A, 

and 60 A) and the angular dependence of an external AC magnetic field of 100 mT, 

and its comparison to the AC loss experiment and simulation of the coil with AC 

transport currents (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) but an external DC magnetic field of 

100 mT. 

 

Figure 8.19: AC loss simulation of the coil with AC transport currents (20 A, 40 A, 

and 60 A) and the angular dependence of an external AC magnetic field of 300 mT, 

and its comparison to the AC loss experiment and simulation of the coil with AC 

transport currents (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) but an external DC magnetic field of 

300 mT. 
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By contrast, Figure 8.19 plots the AC loss simulation of the coil with AC 

transport currents (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) and the angular dependence of an external 

AC magnetic field of 300 mT, and its comparison to the AC loss experiment and 

simulation of the coil with the same AC transport currents but an external DC 

magnetic field of 300 mT. A similar phenomenon can be seen, that when the field 

orientation angle  was -90 or 90 degree, the AC loss difference between the external 

AC and DC magnetic fields at 300 mT was slight. However, the difference 

significantly increased when the angle  reached 0
o
, for all the three transport current 

cases, e.g. 5.9 times greater for a 20 A transport current case, and 2.1 times greater for 

a 60 A transport current case. Therefore, one can summarise that for an HTS coil with 

an AC transport current and in the presence of an external DC or AC magnetic field 

with a given magnitude, an external AC magnetic field has a greater impact on its 

overall AC loss and angular dependence, particularly with stronger magnetic intensity 

fields.  

8.6.3 Phase Difference ∆Analysis with AC Transport Current and External AC 

Magnetic Field 

The above analyses were based on the assumption that both the AC transport current 

and the external AC magnetic field were in phase. However, if there is a phase 

difference ∆, namely, the AC transport current is leading or lagging behind the 

external AC magnetic field, the AC loss situation changes. Figure 8.20 illustrates the 

AC loss simulation of the coil with an AC transport current (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) 

and two sets of external AC magnetic fields of 100 mT and 500 mT, perpendicular to 

the HTS tape surface of the coil. The phase difference between the AC transport 

currents and the external AC magnetic field, ∆, was increased from 0 to 360 degrees. 

As shown in Figure 8.20, the phase shift between AC field and AC transport current 

has some influence on the AC losses of the coil, which depends on the amplitude of 

current and field. 
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Figure 8.20: Phase difference ∆ between the AC transport current and the external 

AC magnetic field (from 0 to 360 degree): AC loss simulation of the coil with an AC 

transport current (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) and two sets of external AC magnetic field, 

100 mT and 500 mT, perpendicular to the HTS tape surface of the coil. 

 

Figure 8.21: Phase difference ∆ between the AC transport currents and the external 

AC magnetic field (from 0 to 180 degree): AC loss simulation of the coil with an AC 

transport current (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) and an external AC magnetic field of 500 mT 

perpendicular to the HTS tape surface of the coil. 
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From Figure 8.20, it can be seen that for all the cases, the cycle of AC loss 

changes with ∆ was 180 degree, and intuitively all the maximums occurred at values 

of ∆ equal to 0, 180, and 360 degree, while all the minimums intuitively occurred at 

values of ∆ equal to 90 and 270 degree. To be more precise, Figure 8.21 depicts the 

AC loss simulation of the coil with an AC transport current (20 A, 40 A, and 60 A) 

and only one stronger external AC magnetic field of 500 mT, perpendicular to the 

HTS tape surface of coil, but with the phase difference ∆ from 0 to 180 degree. It 

can be observed that, for the case of the 20 A transport current, the maximum loss 

happened when ∆ was 0 and 180, and the minimum loss happened when ∆ was 90. 

However, this kind of “90 degree symmetry” of loss characteristics changed when the 

AC transport increased to 40 A and 60 A. As presented in Figure 8.21, the peak loss 

of 0.03118 (J/cycle/m) of the 40 A transport current case occurred when ∆ was 

approximately 170 degree, and the peak loss of 0.04717 (J/cycle/m) of the 60 A 

transport current case occurred when ∆ was approximately 160 degree. This kind of 

peak-shift phenomenon was more obvious with relatively stronger external AC 

magnetic fields, which is consistent with the measurements presented in [135].  

8.7 Summary 

A comprehensive study on AC losses in a circular HTS double pancake coil was 

carried out from both experiment and simulation. The experiment was established to 

measure the AC loss from a 2 × 18 circular double pancake coil using the electrical 

method. In order to enhance the consistency with the real circular coil used in the 

experiment, a 2D axisymmetric H-formulation model was built using the FEM 

package in COMSOL Multiphysics.  

Three scenarios were analysed which can cause AC loss in an HTS coil: (1) AC 

transport current & DC magnetic field, (2) DC transport current & AC magnetic field, 

and (3) AC transport current & AC magnetic field. Moreover, the different orientation 

angles  of the HTS coil under the magnetic field were studied for each scenario. For 

scenario (3), the impact of the relative phase difference between the AC current and 

the AC field on the total AC loss of the coil was analysed. In short, a systematic 

current/field/angle/phase dependent AC loss (I, B, , ∆) study of a circular HTS coil 

was carried out. These are the results summarised by experiment and simulation. 
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For Scenario (1), AC transport current & DC magnetic field, both measurements 

and simulation were performed to study the magnetic field angular dependency on the 

AC loss of the coil. The difference in AC loss with each set of external DC fields 

became smaller when the transport current increased to a high value, which is 

consistent with the results reported in the literature. For the same transport current, the 

angular dependence increased with an increasing external DC field. For the same 

external DC field, the angular dependence with a smaller AC transport current was 

more significant than the angular dependence with a higher AC transport current. 

These results could be due to the fact that the external DC field is less influential on 

the reduction of critical current when a higher AC transport current is conducting in 

the coil. Overall, the simulation results showed good agreement with experimental 

results. 

For Scenario (2), DC transport current & AC magnetic field, a simulation was 

performed for the AC loss in the coil related to I/B/ Two phenomena were identified, 

similar to Scenario (1): (i) for the same transport current, the angular dependence 

increased with an increasing external field; (ii) for the same external field, the angular 

dependence with a smaller transport current was more significant than with a higher 

transport current. However, in the presence of the same magnetic field, increasing the 

DC transport current to a high value did not change the angular dependence too much, 

which is different from scenario (1). The AC loss increment tendency of scenario (2) 

was different from scenario (1), due to the fact that the AC losses were essentially 

caused by two different sources: AC transport current and AC external magnetic field. 

For Scenario (3), AC transport current & AC magnetic field, a simulation was 

carried out to study the AC loss in the coil related to I/B/. Again, it was found that 

the two phenomena, (i) and (ii), mentioned above occurred in all three scenarios. The 

angular dependency was compared with the experimental and simulation results from 

Scenario (1): for the HTS coil conducting an AC transport current in the presence of 

the same magnitude of external DC or AC magnetic field. The case of an external AC 

magnetic field presented a greater impact on the overall AC loss and angular 

dependence, especially with a stronger AC field. The effect of the phase difference ∆ 

between AC transport currents and external AC magnetic field was investigated. The 

phase difference ∆ had a greater impact on the total AC losses either with a larger 
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AC transport current, or with a stronger external AC field. For further phase 

difference ∆ analysis the “90-degree symmetry” characteristics of AC loss changed 

when a larger AC transport current or a stronger external AC field were applied. 

These findings are consistent with reports in the literature. 

Both the experiment and simulation were carried out in Scenario (1), and good 

consistency of experiment and simulation was presented in terms of AC loss 

magnitude, tendency, and angular dependence. The simulation results of Scenario (2) 

and Scenario (3) were reasonable and consistent with previous work presented in the 

literature. Therefore, we believe that the coil model is able to produce convincing 

results throughout this multi-scenario study. A powerful coil model has the potential 

to efficiently compute the AC loss from various complex conditions. To summarise, a 

systematic study on AC loss from a circular HTS coil has been presented, and the 

methods and results of this study could be helpful for future analysis and design on 

HTS AC systems. 
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Chapter 9            

Investigation of AC Losses in 

Horizontally Parallel HTS Tapes 

9.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents an AC loss study of horizontally parallel HTS tapes. Racetrack 

and round HTS coils are the most common topologies used in many superconducting 

applications. In these coils, layers of HTS tape are closely packed, and carry current in 

the same direction. When observed from a 2D cross-section of the HTS coil, the tapes 

are stacked on top of each other. This configuration gives rise to large AC losses 

[138], due to the concentration of the perpendicular component of the magnetic field 

impinging on the HTS tapes [139]. This is the main reason why the AC losses in each 

turn of the HTS coil are larger than the AC losses in an equivalent single layer of HTS 

tape.  

 

Figure 9.1: Configuration of multiple horizontally parallel HTS tapes. 
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It is therefore interesting to use the geometry of horizontally parallel HTS tapes 

(shown in Figure 9.1, sometimes also indicated as an x-array), which is a proper way 

to prevent high AC losses, due to the reduction of the perpendicular component of the 

magnetic field experienced by the tapes. The parallel HTS tape structure has been 

reported to potentially reduce the total AC losses in HTS power applications such as 

superconducting transformers [67]. 

In the literature there are several works dedicated to the AC losses of interacting 

parallel tapes. Müller [140] and Brambilla et al. [141] proposed analytical and 

numerical solutions for an x-array composed of an infinite number of tapes, 

respectively. Nakamura et al. performed an AC loss study of YBCO adjacent tapes 

[142]. Jiang et al. measured the transport AC losses in single and double layer parallel 

HTS tape arrays [143]. Lee et al. investigated the AC loss of parallel tapes with 

unbalanced current distribution [67]. Ogawa et al. measured and simulated the AC 

losses from an assembled conductor whose configuration was built as parallel HTS 

tapes [144]. There are other works regarding AC losses of two interacting parallel 

tapes [145, 146]. However, to the best of our knowledge, in the literature there is no 

detailed comparison of experiments and simulations for the AC losses of horizontally 

parallel tapes. A calculation of the AC losses for the case of a large but finite number 

of tapes is also missing. This chapter proposes the concept of using horizontally 

parallel HTS tapes, as schematically illustrated in Figure 9.1. Firstly, three 

horizontally parallel tapes were used as the basic configuration, and each parallel tape 

carried the current with the same amplitude and direction. Secondly, the experiment 

of this three-tape configuration was set up and the AC losses from both the middle 

and end tapes were measured with increasing gap distance. These measurements were 

compared with H-formulation COMSOL simulations. A new parameter was proposed, 

Ns, a turning point for the number of tapes, to divide Stage 1 and Stage 2 for the AC 

loss study of horizontally parallel tapes. For Stage 1, N < Ns, the total average losses 

per tape increased with the increasing number of tapes. For Stage 2, N > Ns, the total 

average losses per tape began to decrease with the increasing number of tapes. By 

using simulation from COMSOL, the cases of increasing parallel tapes were modelled, 

and then proposed an empirical relation for the total average AC losses per tape in 

Stage 1. Larger numbers of parallel tapes were also simulated to verify the 

approximate value of Ns. Finally, the physical reason for why Ns exists was analysed, 
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and the results were compared to the study from Jiang et al. on x-array HTS tapes 

[143]. 

9.2 Experiment Set-up 

Figure 9.2 (a) presents the schematic of the electrical method used to measure the AC 

losses of parallel HTS tapes, which is similar to the measurement schematic for the 

single tape in Chapter 7.  

 

 

Figure 9.2: (a) Experimental schematic of AC loss measurements using the electrical 

method; (b) Graphical instruction of AC loss measurements on parallel HTS tapes. 
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Parameters Value 

Tape width 12 mm 

Superconducting layer thickness  1 m 

0 4π×10
-7

 H/m 

n (E-J Power Law factor) 25 

Jc0  2.5×10
10

 A/m
2 

E0 10
-4

 V/m 

Gap of tapes 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 mm 

Table 9.1: Parameters for the simulation of SuperPower SF12100 tape 

The HTS tapes used in this experiment were SuperPower SF12100 (stabilizer-

free), 12 mm wide. The self-field critical current Ic was measured to be approximately 

300 A. As shown in Figure 9.2 (a), on the secondary side, three horizontally parallel 

HTS tapes (20 cm length) were fixed on a plastic board, with the aid of low 

temperature KAPTON tapes. The tapes were connected in series. The copper cables 

for the series connection were far away from the tapes (in order to reduce their field 

effect on the tapes) and are not shown in Figure 9.2 (a).  

Figure 9.2 (b) schematically illustrates the wiring for AC loss measurements on 

the parallel HTS tapes. First, AC losses were measured in the middle tape, with the 

gap distance of each tape increased from 2 mm to 20 mm, and then the same AC loss 

measurements were fulfilled on the end tape. For both middle and end tape 

measurements, the length between two voltage taps was 90 mm. The measuring 

technique of “8” glyph potential leads was used in order to effectively reduce the 

noise [147]. 

9.3 Simulation Method 

In order to calculate the losses from parallel HTS tapes under the action of an AC 

current and an AC magnetic field, the H-formulation was chosen as the suitable FEM 

method. Here, the AC loss calculation from the parallel HTS tapes was carried out 

using the 2D H-formulation by COMSOL Multiphysics, the same as in Chapter 7. 

In the FEM model, the real dimensions of the SuperPower SF12100 tape were 

used, with a superconducting layer 1 m thick. The critical current density in the self-
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field was determined to be 2.5 × 10
10

 A/m
2
, which was equivalent to the measured 

critical current of 300 A at 77 K. Some relevant simulation parameters are listed in 

Table 9.1. As the SuperPower SF12100 tapes have a non-magnetic substrate, there are 

no ferromagnetic losses. Furthermore, both the measurement and the relevant 

simulation were carried out using a low frequency AC current at 20 Hz, thus the small 

amount of eddy-current AC losses in the substrate and metal layers were ignored. 

Therefore, the hysteresis losses in the superconducting layer dominated the total AC 

losses of the HTS tape. Consequently, only the real geometry of the superconducting 

layers of parallel tapes was simulated. 

9.4 Results and Discussion from Three Horizontally Parallel 

Tape Cases 

9.4.1 Influence of the Gap Distance on AC Losses  

The AC transport current applied to the three parallel HTS tapes was increased from 

60 A to 150 A (peak values). Before the measurement was taken on the parallel tapes, 

the AC losses of an individual single tape were also measured and used for reference.  

 

Figure 9.3: Measured AC losses in the middle tape of the three parallel tapes (Gap 

changed from 2 mm to 20 mm). 
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Figure 9.4: Measured AC losses in the end tape of the three parallel tapes (Gap 

changed from 2 mm to 20 mm). 

 

Figure 9.5: Total measured AC losses from the three parallel tapes (Gap changed from 

2 mm to 20 mm). 

As demonstrated in Figure 9.3, when the gap distance increased from 2 mm to 20 

mm, the AC losses of the middle tape gradually increased. For the 2 mm gap case, the 

losses in the middle tape were 1.99×10
-4

 J/cycle/m at a current of 150 A peak, which 
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is 3 times lower than the losses of the individual tape with the same transport current. 

When the gap was 4 mm, the AC losses in the middle tape were half (2.96×10
-4

 

J/cycle/m) of those of the individual tape. From the 4 mm gap case onward to the 

20 mm gap case, the change in rate of AC losses in the middle tape became slower. 

Figure 9.4 presents the AC loss measurements on the end tape of three parallel 

tapes. When the gap distance was 2 mm, the AC losses measured on the end tape were 

2.1×10
-3

 J/cycle/m with the transport current 150 A peak, which was more than 3.5 

times higher than the losses of the individual tape. With the gap increasing from 2 mm 

to 20 mm, the AC losses on the end tape started to decrease and to approach the loss 

value of the individual tape, and the decreasing speed slowed down as well. 

As it will be shown later, the reason why the middle tape had lower AC losses 

than the reference individual one was that the two end tapes created perpendicular 

magnetic field contributions onto the middle tape surface which cancelled each other. 

However, the end tape had higher AC losses than the reference tape because the 

middle tape generated a perpendicular magnetic field contribution superposed to that 

of the end tape. When the gap distance increased to 20 mm, the AC loss features of 

the middle and end tapes started to approach the individual tape case. Figure 9.5 

illustrates the total AC losses (1×Lossmid tape+2×Lossend tape) of three parallel tapes, 

which indicates that the total AC losses also decreased when the gap increased. These 

findings are in agreement with the results for two tapes previously published in the 

literature [145]. 

9.4.2 Comparison between Experiment and Simulation 

For the purpose of investigating the effect of electromagnetic interaction between 

parallel tapes on their AC losses, first, both the measured and simulation results of an 

individual tape were set as the base values. Then, the simulation and experiment were 

compared based on the normalised ratio of the middle/end tape AC losses over the 

individual single tape AC losses with the different gap distances. Figure 9.6 presents 

such a comparison for a transport current of 150 A at 20 Hz. In general, there is a 

good agreement between the experiment and the simulation. However, there were 

some differences as the parallel tapes with the same direction of current attracted each 

other, which caused the normalised ratio of measured AC losses became smaller than 
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the simulation losses. This was more obvious when the gap distance was relatively 

small because the attractive effect was stronger with smaller gaps.  

 

Figure 9.6: Comparison between simulation and experiment: normalised ratio of 

middle tape AC losses over the individual single tape AC losses (transport current 

150 A at 20 Hz). 

 

Figure 9.7: Comparison between simulation and experiment: normalised ratio of end 

tape AC losses over the individual single tape AC losses (transport current 150 A at 

20 Hz). 
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A similar phenomenon happened with the end tape, as shown in Figure 9.7. The 

normalised ratio (experiment and simulation) of the end tape AC losses over the 

individual tape AC losses was greater with the smaller gaps, such as 2 mm, 4 mm, and 

6 mm. Figure 9.6-7 shows good agreement between the experiments and simulations. 

The differences became noticeable only at small separation gaps (2 mm), and are 

probably due to local effects (e.g. uniformity of Jc near the edges, alignment of the 

tapes) that were not included in the model. The result and tendency in Figures 9.3–7 

are similar to the measurements and calculations in the work from Ogawa et al. [144]. 

 

Figure 9.8: Magnetic flux density of an isolated single tape with a 150 A transport 

current at 20 Hz from the COMSOL simulation. 

Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9 illustrate the calculated distributions of the magnetic 

flux density of the isolated single tape and three parallel tapes with a 150 A transport 

current at 20 Hz frequency. In the single tape case (Figure 9.8), the magnetic flux 

density was greater near the two edges of the tape, and thus the AC losses became 

larger on the two sides of the tape. Compared to the case of three parallel tapes in 

Figure 9.9, the magnetic flux density around the two sides of the middle tape was 

weaker, as the two end tapes generated perpendicular magnetic fields that cancelled 

each other, thus effectively shielding the middle tape in between. This was the reason 

why the AC losses were smaller in the middle tape, but as the gap increased, the 
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shielding effect from the two end tapes became weaker, and the losses of the middle 

tape were comparable to losses from each end tape. 

 

Figure 9.9: Magnetic flux density of three parallel tapes with a 150 A transport current 

at 20 Hz from the COMSOL simulation (gap distance 2 mm). 

9.5 HTS Tapes for Possible Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) 

Applications 

9.5.1 Introduction 

This section presents the concept of using horizontally parallel HTS tapes with AC 

loss study, and the investigation into possible wireless power transfer (WPT) 

applications. High temperature superconductor (HTS) based coils are able to carry a 

large electrical current density. HTS coils are one of the most popular choices to be 

used in various superconducting applications such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

(MRI) [148], superconducting motors [149], superconducting transformers [67], and 

even for superconducting wireless power transmissions [66, 150-155]. However, 

alternating current (AC) losses are the crucial problems for HTS applications when 

they operate under the action of AC currents and AC magnetic fields [18].  

It is possible to apply superconductors into wireless power transfer (WPT) 

systems, because superconducting coils have theoretically zero resistance which 
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significantly reduces the resistive losses from the transmitter and receiving coils [156]. 

However, the AC losses from the HTS coil still potentially affect the total efficiency 

of the WPT system. The HTS tapes are carrying the same direction of current and 

being closely packed in these coil structures. This is the main reason that the AC loss 

in each turn of the HTS coil is larger than the AC loss in an equivalent single layer of 

HTS tape, owing to the field dependency of the AC loss and the anisotropic 

characteristics of HTS tapes [139]. Therefore, for a WPT system, it is reasonable to 

design a superconducting part which has less AC losses. 

According to the best of our knowledge, there is no literature regarding the study 

of AC losses for the configuration of multiple horizontally parallel HTS tapes for the 

purpose of wireless power transfer applications. As shown in Figure 9.10, this section 

proposes the concept of using horizontally parallel HTS tapes, whose configuration 

could be potentially used for wireless power transfer devices. Three horizontally 

parallel tapes were used as the basic configuration, and each parallel tape carried a 

current with the same amplitude and direction. The experiment set-up and modelling 

method of AC losses in HTS tapes was the same as those in Section 8.3. By using the 

H-formulation electromagnetic simulation from COMSOL, the AC losses from the 

parallel tapes configuration and those from the conventional coil configuration were 

compared, which used the same current and could equivalently provide comparable 

electromagnetic induction (d/dt) for wireless power transfer in a certain cross-section. 

 

Figure 9.10: Configuration of multiple horizontally parallel HTS tapes, which could 

be potentially used for wireless power transfer applications. 
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9.5.2 AC Losses in Three Parallel Tapes (Summary for WTP Analysis) 

Figure 9.11 presents the measurements and simulation for the AC losses in a single 

tape, where Norris’s analytical solutions for both the Strip and Ellipse cases are 

shown as the references [69]. The AC transport current applied to a single tape was 

increased from 60 A to 150 A of peak value for the measurement, while the applied 

transport current was set from 60 A to 300 A of peak value for the simulation. The 

frequency of the transport current was set to be 20 Hz. The AC losses from both the 

simulation and measurements were between the range of Norris Strip and Norris 

Ellipse, and the simulation results agreed with the experimental results. 

 

Figure 9.11: Comparison between measurement and simulation: AC losses in a single 

(isolated) tape, with reference to Norris’s analytical solutions (Strip and Ellipse), at a 

transport current frequency of 20 Hz. 
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Figure 9.12: Comparison between simulation and measurement: normalised ratio of 

mid tape AC losses over a single (isolated) tape AC losses; normalised ratio of end 

tape AC losses over the single (isolated) tape AC losses; normalised ratio of total 

average AC losses over the single (isolated) tape AC losses; with a transport current 

of 150 A at 20 Hz. 

For the three parallel HTS tapes, the AC losses in the middle, and then end tapes, 

were measured and simulated, with the gap distance between tapes increasing from 

2 mm to 20 mm. In order to investigate the interactive effect of parallel tapes in a 

straightforward way, both the experimental and simulation results of a single tape 

were set as the base values. Similar to the analysis in Section 9.4, the simulation and 

measurements were converted to the normalised ratio: middle tape, end tape and total 

average AC losses ((1×Lossesmid tape+2×Lossesend tape)/3) over the isolated single tape 

AC losses. Figure 9.12 demonstrates the comparison of simulation and measurements 

based on normalised ratio of the middle tape, end tape, and total average over the 

single tape AC losses. The simulation results were generally consistent with the 

measured results. 

From Figure 9.12, it can be seen that the normalised ratio of the middle and end 

tapes approached “1” when the gap increased, which means that the interactive effect 

on the AC losses became less significant with larger gaps. This is similar to the 
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previous work [157]. As the AC losses in the end tapes dominated the total losses, the 

tendency of the total average AC losses was similar to the tendency of the end tape 

AC losses. 

As shown in Figure 9.12, the largest AC loss of the three parallel HTS tapes 

occurred with the 2 mm gap, whose total average AC loss was approximately twice 

that of the individual single tape from the simulation, and even slightly higher than the 

measurement. It could be calculated from the simulation that the total AC loss of the 

three parallel tapes was approximately 0.00311 J/cycle/m, with a gap distance of 

2 mm, and a transport current of 150 A at 20 Hz. 

9.5.3 Electromagnetic Induction (EMI) from Horizontally Parallel HTS Tapes 

(a) Electromagnetic induction simulation 

The horizontally parallel HTS tapes with proper electrical current were able to 

produce useful magnetic field patterns. In this section, the electromagnetic induction 

(EMI) around three parallel tapes was analysed using the H-formulation with the 

FEM package of COMSOL Multiphysics. As shown in Figure 9.13, the 

electromagnetic induction above the middle tape has its maximum value in the x-axis 

direction (the same as the magnetic flux density, Bx, also has its maximum value in 

the x-axis direction). Therefore, it could be proposed that a rectangle or round 

receiving coil could be placed in this position to collect the electromagnetic induction 

(in the x-axis direction) generated by the horizontally parallel tapes. Figure 9.14 

presents a possible cross-section of a circular coil with a diameter of 10 mm (a typical 

receiving coil for small portable devices). The centre of the coil was 7 mm above the 

middle tape. The AC current 150 A peak at 20 Hz was applied to the three parallel 

tapes. The (dB/dt) in the line cross-section was integrated, and the RMS (root mean 

square) value was calculated. Then, the electromagnetic induction (EMI) in the x-axis 

(d/dt) per unit-length could be computed: 

  dl
dt

dB
VmEMI

l

x


1

                                                    (9.1) 
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Figure 9.13: Cross-section of three parallel HTS tapes and electromagnetic induction 

(d/dt) with the magnetic flux density in the x-axis direction. 

 

Figure 9.14: Cross-section of three turns of HTS coil and electromagnetic induction 

(d/dt) with the magnetic flux density in the y-axis direction. 
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Figure 9.15: Electromagnetic induction (d/dt) with the magnetic flux density in the 

x-axis direction from three parallel HTS tapes, with different gap distances. 

Figure 9.15 demonstrates the electromagnetic induction on the x-axis (d/dt) per 

unit-length generated by three parallel tapes with difference gap distances. Similar to 

the AC losses tendency with increasing gap distance, it can be seen from Figure 9.15 

that the electromagnetic induction per unit-length decreased when the gap increased, 

but the decreasing speed of electromagnetic induction per unit-length became slower 

when the gap distance increased to a high value. 

(b) Comparison between three parallel tapes and three turns of coil 

Coils are one of the most common topologies for building a magnetic field, and create 

electromagnetic induction which is used in wireless power transfer systems. However, 

if coils are fabricated from superconducting tapes, the AC losses need to be taken into 

consideration because of the anisotropic characteristics and field dependency of HTS 

tapes. 

Figure 9.14 illustrates the cross-section of three turns of an HTS coil. The real 

geometry of the tape with a superconducting layer of 1 m was used, and each tape 

cross-section had a real tape separation thickness of 0.1 mm. There is a zoomed-in 

part of Figure 9.14 which clearly shows the cross-section of the three turns of coil. 

Typically, for wireless power transfer, the transmitting coil and receiving coil are 
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placed vertically parallel, in order to obtain more electromagnetic induction. As 

shown in Figure 9.14, the receiving coil was to collect the electromagnetic induction 

(in the y-axis direction) generated from the three turns of coil. The same size of the 

receiving coil cross-section (10 mm diameter) was used as the three parallel tape case 

mentioned above, and was placed in the same position 7 mm above the transmitting 

system (HTS coil level). The same AC current of 150 A at 20 Hz was applied to the 

HTS coil.  

 

Figure 9.16: Comparison between three parallel tapes and three turns of coil: the 

effective electromagnetic induction (df/dt) for wireless power transfer per unit-length 

in the 2D cross-section. 

 

Figure 9.17: Comparison between three parallel tapes and three turns of coil: the total 

AC losses per unit-length in the 2D cross-section. 
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Figure 9.16 presents a comparison of the electromagnetic induction per unit-

length generated from three parallel tapes (2 mm gap) and three turns of coil, using 

the same AC current and the same receiving coil cross-section with a diameter of 

10 mm. For the three parallel tapes the electromagnetic induction per unit-length was 

0.0435 Vm
-1

, and for the three turns of coil the electromagnetic induction per unit-

length was 0.0460 Vm
-1

, which indicates that their difference (5%) is not significant. 

Figure 9.17 demonstrates the comparison of the total AC losses per unit-length from 

three parallel tapes (2 mm gap) and three turns of coil, which are 0.00311 J/cycle/m 

for the three parallel tapes, and 0.0151 J/cycle/m for three turns of coil. From Figure 

9.17 it can be clearly seen that the difference in their total AC losses was 

approximately 5 times. 

To summarise, for a particular case with a receiving coil with a cross-section 

10 mm diameter above the transmitting system, the three horizontally parallel tapes 

can achieve a comparable electromagnetic induction per unit-length, but generated 

only 1/5 of the total AC losses compared to three turns of coil. However, the three 

parallel tapes are suitable when the receiving coil diameter is less than a certain value 

(15 mm), and the receiving coil is just above the transmitting system, whose 

configuration could be used for small scale portable devices charging on wireless 

power transfer base. For larger receiving coils, parallel tapes are no longer as efficient 

as the coil structure. This is because the electromagnetic induction decays sharply 

when the centre of the receiving coil is far away from the level of transmitting system. 

Moreover, the conventional vertically parallel coils may have better efficiency and 

quality of wireless power transfer. Nevertheless, the low total AC losses characteristic 

of multiple parallel tapes could be beneficial for the further investigation of 

electromagnetic applications using parallel HTS tapes configuration.  

9.6 Total Average AC Losses from Increasing the Number of 

Horizontally Parallel Tapes 

In order to analyse the efficiency of a certain system, the total AC losses should be 

considered. For the case of three parallel tapes as described in the previous sections, 

Figure 9.18 presents the comparison of simulation and experimental results based on 
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the normalised ratio of total average ((1×Lossesmid tape+2×Lossesend tape)/3) AC losses 

per tape over the individual single tape AC losses. As discussed in Section 9.5.2, the 

tendency was similar to the end tape case because the end tape losses dominated the 

total losses, especially when the gap distances were small. The normalised ratios 

approached unity when the gap increased to higher values, because the interactive 

effect of the parallel tapes on AC losses became less significant. These results are also 

similar to the work from Jiang et al. [143], which was carried out with narrower 4 mm 

tapes.  

 

Figure 9.18: Comparison between simulation and experiment: normalised ratio of 

total average AC losses over the individual single tape AC losses with a transport 

current of 150 A at 20 Hz. 
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Figure 9.19: Variation of the losses tape-by-tape for the case of seven tapes with a gap 

distance of 2 mm and a transport current of 150 A at 20 Hz. 

With the number of parallel tapes increasing, the total loss could consequently 

increase. However, knowing whether the total average AC loss per tape (total loss/n) 

would increase or decrease with an increasing number of tapes requires a dedicated 

investigation. Jiang et al. mentioned in [143] that two regimes can be distinguished: in 

regime 1 (N < N0), for a small number of tapes in the x-array, the total average AC 

losses per tape is higher than the AC losses of a single tape, due to the contribution of 

the tapes situated near the ends of the array; in regime 2 (N > N0), for a large number 

of tapes in the x-array, the total average AC losses per tape is smaller than the AC 

losses from a single tape. The relative weight of the AC losses of the end tapes 

decreases and the situation resembles gradually that of an infinite x-array, which has 

been analytically solved by Müller [140]. 

The aforementioned viewpoint of Jiang et al. is reasonable, and both experimental 

and simulation results show that, for a small number of tapes, the total average AC 

losses per tape are greater than the AC losses of a single tape. In this study, the 

transition between Regime 1 and Regime 2 is not a sudden change at a number N0. A 

new parameter was proposed, Ns, a certain number of parallel tapes, to divide Stage 1 

and Stage 2. For Stage 1 (N < Ns), the total average losses per tape increased with the 
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increasing number of tapes. For Stage 2 (N > Ns), the total average losses per tape 

started to decrease with the increasing number of tapes.  

9.6.1 Stage 1(N < Ns)-Total Average Losses per Tape   

For Stage 1, the experiment and simulation for the three parallel tapes were performed. 

Then, cases with more tapes (7, 11, and 15) were simulated. Figure 9.19 presents the 

variation of the losses tape-by-tape for the case of seven tapes with a gap distance of 

2 mm and a transport current of 150 A at 20 Hz. It can be seen that the losses of the 

middle tapes were relatively small while the losses of the end tapes still dominated the 

total AC losses with this small gap (2 mm). As shown in Figure 9.20, the simulations 

were executed for the cases of 3, 7, 11, and 15 tapes, and the normalised ratio of the 

total average AC losses per tape over the individual single tape AC losses were 

calculated for different gap distances. From Figure 9.20, it can be noted that the 

normalised ratio decreases to approach unity with the increasing gap for all four cases, 

and the normalised ratio also kept increasing when the number of parallel tapes went 

up. However, the increasing rate of the normalised ratio slowed down when the 

number of parallel tapes became higher, which can be seen from the four cases in 

Figure 9.20. 

 

Figure 9.20: Normalized ratio of total average AC losses per tape over the individual 

single tape AC losses from the COMSOL simulation, compared to the numerical 

estimation calculated using Equation (9.2) and (9.3) (cases of 3, 7, 11, and 15 parallel 

tape). 
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In order to efficiently find the boundary of Stage 1 other than simulating all cases, 

an empirical expression for the normalised ratio of total average AC losses over the 

individual single tape AC losses with different gap distances is proposed for Stage 1 

(using a mathematical fitting): 

  1 bGapaNormalisedRatio                               (9.2) 

eNca d                                                             (9.3) 

where constants b = -0.852, c = -9.036, d = -0.6212, and e = 6.66. Variable “a” also 

has the relation with number of parallel tapes “N”. Figure 9.20 shows the fitting 

estimations for the cases of 3, 7, 11, 15 tapes, which agree with the COMSOL 

simulation results. Mathematically, Equation (9.2) and Equation (9.3) indicate that the 

normalised ratio converges to unity not only with increasing gap distance but also 

with the increasing number of parallel tapes in Stage 1.  

 

 

Figure 9.21: Normalised ratio of total average AC losses per tape over the single tape 

AC losses from Stage 1 numerical estimation calculated using Equation (9.2) and (9.3) 

(cases of 11, 51, 101, and 201 parallel tapes), also compared with the COMSOL 

simulation of 11 parallel tapes case. 
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Figure 9.21 presents the numerical estimation calculated using Equation (9.2) and 

(9.3): the normalised ratio of the total average AC losses over the individual single 

tape AC losses with gap distances up to 50 mm. The number of parallel tapes was 

increased from 11, to 51, and from 101 to 201. As shown in Figure 9.21, the 

calculation of 11 tapes agreed with the COMSOL simulation result of 11 tapes. It can 

be seen from Figure 9.21 that the difference between 11 and 51 tapes cases was quite 

substantial, while the differences between 51, 101 and 201 tapes cases were fairly 

small. It could be deduced that the total average AC losses per tape would start to 

saturate when the number of tapes reaches certain level in Stage 1. 

9.6.2 Stage 2(N > Ns)-Total Average Losses per Tape   

Based on the numerical relation and simulation results from Stage 1, the increasing 

trend of the normalised ratio for the total average AC losses per tape would saturate 

for a number of tapes in the order of a few hundreds. Then, the number of parallel 

tapes increased with bigger step in order to discover the value of Ns. As shown in 

Figure 9.22, the cases of 7, 15, 27, 51, 75, 101, 201, 251, 301, 351, 401, 501, 601, 801, 

and 1601 tapes were simulated with a constant gap distance of 2 mm, and a transport 

current of 150 A at 20 Hz. It can be seen that the turning point, Ns, was around the 

case of 301 tapes (which corresponds to a total width of the array of about 4.2 m). 

From this point onward, the total average AC losses per tape started to decrease with 

the further increasing number of parallel tapes. The maximum number of tapes 

simulated is 1601, and for this case the total average AC losses per tape has decreased 

to a value similar to that of seven tapes. The normalised ratio of the 1601 tape case 

was still a long way, not only from the Müller’s infinite x-array with same gap 

distance (shown with a dashed line in Figure 9.22), but also, from the losses of the 

individual tape.  
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Figure 9.22: Cases of 7, 15, 27, 51, 75, 101, 201, 251, 301, 351, 401, 501, 601, 801, 

and 1601 parallel tapes with a constant gap distance of 2 mm and a transport current 

of 150 A at 20 Hz using COMSOL simulation, and the analysis of Ns, Stage 1 and 

Stage 2, with reference of Müller’s analytical result for infinite tapes. 

9.6.3 Summary   

Based on the results shown above, the total average losses per tape would firstly 

increase, saturate, and then decrease with the incremental number of horizontally 

parallel tapes. In Stage 1, the parallel tapes interacted more strongly with each other 

when the number of tapes was small. Although the middle tapes had lower losses than 

a single tape, the end tapes dominated the total losses because of the strong magnetic 

fields around them, and the total average losses per tape increased with increasing 

tapes. There was a turning point, Ns, dividing the Stage 1 and Stage 2, which could 

distinguish when the total average losses per tape would increase or decrease with 

increasing tapes. In Stage 2, when the amount of parallel tapes became higher, the 

total planar length of tape system was longer, and the far tapes had much less 

influence. Therefore, the AC losses contributed from the end tapes started to become 

less important, and the total average losses per tape began to decrease with increasing 

tapes. 
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The conclusion of Jiang et al. on N0 is applicable to this study. Comparing Ns 

with N0, N0 should be much greater than Ns. However, it is difficult to use the FEM 

simulation to achieve massive amount of tape elements, due to the limitation of PC’s 

computing capability. Ns could be a useful parameter to determine the turning point 

where the total average losses per tape start to reduce, which will be helpful for 

designing a system of horizontally parallel tapes. 

The AC loss feature of horizontally parallel tapes is different from the stacked 

tapes in an HTS coil. The total average AC losses per tape still go up observably even 

when the HTS coil geometry increases to hundreds of turns. The geometry of 

horizontally parallel tapes could be able to maintain or even reduce the total average 

losses per tape, especially when the number of parallel tapes increases to high level, 

and therefore this geometry could be potentially applied to superconducting devices 

such as HTS transformers. 

9.7 Summary 

A study on AC losses of horizontally parallel HTS tapes has been presented. AC loss 

measurements of the middle and end tapes of three parallel tapes were carried out 

using the electrical method. The AC losses from an individual single tape were also 

measured and used as a reference. The middle tape had less AC losses than the 

reference individual tape, due to the reduction of the perpendicular field component at 

its edges. On the contrary, the end tape had larger AC losses than the reference 

individual tape due to the substantial perpendicular field component at one of its 

edges. The interactive effect on the AC losses from the middle and end tapes became 

less significant when the gap distance increased, and the loss value started to approach 

that of the individual tape. The simulation of the parallel-tape experiment was 

executed by the 2D H-formulation on the FEM platform of COMSOL Multiphysics. 

The simulation results fit the experimental results on the AC loss features of middle 

and end tapes with increasing gap distance. 

The concept of using horizontally parallel HTS tapes for possible wireless power 

transfer (WPT) applications has been presented, together with their AC loss analysis. 

A receiving coil with 10 mm diameter cross-section was able to collect a comparable 

electromagnetic induction (per unit-length) generated by either three parallel tapes or 

by three turns HTS of coil, with the same AC transport current and the same position 
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of receiving coil 7 mm above the transmitting system. The total AC losses from the 

three parallel tapes case was only 1/5 of the total AC losses from the three turns coil 

case. However, the electromagnetic induction decays greatly if the centre of the 

receiving coil moves far away from the level of the transmitting system, and the 

conventional vertically parallel coils present better wireless power transfer efficiency 

in a more spacious region. However, the configuration of multiple horizontally 

parallel tapes system has the obvious advantage of lower total AC losses than multiple 

tapes closely stacked in a conventional coil. The horizontally parallel tapes could 

create useful patterns of electromagnetic induction, and could potentially be used in 

wireless power transfer system for portable devices. 

The total average losses per tape of horizontally parallel tapes have been 

investigated. A new parameter was proposed, Ns, which is the number of parallel 

tapes that divides Stage 1 and Stage 2. In Stage 1, N < Ns, the parallel tapes 

contributed more interaction to each other, and experience high peak magnetic fields 

around the end tapes, which caused large AC losses in the end tapes, dominating the 

total losses. As a consequence, the total average losses per tape increased with 

increasing number of tapes. In Stage 2, N > Ns, the more distant tapes had much less 

impact on the total losses as the total planar length of the tape system became longer, 

and the AC losses contributed from the end tapes tended to become relatively 

negligible. Therefore, the total average losses per tape started to decrease with an 

increasing number of tapes. In order to efficiently find the boundary of Stage 1 other 

than using COMSOL to simulate all cases, a mathematical relation between the 

normalised ratio of the total average AC losses per tape and different gap distances 

has been proposed. According to this expression, the normalised loss ratio converges 

to one (i.e. the average loss per tape converges to that of an isolated tape) with 

increasing gap distance, but also with an increasing number of parallel tapes. 

According the study of Jiang et al., it could be estimated that the total average AC 

losses would approach the Müller’s analytical results for infinite tapes with number of 

tapes N0, but N0 should be much larger than Ns. The turning point, Ns, could be a 

useful factor to resolve where the total average losses per tape start to reduce, which 

will be helpful for designing a system of horizontally parallel tapes. The geometry of 

horizontally parallel tapes could be potentially applied to superconducting devices 
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like HTS transformers, because this structure is able to maintain and even reduce the 

total average AC losses per tape with large number of tapes. 
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Chapter 10          

Conclusion and Future 

Work 

10.1 Conclusion 

This thesis presents a novel study on Second Generation High Temperature 

Superconductors, which includes their electromagnetic characteristics and AC loss 

analysis.  

Superconducting magnets are one of the most crucial superconducting 

applications that have been commercially used in medical imaging devices such as 

MRIs. Lorentz Force Electrical Impedance Tomography (LFEIT) has shown its 

significant advantages over conventional medical imaging techniques in terms of 

excellent cancer bio-detection as well as internal haemorrhage, high spatial resolution, 

portability for emergency diagnostics, and low manufacturing cost. The magnets are 

an important component of a LFEIT system, and the combination of superconducting 

magnets with a LFEIT system is a sensible approach because superconducting 

magnets are able to produce magnetic fields with high intensity, which could 

significantly enhance the SNR of a LFEIT system and enhance the quality of 

biological imaging. The modelling and simulation of four magnet designs (two based 

on permanent magnets, and two based on HTS) were carried out using COMSOL 

Multiphysics. The Superconducting Halbach Array magnet design is able to overcome 

the disadvantages experienced with other designs. A thin superconducting Halbach 

Array magnet can achieve portability (for installation in a general “Type B” 
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ambulance). More importantly, a Superconducting Halbach Array magnet is able to 

establish a good magnetic field with proper strength and homogeneity for a LFEIT 

system. 

The optimization study of superconducting Halbach Array magnet was carried out 

on the FEM platform of COMSOL Multiphysics, which consists of 2D models using 

the H-formulation based on the B-dependent critical current density and bulk 

approximation. Optimization of the magnetic homogeneity was executed to increase 

the number of coils for Halbach arrangement while shrinking each coil’s size, but still 

maintaining the total amount of superconducting material. The mathematical formulas 

between the inhomogeneity and increasing numbers of the coils has been derived, 

which reveals that the magnetic homogeneity can be improved by increasing the 

number of coils, but the efficiency for homogeneity improvement will decay if the 

number of coils increases to a high value. Using this optimization method, a Halbach 

Array configuration based superconducting magnet can potentially generate a uniform 

magnetic field over 1 T with an inhomogeneity to the ppm level. However, for a real 

design, the optimization efficiency and fabrication difficulty are required to be taken 

into account. 

The mathematical model for a LFEIT system was built based on the physical 

principle of the magneto-acousto-electric effect. The magnetic field properties from 

each magnet design were imported into the LFEIT model which coupled with the 

ultrasound module from Matlab. The LFEIT model simulated two samples, located in 

three different magnetic fields with changing magnetic strength and uniformity. 

According to the simulation result, both improving the uniformity of magnetic field 

and increasing the magnetic field strength can improve quality of electrical signal 

imaging of LFEIT. By contrast, increasing the intensity of the magnetic field is more 

efficient, particularly when the electrical signal generated from the sample is lower 

than or comparable to the noise level. The simulation results revealed that the quality 

of signal imaging is still acceptable when the static magnetic field used in the LFEIT 

system has greater than 10% inhomogeneity, with a magnetic flux density around 1 T. 

The tolerance of magnetic field inhomogeneity for a LFEIT system is several orders 

higher than that of MRI, since LFEIT shares the characteristic of ultrasound imaging. 
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Although there are no actual alternating currents involved in the DC 

superconducting magnets described above, they experience power dissipation as they 

are exposed to the varying magnetic field when high current superconducting coils 

and cables are used in magnet applications, e.g. magnet ramping. This problem 

generally falls under the classification of “AC loss”, which is substantially the same 

as the problem encountered under AC conditions. Moreover, the DC superconducting 

magnets for both MRIs and LFEITs also suffer various types of external AC signal 

disturbances during their operation. Therefore the AC loss characteristics of HTS 

tapes and coils are still important for HTS magnet designs. This thesis began with the 

AC loss study of HTS tapes. The investigation and comparison of AC losses on 

Surround Copper Stabilizer (SCS) Tape and Stabilizer-free (SF) Tape were carried out, 

which includes the AC loss measurement using the electrical method, as well as the 

real geometry and multi-layer HTS tape simulations using 2D H-formulation by 

COMSOL Multiphysics. The results demonstrated that hysteresis AC losses in the 

superconducting layer were frequency independent. The eddy-current AC losses (in 

Watt) were proportional to the second power of the frequency. The experimental and 

simulation results revealed that the eddy-current AC losses had almost no effect on 

the total AC losses for both SCS Tape and SF Tape with transport current frequencies 

at 10 Hz and 100 Hz, but the eddy-current AC losses started to affect the total losses 

for the SCS Tape with a transport current frequency at 1000 Hz. Further 

measurements and simulations proved that the eddy-current AC losses in the copper 

stabilizer should also be taken into account for high frequency applications over kilo 

Hz level. 

A comprehensive study on AC losses in a circular HTS double pancake coil was 

carried out using both experiment and simulation. The AC losses from a 2 × 18 

circular double pancake coil were measured using the electrical method. In order to 

improve the consistency with the real circular coil used in the experiment, a 2D 

axisymmetric H-formulation model was established using the FEM package in 

COMSOL Multiphysics. There are three scenarios which can cause AC losses in an 

HTS coil: (1) AC transport current & DC magnetic field, (2) DC transport current & 

AC magnetic field, and (3) AC transport current & AC magnetic field. Moreover, 

differences in the orientation angle  that HTS coil under the magnetic field has been 

studied for each scenario. For scenario (3), the impact of relative phase difference 
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between the AC current and the AC field on the total AC loss of the coil was analysed. 

Both the experiment and simulation were carried out for Scenario (1), and good 

consistency between experimental and simulation results was presented for AC loss 

magnitude, tendency, and angular dependence. The simulation results for Scenario (2) 

and Scenario (3) were reasonable and consistent with previous work presented in the 

literature. Therefore, we believe that the coil model is capable of producing 

convincing results throughout this multi-scenario study. A powerful coil model has 

the potential to efficiently compute the AC loss under various complex conditions. In 

short, a systematic current/field/angle/phase dependent AC loss (I, B, , ∆) study of 

circular HTS coil has been completed, and the methods and results of this study will 

be beneficial for future design and analysis for HTS AC systems. 

AC losses of horizontally parallel HTS tapes were investigated by experiment and 

simulation. Three-parallel-tape configuration was used as an example. The middle 

tape had less AC losses than an isolated individual tape due to the reduction of the 

perpendicular field component at its edges, while the end tape had larger AC losses 

than the isolated tape due to the perpendicular field component at one of its edges. 

The interactive effect on AC losses became less significant when the gap distance 

increased, and the loss value started to approach that of the isolated tape. Another idea 

was sparked that the structure of horizontally parallel HTS tapes can be used for 

wireless power transmission (WPT). The simulation results showed that a receiving 

coil with 10 mm diameter cross-section was able to collect a comparable 

electromagnetic induction (per unit-length) generated by either three parallel tapes or 

by three turns of HTS coil, with the same AC transport current and the same position 

of the receiving coil. The total AC losses from the three parallel tapes case was only 

1/5 of the total AC losses from the three turns coil case. This design has the drawback 

that the electromagnetic induction decays greatly if the centre of the receiving coil 

moves far away from the level of the transmitting system, and the conventional 

vertically parallel coils achieve better wireless power transfer efficiency in a more 

spacious region. However, the configuration of multiple horizontally parallel tapes in 

a WTP system has the obvious advantage of lower total AC losses than multiple tapes 

closely stacked in a conventional coil. 

The total average losses per tape of horizontally parallel tapes have been studied. 

A new parameter Ns has been defined based on the analysis, which is a number of 
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parallel tapes to divide Stage 1 and Stage 2. In Stage 1, N < Ns, parallel tapes 

contributed more interaction to each other, which caused large AC losses in the end 

tapes that dominate the total losses. Therefore, the total average losses per tape 

increased with the increasing number of tapes. In Stage 2, N > Ns, the far tapes had 

much less impact on the total losses as the total planar length of the tape system 

became longer, and the AC losses contributed from the end tapes tended to become 

relatively negligible. Therefore, the total average losses per tape started to decrease 

with the increasing number of tapes. The turning point Ns, could be a useful factor to 

determine where the total average losses per tape start to decrease, which will be 

beneficial for designing an AC system of horizontally parallel tapes. The geometry of 

horizontally parallel tapes could be potentially applied to superconducting devices 

like HTS transformers, because this structure is able to maintain and even reduce the 

total average AC losses per tape with a large number of tapes. 

10.2 Future Work 

Some work can be carried out in the future to improve the current study.  

For a LFEIT system, experiments can be set up to include: (1) experiment using 

permanent magnets for a small or middle scale LFEIT system, and superconducting 

magnets for a large scale LFEIT system; (2) experiment to set up a linear ultrasound 

transducer fed by a function generator circuit; (3) experiment for a data acquisition 

module that measures the voltage or currents at the boundary electrodes for the image 

reconstruction process.  

For AC loss analysis, more experiments and simulations can be performed. 

Various kinds of HTS high current cables are designed for use in superconducting 

magnets, such as twisted-stacked-tape-cables (TSTC) and conductor-on-round-core 

(CORC) cables. Detailed AC loss analysis of these high current cables subject to 

different background fields could be fulfilled. The fully 3D modelling of HTS high 

current cables could be explored, which would provide a very important and powerful 

tool for HTS design and optimization.  
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